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Dolls & Teddy Bears 

7001. Pelham Puppets Mr Turnip marionette, from the 1950s BBC Whirligig children's TV programme, Good in Good brown 
box. 

 £30 - £50 

7002. Pelham Puppets Magic Roundabout and Mother Dragon three vintage puppets: (1) Florence glove puppet; (2) Mr 
Rusty marionette; (3) Mother Dragon, glue repair to fin, within original yellow box; Fair Plus to Good; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

7003. Wendy Boston five vintage Basil Brush plush toys, each with printed label, includes three figures and a pair of glove 
puppets; Good; (5). 

 £25 - £35 

7004. Child's upholstered vintage wooden chair and desk; Fair to Good, chair 17"/43cm tall; (2). 

 £5 - £15 

7005. Vintage wooden doll's house, open at rear, with four rooms on two storeys, Fair Plus to Good; 20"/51cm x 18"/46cm x 
11.5"/29cm. 

 £5 - £10 

7006. Triang vintage doll's house, British, Tri-Ang transfer logo to rear, double fronted wooden house with tin plate windows, 
opens in two places at front to reveal four rooms on two storeys, with central staircase, red tiled roof, twin half -timbered gables, 
built-in garage to right, Fair Plus to Good, 19 1/2"/50cm x 34"/87cm x 12 1/4"/31cm. 

 £20 - £40 

7007. Triang No. 50 vintage doll's house, British, circa 1963, Triang logo sticker to rear, wooden house with tin plate hinged 
front, four rooms on two storeys, red tiled roof, Fair Plus to Good, 18 3/4"/48cm x 17 1/2"/33cm x 11 1/4"/28cm. 

 £10 - £20 
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7008. Steiff The British Isles Teddy Bears set of four: (1) Scottish Teddy Bear, golden blonde, yellow tag 661112; (2) Irish 
Teddy Bear, blonde, yellow tag 661143; (3) English Teddy Bear, light blonde, yellow tag 661105; (4) Welsh Teddy Bear, olive, 
yellow tag 661136; Near Mint to Mint, complete with tags, 7.5"/19cm, Excellent to Excellent Plus; (4). 

 £70 - £90 

7009. Steiff Studio Cockerel, yellow tag 502347, life-size, dark green, brown, beige, red and orange mohair and plush, 
complete with tags, still sealed within original plastic packaging, Mint, within generic Steiff box, 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7010. Steiff Disney Showcase Collection Bambi, brown mohair Deer, white tag 680045, limited edition of 5000, produced to 
celebrate 60th Anniversary of film release, swing label certificate, MISSING box, Excellent, 9"/23cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7011. Steiff miniatures x six: (1) Original teddy bear, yellow tag 030246, MISSING chest tag and swing label, 6"/15cm; (2) & 
(3) Club miniatures- white mohair polar bear, unboxed and 2009 black mohair, boxed- there is an EMPTY BOX only for alpaca 
bear EAN 420832; (4) Original black mohair, yellow tag 030505, missing labels; (5) light green mohair Mini teddy bear, yellow 
tag 039270, with chest tag, 3"/8cm; (6) hanging teddy bear, 027864, golden mohair, 3.5"/9cm; Excellent, (6). 

 £60 - £80 

7012. Steiff plush bears and animals x eight: (1) Ricky squirrel, yellow tag 071324, 1991-1999, brown, white and dark brown 
plush, with swing label, 8"/20cm; (2) Petsy teddy bear, yellow tag 0230/28, 1984-1990, MISSING labels, golden and beige 
plush, 11"/29cm; (3) Drolly dog, yellow tag 081316, 1991-1995, MISSING labels, beige and brown plush, 8.75cm/22cm long; (4) 
Browny bear, yellow tag 040207, 1991-1999, dark brown plush with apricot mohair inset muzzle and ears, MISSING tags, 
5.5"/14cm long; (5) Sleep Well bear, yellow tag 237102, beige plush, 8"/20cm; (6) - (8) keyring bears- yellow tags 110153, 
110139 and 112102; Fair Plus to Excellent Plus; (8). 

 £30 - £40 

7013. Bear Bits Denali artist designed realistic bear, designed by Jean & Bill Ashburner, LE 13 of 15, reddish brown wavy 
mohair, fully jointed, with double neck joint, MISSING swing label certificate, otherwise Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm long.  

 £70 - £90 

7014. Collection of Beanies, including: TY Beanie Babies x twenty; plus others; Excellent to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

7015. Merrythought Cheeky limited edition teddy bears: (1) Cheeky Trick or Treat, LE 141/500, brown mohair, with witch's hat 
and bezum, swing label certificate, box, 6"/15cm; (2) Cheeky Coffee Crème, LE 121/500, light brown with dark brown tip 
mohair, swing label certificate and plastic bag, 10"/26cm, (3) Cheeky Green Bean, LE 316/1000, emerald green mohair, swing 
label certificate and plastic bag, 9"/23cm; (4) Cheeky Silken Tip, LE 143/500, blonde with dark brown tip mohair, swing label 
certificate and plastic bag, 9"/23cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (4). 

 £50 - £60 

7016. Merrythought Micro Magnet and Golly Set, Micro Bear in pale grey mohair with dark grey tip, LE 169/500, 6.5"/17cm; 
felt unjointed golly, dressed in green felt tail-coat, complete with swing label certificate, box, 7.5"/19cm; plus a Micro Cheeky, LE 
247/500, pink mohair, MISSING swing label certificate, 6"/15cm; Near Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £20 - £30 
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7017. Merrythought Cheeky Pot Pouree, set of six pastel coloured teddy bears, LE 124/250, comprising Primrose, yellow 
mohair; Gardenia, white mohair; Lavender, lavender mohair; Forget-Me-Not, pale blue mohair; English Rose, pale rose pink 
mohair; Apple Mint, pale green mohair, each carries his own individual silk pastel coloured pot pouree bag, complete with swing 
label certificate, each bear measures 9"/23cm, within green wooden display cabinet measuring 20"/51cm x 16"/41cm x 
4.5"/12cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint, within original Good Plus to Excellent cardboard presentation window box, plus outer 
trade carton. 

 £70 - £90 

7018. Canterbury Bears x eight, including miniatures, artist designed by Maude and John Blackburn: (1) Monty, golden 
mohair, with swing label certificate, 9"/23cm; (2) dark rose mohair, 10"/25cm; (3) & (4) brown and dark brown with frosted tip, 
6"/15cm and 6.5"/16.5cm; (5) brown mohair, 6"/15cm; (6) brass mohair, 6"/15cm; (7) blonde mohair, 6.5"/16.5cm; (8) Dressing 
Gown, pale grey wool cloth, wearing dressing gown, with swing label, 6"/15cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (8). 

 £50 - £60 

7019. Shultz Character Designs Digger teddy bear, artist designed by Paula Strethill-Smith, LE 3/5, 1994, cinnamon mohair, 
black pin eyes, black vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, felt pads, black claw stitching, complete with swing 
label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 4.25"/11cm. 

 £30 - £50 

7020. Artist designed teddy bears x four: (1) Bluebell Bears Ailsa teddy bear, by Linda Loggie, LE 2/10, golden mohair, fully 
jointed, wearing tartan print cotton dress, with broderie anglaise pinafore, swing label certificate, 7"/18cm; (2) & (3) Abigail 
Bears pair, dark green and pale green mohair, 8"/20cm; (4) cream mohair, 6.5"/17cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (4). 

 £30 - £40 

7021. Artist designed teddy bears x six, includes some miniatures: (1) Alexander Bears Julie, by Eileen Alexander, LE 6/15, 
pink mohair, with swing label certificate, 9"/23cm; (2) Bocs Teganu pink mohair teddy bear, 7"/18cm; (3) Lyrical Bears Nutmeg, 
OOAK, brown mohair, with swing label certificate, 6"/15cm; (4) Shi's Bear, beige mohair, with swing label, 5"/13cm; (5) Teddies 
from Bearyland Jack, LE 1/5, golden mohair, with swing label certificate, 6"/15cm; (6) Ursa Minor dark green mohair teddy bear, 
by Schona MacDonald, 5"/13cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (6). 

 £40 - £50 

7022. Collection of six miniature teddy bears and animals: (1) Charlie Bears Travel Buddy Raspberry Hilary, missing tags, TB 
2014007, LE 4000, raspberry plush, 4.5"/12cm; (2) Gund Barton's Creek Rusty spaniel dog, golden mohair, 5"/13cm long; (3) & 
(4) Gund Theo teddy bear, golden mohair, with swing label, 3"/8cm; (5) Grisly Original green mohair teddy bear, LE 83/150, 
with swing label certificate, 5.5"/14cm; (6) Dean's Rag Book panda bear, blonde with brown tip and cream mohair, 5.5"/14cm; 
Excellent to Near Mint; (6). 

 £30 - £40 

7023. Hermann Teddy Original three plush animals: (1) Spaniel, golden plush, lying, 9/23cm long; (2) Hermann Teddy 2000 
squirrel, with chest tag, cinnamon and white plush, 6"/15cm; (3) Hermann Teddy Collection squirrel, cinnamon and white plush, 
with swing label, 6.5"/17cm; Excellent to Near Mint; (3). 

 £15 - £25 

7024. Furrytails Fluppets x four, vintage plush hand puppets, each with original box: (1) squirrel; (2) badger; (3) fox; (4) 
mouse; Near Mint to Mint, within Near Mint boxes; (4). 

 £20 - £30 

7025. Big Softies pair: (1) Spaniel dog, black plush, seated, Good, 12"/30cm; (2) Tobias brown alpaca teddy bear, LE 48/100, 
left paw claw stitching loose, otherwise Excellent with certificate and Good Plus to Excellent original box, 9"/23cm; (2). 

 £20 - £25 
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7026. Collection of eleven real alpaca and sheepskin teddy bears and animals, includes: (1) - (7) Alpaca Select x five and a 
pair of alpacas; (8) - (9) Made in Peru- pair of alpacas; (10) A Lakeland Toy brown real sheepskin pony; (11) Sheepland Toys 
real sheepskin teddy bear; Excellent to Near Mint; (11). 

 £20 - £30 

7027. Dean's Rag Book three limited edition teddy bears: (1) Duke teddy bear, LE 10/75, dark brown mohair, 12"/30cm; (2) 
Greengrass teddy bear, LE 112/500, green mohair, with trade carton, 12"/30cm; (3) Binkie panda bear, LE 4/50, brown and 
blonde mohair, 11"/28cm; each with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

7028. Dean's Rag Book Rambling Ronnie teddy bear, LE 192/500, golden mohair, wearing hiking outfit- green knitted 
pullover, white cotton hat, brown corduroy trousers, red knitted socks, brown walking boots, carrying back pack on shoulders, 
wooden walking stick and map, swing label certificate, Near Mint, trade carton, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7029. Little Folk Lakeland Bears vintage teddy bear, white plush, amber and black plastic eyes, black plastic dog nose, close 
clipped muzzle, felt inner ears, fully jointed, suedette pads, Mint, with trade carton, 18"/46cm. 

 £70 - £90 

7030. Lakeland Bears Dean's Rag Book Bramble Oakwood by Wendy Phillips, brown plush teddy bear, amber and black 
plastic eyes, felt inner ears, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, suedette pads, cloth label to seam- stating Lakeland 
Bear copyright 1989 by Wendy Phillips Ltd Specially Made in Gt Britain by Dean's Rag Book, Mint; with trade carton and 
Important Message (typewritten) from John and Wendy Philips and Melanie (manageress at Lakeland Bear shop) 18"/46cm. 
Bramble Oakwood lives deep in the forest and cares for all the creatures that make their home there. He knows how important 
it is for them to have somewhere to hide and he makes sure forest tracks are kept well away from the fallen trees that provide 
homes for his many friends. 

 £80 - £120 

7031. Lakeland Bears The Happy Rambler magazine #1 Spring 1994 - #5 Summer 1995, plus seven post cards- L 12 
Reflections of Wastwater 1990, L 14 Walking Beside Carrock Beck, Caldbeck 1990, L 21 Camping Beside Coniston Water 
1992, L 23 Backpacking in Langdale 1992, L 24 Sending a Letter Home, St John's in the Vale 1992, L 25 Walking the Dog, 
Langdale 1992, L 36 Steamboat on Windermere 1993; Good to Near Mint; (12). 

 £20 - £30 

7032. Hermann Teddy Original seven teddy bears, some are miniatures: (1) golden mohair, LE 64/1000, 8"/20cm; (2) orange 
mohair, item 11715 5, LE 390/1000, with swing label, 7"/18cm; (3) golden mohair, 5"/13cm; (4) dark brown mohair, 6"/15cm; (5)  
dark rose mohair, item 11717 9, LE 392/1000, with swing label, 7"/18cm; (6) golden mohair, item 11716 2, LE 443/1000, 
7"/18cm; (7) black and white mohair panda, 3.5"/9cm; Excellent to Near Mint; (7). 

 £40 - £60 

7033. Hermann Teddy Original and Grisly teddy bears x four: (1) Hermann Teddy Original dark green mohair, LE 391/500, 
11"/28cm; (2) Hermann Teddy Original Wastl, item 13530/2, LE 551/1000, brown mohair, with swing label, 11"/28cm; (3) 
Hermann Teddy Original, white mohair, 8"/20cm; (4) Grisly teddy bear, dark blonde mohair, wearing felt gingerbread theme 
dress, plus additional green floral print cotton dress and head scarf, 7.5"/19cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (4). 

 £30 - £40 

7034. Hug Me Again artist designed teddy bear, by Vivianne Galli (Nederlands), 2015, HMA button to rear, sparse golden 
mohair with dark brown tip, black plastic eyes, black horizontally stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, felt pads, aged to 
resemble an old bear, some very slight MOTH DAMAGE to two of the pads, needs cleaning, otherwise Good to Good Plus, 
18"/46cm. 

 £50 - £70 
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7035. Artist designed teddy bear, possibly by Anna Hoo (Netherlands), blonde wavy mohair with dark brown backing, black 
glass bead eyes, vertically stitched black nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, crushed velvet pads and inner ears, wearing silk 
hat and ruff to neck, Good to Good Plus, needs cleaning, 11"/28cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7036. Meadowsweet Bears Dougland artist designed teddy bear, by Jane Parker-Clark, 1999, dark blonde with grey guard 
hairs mohair, brown and black glass eyes, black stitched nose with over varnish, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, shaven pads, 
black claw stitching, with swing label certificate, Good to Good Plus, would benefit from cleaning, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7037. Barricane Bears Rebecca Horwood artist designed teddy bear, by Rachel Ward, 2012, OOAK, golden mohair, brown 
and black glass eyes, vertically stitched brown nose, fully jointed, felt pads, brown claw stitching, wearing light brown with red 
floral print needlecord dress, with swing label certificate, two pads have very slight MOTH DAMAGE, slightly shedding in places, 
would benefit from cleaning, Good, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7038. Norbeary Bears pair of NeglecTeds, artist designed by Ralph and Gloria Norbeary: (1) Sibyl, golden mohair, black 
glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, suedette pads, mohair is shedding - large bald patches, 12"/30cm; (2) 
blonde mohair with brown tip, 20"/51cm; both with swing label certificates, with MOTH DAMAGE, would benefit from cleaning, 
Poor Plus to Good; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

7039. Collection of modern plush teddy bears and animals, includes: The Bearington Collection; Boyds; Russ; Bowman Soft 
Touch Wolf; Gund; Dora Designs Country Folk Amos Hare; TY; Play Makers; Harrods bears; etc; Poor to Good; would benefit 
from cleaning; (large quantity). 

 £5 - £15 

7040. Collection of modern plush teddy bears and animals, including: BBC Pudsey Bear; Applause; Russ; Boyds; Mercedes 
Benz; The Bearington Collection; etc; Poor to Good, need cleaning; Poor to Good, (large quantity). 

 £5 - £15 

7041. Merrythought and Dean's Rag Book modern limited edition teddy bears: (1) Merrythought Yes / No teddy bear, LE 
814/1500, blonde mohair, with swing label certificate and box, 18"/46cm; (2) Merrythought Compton & Woodhouse Hope and 
Glory celebrating the Queen's Golden Jubilee, LE 1607/2002, cinnamon mohair, with swing label certificate and box, 11"/28cm; 
(3) Merrythought Hope black plush teddy bear, special edition for the This Morning America Appeal World Trade Center 
Disaster Fund, LE, with swing label and box, 8"/20cm; (4) Merrythought Peace, donated to the scholarship fund for children of 
the fire fighters who gave their lives to save others in the September 11th terrorist attacks, white plush, limited edition, complete 
with certificate and box, 7"/18cm; (5) Dean's Rag Book Old Father Time, Compton & Woodhouse exclusive, grey mohair, LE 
2620/4950, swing label certificate, Sheila embroidered to left foot, 13"/33cm; Good to Excellent Plus, some need cleaning; (5). 

 £30 - £40 

7042. Charlie Bears Mia panda bear, one of the next sixteen bears produced (after the first twelve), CB 35690, 2006-2008, 
LE 2000, designed by Isabelle Lee, light brown and darker brown tipped plush, with swing label (faded), Fair Plus to Good, 
needs cleaning, 17"/43cm. 

 £20 - £30 

7043. Charlie Bears Lucy panda bear, CB 083811C, 2008, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee, (named after Charlie's 
younger sister), brown and beige plush, with swing label certificate, ribbon has some tiny holes, Fair Plus to Good, needs 
cleaning, 16"/41cm. 

 £20 - £30 
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7044. Charlie Bears Carrots bunny rabbit, BB193908, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2019, shades of brown and cream plush, 
with swing label, Good, needs a light clean, 11"/28cm. 

 £20 - £30 

7045. Charlie Bears Primrose panda bear, CB183962A, 2008-2012, LE 1898, brown with cinnamon tip and white plush, with 
swing labels, Good, needs cleaning, 12"/30cm. 

 £20 - £30 

7046. Charlie Bears Dewdrop bunny rabbit, CB205235O, 2020, designed by Alison Mills, violet and white plush, with swing 
label, Good, needs cleaning, 13"/33cm. 

 £20 - £30 

7047. Charlie Bears Alfie teddy bear, CB094055, 2009-2011, LE 2900, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, blonde with 
dark brown tip curly plush, with swing labels, Good, needs cleaning, 15"/38cm. 

 £20 - £30 

7048. Kaycee Bears three artist designed teddy bears and a bunny rabbit, by Kelsey Cunningham: (1) Rudi teddy bear, LE 
16/30, dark brown and white plush, hole to seam- needs repair, with swing label certificate, 16"/41cm; (2) Cream Tea bunny 
rabbit, LE / 75, cream with golden tip plush, with swing label certificate, 12"/30cm; (3) Dune teddy bear, pink plush, swing label, 
11"/28cm; Fair Plus to Good, all three need cleaning; (3). 

 £30 - £30 

7049. Steiff pair of modern teddy bears: (1) Steiff Dolly bear, white tag 037542, LE 2006, rose and white mohair, large bald 
area to rear of right leg, MOTH DAMAGE, 12"/30cm; (2) Steiff Club Event Bear 2003, white tag 420382, limited to year of 
production 2003, black mohair, produced for Jenners, 8"/21cm; both need cleaning, Fair Plus to Good; (2). 

 £35 - £45 

7050. Teddy Hermann and Martin, pair of modern teddy bears: (1) Teddy Hermann Andreas, by T Mischner-Hermann, LE 
44/600, grey with dark grey tip curly mohair, with swing label certificate, areas of balding to rear- MOTH DAMAGE, 20"/51cm; 
(2) Martin Maximilian, model nr #985, LE 67/80, golden mohair, with swing label certificate, 10"/26cm; both need cleaning, Fair 
Plus to Good; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

7051. Steiff pair of modern teddy bears: (1) Steiff Betsy Ross North American exclusive teddy bear, white tag 666940, LE 
1776, inspired by an original Steiff owned by Dee Hockenberry dating back to 1910, blonde mohair Bear, featuring a gold tone 
cameo in antique style, made with 24 carat overlay picturing Betsy Ross holding the first American Flag, shedding and has 
large bald areas (particularly to rear of both legs), MOTH DAMAGE, 14"/36cm; (2) Classic dark red teddy bear, yellow tag 
001901, chest tag and swing tags are laminated, areas are shedding- MOTH DAMAGE, 11"/28cm; both need cleaning, Poor 
Plus to Good; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

7052. Steiff Lupi Spaniel dog, yellow tag 031670, brown and white mohair with airbrush detail, with swing label and chest tag, 
needs cleaning, Good, 11"/28cm. 

 £25 - £35 

7053. Pair of artist designed teddy bears: (1) Hand made by Marina Belozerova (Russia), brown artificial silk plush, with 
wooden swing label certificate, MOTH DAMAGE, 11"/28cm; (2) Teddy Bear Orphanage Korenna teddy bear, designed by Anita 
Wilhelm (The Netherlands), LE 1/1, brown mohair, with swing label certificate, 18"/46cm; both need cleaning, Fair to Good; (2). 

 £30 - £40 
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7054. Pair of artist designed teddy bears: (1) Lea Bears Jolie teddy bear, by Lenie Versteeg, LE 2/10, 2000, blonde mohair, 
with swing label certificate, 10"/26cm; (2) Bilbo Bears Penny teddy bear, designed by Audrey Edwards, cinnamon mohair, with 
swing label certificate, 8"/20cm; both need cleaning- some MOTH DAMAGE, Fair Plus to Good; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

7055. Otsie Bears pair of artist designed teddy bears: (1) blonde sparse mohair, wearing corduroy trousers and matching 
cap, with swing label certificate, 14"/36cm; (2) golden sparse mohair with brown tip, wearing cotton trousers, waistcoat and cap, 
14"/36cm; some MOTH DAMAGE, both need cleaning; Good; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

7056. Pair of German artist designed teddy bears: (1) Teddy Bear Orphanage Arthur by Christine Steinbrenner, LE 1/10, 
Daumeling (thumb sucking bear), with swing label certificate, brown sparse thread mohair, 10.5"/27cm; (2) Hermann Teddy 
miniature, golden artificial silk, 3.5"/9cm; MOTH DAMAGE, both need cleaning, Good; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

7057. Collection of five modern teddy bears: (1) Dean's white mohair, 12"/30cm; (2) Merrythought Woody, LE 77/500, dark 
orange mohair, with swing label certificate, 11"/28cm; (3) The Cotswold Bear Co The Cub Collection Humbug panda bear, LE 
66/100, brown and blonde mohair, with swing label certificate, 9"/23cm; (4) Dean's Rag Book Jill, LE 250/1000, blonde mohair,  
with swing label certificate, 8.5"/22cm; (5) Gund The Mohair Collection Justine, with swing label, 12.5"/32cm; some MOTH 
DAMAGE, all need cleaning, Fair Plus to Good; (5). 

 £30 - £50 

7058. Three artist designed teddy bears: (1) Christie Bears Bernard, by Ann Stephens, 1998, blonde mohair, with swing label 
certificate, 22"/56cm; (2) Bears By Sue Quinn Miss Lucy, OOAK, 2008, light brown sparse mohair with dark brown tip and 
backing, with swing label certificate, 16"/41cm; (3) Christina Harris Original Bears Cupboard Love pale green mohair teddy 
bear, carrying miniature brown plush bear, with swing label certificate, 11"/28cm; MOTH DAMAGE, both need cleaning; Fair 
Plus to Good; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

7059. Steiff and Hermann-Spielwaren three modern teddy bears: (1) Steiff Teddy Bear Ice Skater, white tag 037825, red 
brown mohair teddy bear wearing skiing outfit, LE 3000, 8.25"/21cm; (2) Steiff Pekinese dog, yellow tag 031328, golden mohair, 
with swing label, 4"/10cm; (3) Hermann-Spielwaren Apples and Nuts Bear, LE 70/1000, golden mohair, with swing label 
certificate, 10"/25cm (seated); MOTH DAMAGE, all need cleaning, Fair Plus to Good; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

7060. Artist designed teddy bear, in the style of Terry John Woods (USA), signed leatherette label to rear seam 
(indecipherable), golden mohair, black boot button eyes, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, brushed cotton pads 
(surface is slightly damaged in places), Good, 25"/64cm. 

 £50 - £60 

7061. Steiff two plush teddy bears, an owl and a dog: (1) Wiggi Family owl, yellow tag 072048, with chest tag and swing 
label, 10.25"/26cm; (2) Petsy, with button and remains of yellow tag, cinnamon plush, 10"/26cm; (3) Cosy Teddy, with button 
and yellow tag (indecipherable), dark brown plush, felt pads, 8"/20cm; (4) Cosy Molly dog, with button, white and brown Dralon 
plush, plastic eyes, open mouth, 8"/20cm long; Fair Plus to Good Plus, require cleaning; (4). 

 £25 - £35 

7062. Plush teddy bears x three: (1) Silver Tag Bears Logan Bear, Le 89/1500, brown with frosted tip long pile plush, with 
swing label certificate, 20"/51cm; (2) Clemens brown plush bear, 10"/26cm; (3) Erle brown plush bear, blonde mohair muzzle 
and inner ears, 15"/38cm; all three need cleaning; Fair Plus to Good; (3). 

 £25 - £35 
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7063. Artist designed teddy bears x eight: (1) HM Bears Gilbert Old Soldier (From The My Old Bear Replica 
Collection- representing a 1907 German Bear), by Iris and Rowland Chesney, 1997, grey mohair, black boot button eyes, fully 
jointed, wearing khaki military style jacket, aged to resemble an old bear, with swing label certificate, 11"/28cm; (2) Fair Bears 
by Diana Taylor light brown curly mohair teddy bear, pads are holed, mohair has moth damage and balding in places, 
16"/41cm; (3) Fair Bears by Diana Taylor Gilbert, brass mohair, pads are holed, mohair has moth damage, 12"/30cm; (4) 
Chubby Cubs black and white mohair panda bear, moth damaged, 12"/30cm; (5) Dean's Rag Book Theodore's Exclusive golly, 
moth damaged, 142/36cm; (6) Mother In Law's Bears and Bunnies cinnamon mohair bear, holed in many places, moth / rodent 
damage, 14"/36cm; (7) Lynn Riley cinnamon mohair bear, moth damaged, 14"/36cm; (8) Hedgehog Corner original design by 
Sue Quinn, mohair hedgehog, moth damage, 9"/23cm; all require cleaning, MOTH DAMAGE, Poor to Good; (8). 

 £30 - £40 

7064. Collection of plush teddy bears and other soft toys, includes: Harrods; TY; Russ; Disney Store; The Bearington 
Collection; Jellycat; The Bears of Haworth Cottage; Tales of Monty Bear; etc; all need cleaning, some MOTH DAMAGE, Fair to 
Good; (large quantity). 

 £30 - £40 

7065. Artist designed bears x three: (1) brown mohair bear, by Sue Quinn, 8"/20cm; (2) HM Bears Molly, blonde curly mohair, 
areas of balding, with swing label certificate, 13"/33cm; (3) Coventry Bears brass mohair bear, some moth damage, 9"/23cm; all 
need cleaning, some MOTH DAMAGE, Fair to Good; (3). 

 £25 - £35 

7066. North American Bear Collection Muffy Vanderbear x four and a pair of door stops: (1) - (4) Muffy Vanderbear Picnic in 
Provence, Picking Posies, The Grand Vanderball and Easter teddy bears, three with swing labels, 8"/20cm; (5) Dora Designs 
Billy goat door stop; (6) Dora Mouse Lord Oliver Wise owl door stop; Fair Plus to Excellent, some MOTH DAMAGE, would 
benefit from cleaning; (6). 

 £20 - £30 

7067. Miniature artist designed and other teddy bears x six: (1) & (2) Deb Canham Artist Designs Inc Out of Towners (LE 
453/1500) and Nellie (LE 799/1500) teddy bears, each with swing label certificate, 3.25"/8cm; (3) Hermann Teddy Original golly 
girl, 3.25"/8cm; (4) - (6) plus three others; Fair Plus to Good Plus, some MOTH DAMAGE, would benefit from cleaning; (6). 

 £20 - £30 

7068. Steiff and other miniature modern teddy bears, etc: (1) Steiff Classic 1929 Teddy Baby, yellow tag 029790, cream 
mohair, holes to one felt pad, with swing label, chest tag, 5.5"/14cm; (2) Steiff Club 2002 golden mohair teddy bear, with chest 
tag, 3.75"/10cm; (3) Steiff Classic 1960 Zotty bear, yellow tag 029844, cream and apricot mohair, with chest tag and swing 
label, 5.5"/14cm; (4) Steiff Original plush black and white panda, with chest tag, 3.5"/9cm; (5) Berg dark brown mohair monkey, 
5"/13cm; (6) golden mohair bear, with plastic externally jointed limbs, 5.5"/14cm; some with MOTH DAMAGE, all need cleaning, 
(6). 

 £30 - £40 

7069. Steiff Original mask face vintage teddy bears x three: (1) & (2) caramel mohair, plastic eyes, one has a button and 
brushed nylon pads, other missing button and with felt pads, 9"/23cm; (3) blonde mohair, plastic eyes, missing button, brushed 
nylon pads, 9"/23cm; Fair to Good, some MOTH DAMAGE, all need cleaning, (3). 

 £30 - £40 

7070. Steiff Original caramel mohair vintage teddy bear, missing button, plastic eyes, felt foot pads, Fair Plus to Good, MOTH 
DAMAGE, needs cleaning, 7"/18cm. 

 £25 - £35 
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7071. Steiff vintage Kitty Cat, EAN 5310, with small scripted Steiff button, grey and white mohair tabby, green and black glass 
eyes, velveteen inset muzzle, pink vertically stitched nose, monofilament whiskers, felt ears, fully jointed, worn overall (would 
benefit from cleaning- some MOTH DAMAGE), Fair Plus to Good, 4"/10cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7072. Steiff pair of vintage animals: (1) Elephant, with made in US Zone Germany label, button and yellow tag, grey mohair, 
glass eyes, plastic tusks, 4"/10cm; (2) Wittie owl, button and yellow tag 4310, mohair, felt feet, plastic eyes, some areas of 
balding, 4"/10cm; both need cleaning, MOTH DAMAGE, (2). 

 £25 - £35 

7073. Steiff vintage animals x three: (1) & (2) Peggy penguin, larger has button and yellow tag EAN 43335 (1956-1958), 
smaller is missing button and tag, white / grey / black/ yellow mohair, red beak, head swivels, leatherette feet, 13.75"/35cm and 
8.75"/22cm; (3) Giraffe, with button and tag 6328, mohair, standing, 11"/28cm; Fair Plus to Good, MOTH DAMAGE, need 
cleaning; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

7074. Collection of vintage plush teddy bears and animals, includes: Gabrielle Designs Paddington and Aunt Lucy; Pedigree 
Womble; wool plush pony; etc; Poor Plus to Fair Plus; MOTH DAMAGE, all need cleaning; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

7075. Steiff large Zotty vintage teddy bear, German, 1951-1958, EAN 6350, with button, caramel light tipped mohair, brown 
and black glass eyes, seated on felt backing discs, open felt lined mouth, short pile mohair inset muzzle, brown vertically 
stitched nose, fully jointed, apricot mohair bib, fully jointed, felt pads, some MOTH DAMAGE- needs cleaning, Good Plus, 
19.75"/50cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7076. Chiltern Hugmee vintage pink mohair teddy bear, British, 1930s, amber and black glass eyes, black vertically stitched 
hook nose, fully jointed, cloth pads (left paw pad is a replacement), rear seam has been opened and re-stitched, 90% mohair 
loss overall, wearing pink knitted cardigan, Fair to Fair Plus, needs cleaning (MOTH DAMAGE), 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7077. Chiltern Hugmee vintage pink mohair teddy bear, British, 1930s, amber and black glass eye (one is missing), black 
vertically stitched hook nose, fully jointed (neck is now fixed), cloth pads (right paw pad is holed), mohair loss overall, Fair to 
Fair Plus, needs cleaning (MOTH DAMAGE AND STAINED/DISCOLOURED), 20"/51cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7078. Chiltern Hugmee pair of vintage mohair teddy bears, British, 1950s: (1) dark blonde mohair, amber and black glass 
eyes, vertically stitched black nose, fully jointed, velveteen pads, black claw stitching, 18"/46cm; (2) golden mohair, amber and 
black glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, Rexine pads have lost their surface, black claw stitching, areas of 
balding / shedding, 22"/56cm; MOTH DAMAGE, both require cleaning, Fair to Good; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

7079. Early American "stick" teddy bears, pair: (1) short pile golden mohair, amber and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, 
fully jointed, remains of felt pads- with some repairs, black claw stitching, 22"/56cm; (2) golden mohair, missing eyes, black 
horizontally stitched nose, fully jointed, pads are replacements, 27"/69cm; Fair Plus to Good; both with wear and damage / 
shedding to mohair in places, MOTH DAMAGE, require cleaning; (2). 

 £40 - £50 
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7080. British vintage teddy bears pair: (1) Chiltern type, 1930s, clear glass eyes with black pupil and remains of brown 
painted backs, black vertically stitched hook nose, fully jointed, cloth pads- right foot pad holed, black claw stitching, inoperative 
press squeaker, 20"/51cm; (3) Chiltern Hugmee, 1950s, blonde mohair, black plastic dog nose, fully jointed, velveteen pads 
(card lined feet), black claw stitching, inoperative press squeaker, 20"/51cm; both have areas of wear and balding / shedding, 
MOTH DAMAGE, need cleaning, Fair to Good; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

7081. Collection of five vintage British mohair teddy bears, including Pedigree, Farnell, Chad Valley, etc; all are worn / some 
shedding and require cleaning, MOTH DAMAGE, Fair to Good; largest 16"/41cm and smallest 14"/36cm; (5). 

 £40 - £50 

7082. Collection of five vintage British mohair teddy bears, including Chiltern- 1930s / 1940s, Merrythought- 1930s, etc; all 
are worn / some shedding and require cleaning, MOTH DAMAGE, Fair to Good; largest 20"/51cm and smallest 14"/36cm; (5). 

 £40 - £50 

7083. Vintage mohair teddy bears x three Farnell- 1950s, Pixie Toys and a Merrythought Lady (from Disney Lady and The 
Tramp) dog, all with wear / shedding, MOTH DAMAGE, require cleaning, Fair to Good; largest 17"/43cm and smallest 
16"/41cm; (4). 

 £30 - £40 

7084. Vintage teddy bears x three, includes pair of Pedigree bears, Poor Plus to Good, some are holed, require repair and 
cleaning, MOTH DAMAGE, Poor Plus to Good; (3). 

 £20 - £30 

7085. Vintage teddy bears pair: (1) Berg, golden mohair, green plastic button to chest, wearing red suede lederhosen, 
22"/56cm; (2) Carnival bear, gold with dark brown artificial silk plush, 24"/61cm; need cleaning, MOTH DAMAGE, Fair to Good; 
(2), 

 £25 - £35 

7086. Collection of eight vintage plush teddy bears and animals, includes: Chad Valley, Canterbury Bears, Merrythought 
squirrel and rare Kiddicraft red artificial silk bear- with label, etc; Poor Plus to Good; all require cleaning, MOTH DAMAGE; (8). 

 £20 - £30 

7087. British vintage large teddy bears x three, 1920s-1940s, golden mohair, largest 30"/76cm, smallest 24"/61cm; Poor Plus 
to Good, all require cleaning, MOTH DAMAGE; (3). 

 £20 - £30 

7088. Collection of five vintage teddy bears, including: German (some Hermann), British etc; Poor Plus to Good, all require 
cleaning, MOTH DAMAGE, largest 26"/66cm and smallest 16"/41cm; (5). 

 £20 - £30 

7089. Collection of various modern ornaments and toys, etc: World Music Box Kingdom Noah's ark, plays Frere Jacques, 
boxed; Child's wicker picnic basket with assorted vintage Enid Blyton's Noddy cups, saucers, etc, plus some with teddy bear 
decals (some damage); modern porcelain and cloth small / miniature dolls, gollys and bears, wooden matryoshka doll, etc; Fair 
to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 
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7090. Collection of modern bisque dolls, includes: Regency Fine Arts; Hamilton Collection; Stewart Ross Vanity Fair large 
boxed doll; Leonardo; Native American Indian dolls; etc; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

7091. Collection of modern collectable dolls, includes: (1) Mattel Elizabeth Taylor as Cleopatra #23595, boxed; (2) Birgitte 
Frigast Little Sister Princess Mary, boxed; (3) Madame Alexander Tea Rose #35005; (4) Heidi Ott Little Ones; (5) Key to My 
Heart by Linda Rick; (6) Berenguer Baby Olivia / Asian; Fair Plus to Near Mint; (6). 

 £30 - £40 

7092. Dolls, bears and other toys and collectables, includes: Antonio Juan vinyl dolls; Zapf Creation doll; Keel Toys; TY; etc; 
Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £15 - £30 

7093. Alt, Beck & Gottschalck bisque doll, German, c1912, impressed 1352 35 - 36, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, 
tremble tongue, five piece curved limb composition body, dark blonde wig and pate, tiny chip to upper left eye rim, fingers are 
chipped with restoration to left index finger, white cotton clothing, 15"/38cm. 

 £60 - £90 

7094. Bruno Schmidt / Bahr & Proschild bisque child doll, German, c1898 on, impressed BSW 3 1/2, weighted blue eyes, 
open mouth, dark blonde wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, 15"/38cm. 

 £50 - £70 

7095. Simon & Halbig bisque doll, German, c1892, impressed SH 1079 DEP 7 1/2, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, pierced 
ears, blonde wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, wearing modern sateen dress, cotton and woollen 
undergarments, 17"/43cm. 

 £130 - £160 

7096. Cuno & Otto Dressel bisque character doll (similar to Kammer & Reinhardt 117n mould), German, c1910, impressed 
CUNO & OTTO DRESSEL, flirty blue eyes, open mouth, brunette wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, 
wearing red velvet dress, with white work cotton pinafore, cotton and silk undergarments, some restoration to toes on left foot, 
hands are modern replacements, 20"/51cm. 

 £140 - £180 

7097. SFBJ bisque doll, French, c1910, impressed SFBJ 301 PARIS 8, blue weighted eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, 
blonde wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, wearing modern cotton floral print and beige silk dress, jacket and 
white cotton undergarments, body has wear, particularly to joints (arm sockets have tape repair), paint is flaking on hands, toes 
are rubbed, 20"/51cm. 

 £120 - £200 

7098. SFBJ bisque doll, French, 1920s, impressed SFBJ 60 PARIS 5, brown weighted eyes, open mouth, composition and 
wood jointed body, with red, white and blue SFBJ FABRICATION FRANCAISE sticker to rear torso, wearing modern beige 
dress and bonnet, damage / repair to forehead and bridge of nose (extensive crack), 21"/53cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7099. Simon & Halbig bisque doll, German, c1892, impressed S.H. 1079 - 8 1/2 DEP, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, 
pierced ears, auburn wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, fingers and toes are rubbed, wearing cream silk 
dress, brushed cotton coat and bonnet, cotton undergarments, 22"/56cm. 

 £140 - £180 
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7100. Simon & Halbig bisque doll, German, c1892, impressed S.H. 1079 - 12 DEP, weighted brown eyes, open mouth, 
pierced ears, blonde wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, tape repair to lower torso, arm sockets have been 
reinforced, fingers on left hand have some restoration, cotton white work multi-layered clothing and bonnet, 24"/61cm. 

 £160 - £200 

7101. Simon & Halbig bisque doll, German, c1892, impressed S & H. 1079 DEP 14, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, 
pierced ears, brunette and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, repair to lower left eye rim, wearing cotton white work 
multi-layered clothing, 28"/71cm. 

 £180 - £220 

7102. Simon & Halbig / Kammer & Reinhardt bisque child doll, German, c1910, impressed SIMON & HALBIG K * R 66, 
weighted blue eyes, open mouth, auburn wig and pate, pierced ears, composition and wood ball jointed body, wearing white 
work cotton multi-layered garments, left ear has very minor chips to piercing, 27"/68cm. 

 £200 - £300 

7103. Kammer and Reinhardt / Simon and Halbig Bisque "Mein Lieblings Baby" character doll, German, 1914, impressed K * 
R Simon & Halbig 126 46, weighted brown eyes, open mouth, tremble tongue, blonde wig and pate, five piece curved limb 
composition body, wig pull behind left ear, right index finger tip missing, body repainted, wearing multi-layered cotton white work 
clothing, sateen bonnet, 19"/48cm. 

 £70 - £90 

7104. Armand Marseille bisque My Dream Baby doll, German, c 1926, impressed AM 351 / 7 1/2 K, weighted blue eyes, 
open mouth, moulded hair, five piece curved limb composition body, wearing broderie anglaise white cotton dress, cotton pants, 
22"/56cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7105. Simon & Halbig for Franz Schmidt & Co bisque character doll, German, c1912, impressed 1295 FS & Co 50, weighted 
blue eyes, open mouth, pierced nostrils, five piece curved limb composition body, wearing cotton Christening robe and 
undergarments, 21"/54cm. 

 £100 - £140 

7106. Armand Marseille bisque doll, German, c1926, impressed A 4 M, blue weighted eyes, remains of mohair lashes, 
blonde wig and pate, open mouth, wood and composition ball jointed body, wearing silk dress, cotton cape, lace bonnet, cotton 
and woollen undergarments, missing little finger tip on left hand, 29"/74cm. 

 £160 - £200 

7107. Simon & Halbig / Kammer & Reinhardt bisque child doll, German, c1910, impressed HALBIG K * R 73, weighted brown 
eyes, open mouth, blonde wig and pate, pierced ears, composition and wood ball jointed body, wearing white cotton muslin with 
green print dress, white work cotton multi-layered garments, ears with very minor chips to piercings, 27"/68cm. 

 £200 - £300 

7108. Cuno & Otto Dressel / Simon & Halbig Jutta bisque vintage doll, German, c1910, impressed 1349 Jutta S & H 11, 
weighted blue eyes, mohair lashes, open mouth, pierced ears, blonde wig and pate, wood and composition ball jointed body, 
wearing pale blue silk dress, cotton undergarments, left eye is broken (needs replacement), fingers and toes are nail varnished, 
left little finger has glue repair, 26"/66cm. 

 £140 - £160 
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7109. Collection of vintage bisque and composition dolls: (1) Hermann Steiner, German, c 1910, impressed 14 / 0, weighted 
brown eyes, open mouth, brunette wig, composition five piece body, 8"/20cm; (2) bisque doll, impressed S6-19.5, fixed blue 
eyes, open mouth, blonde wig, composition and wood jointed body, head glued in a fixed position to body, missing lower left 
leg, dressed in provincial costume, 9"/23cm; (3) all-bisque Kewpie type doll, jointed at shoulder, glue repair to neck, 6"/15cm; 
(4) composition shoulder head doll, with cloth body, 11"/28cm; (5) piano baby, glue repairs, 5.5"/14cm; (5). 

 £30 - £40 

7110. Collection of wicker cribs, baskets, etc, (including some vintage) suitable for dolls, teddy bears, etc: (1) vintage rocking 
crib, lined in pale blue glazed cotton, 14"/35cm long; (2) wicker chair, finished in pale yellow, 12"/30cm; (3) wicker rocking crib, 
22"/56cm; (4) large wicker Moses basket, 36"/91cm long; (5) - (8) assorted baskets; Fair Plus to Good; (8). 

 £15 - £25 

7111. Doll related miscellany: doll stands; small collection of cotton white work clothing; doll's hats, accessories, etc; quantity 
of wigs; etc; Poor to Good; (qty). 

 £15 - £25 

7112. Vintage costume dolls, and others: Kyugetsu Co Ltd (Japan) oriental composition doll, wire articulated cloth body with 
composition lower limbs, within wooden display case, 10"/25cm; vinyl Kewpie doll, dressed in hand-knitted red and green outfit; 
Trolls; others in cloth, hard plastic; etc; Crystal Art small glass display case, 13"/33cm x 7.25"/18cm x 7.25"/18cm; Fair to 
Excellent; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

7113. Quantity of plush toys, includes: TY Beanie Babies, Disney Store, Eddie Stobart, Boots Looney Tunes, Aurora, Russ, 
Hamleys, etc; Fair to Excellent (some with tags); (large quantity). 

 £15 - £30 

7114. Large collection of plush toys, includes TV and film related: Harvergrange PLC Pudsey Bear, Disney c 1987 Donald 
Duck, Disneyland Chip & Dale backpack, Sunshine Leisure Scooby Doo, Winnie the Pooh, Playskool Babe, Faithful Friends 
sheepdog glove puppet, Dakin, Metro, Russ, Star Bean Toy Story 2 Wheezy, Disneyland Paris Eeyore, Disneyland Paris large 
The Jungle Book King Louis, Disneyland Paris large Pluto, Barney the Dinosaur, Tiger Electronics Furby Buddies, Pingu, 
Disney Snow White Happy, Just Love Womble, Lion King, Patsy B Marketing Sweep glove puppet, Disney Store Thumper, plus 
others; Fair Plus to Excellent Plus; (large quantity). 

 £30 - £40 

7115. Collection of mainly plush teddy bears, including: Terrific Teddies (Australia), Russ, Gund, Disneyland Pluto, Giorgio 
Beverley Hills 2005, Chad Valley, Freda Rother, Play Makers Winnie the Pooh, Super Ted squeaker, Universal Studios, etc; 
Fair Plus to Excellent; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

7116. ELF No 61 Candy Cottage vintage flat pack doll's house bungalow, British, 1960s, hardboard and wooden construction, 
sectional / slot together, within original cardboard box; also includes four rooms of Triang and Hong Kong plastic period 
furniture- kitchen, bedroom, dining room and lounge; house dimensions 11"/28cm x 24"/61cm x 18"/46cm; Fair Plus to 
Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £50 

7117. Robertson's set of six 1940s official 1985 reproduction golly badges, each backstamped REV GOMM FREDERICK 
STREET B'HAM 1985: (1) guitarist; (2) standard; (3) hockey player; (4) golfer; (5) footballer; (6) tennis player; badges have 
some verdigris to reverse (would benefit from cleaning) otherwise Excellent Plus, within Good Plus original brown plastic 
presentation box. 

 £30 - £40 
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7118. Robertson's Golly's Diary 2001, set of seven badges, each representing a day of the week, inscribed to inner box 
lid- Monday's Golly is fair of face, Tuesday's Golly is full of grace, Wednesday's Golly of full of woe, Thursday's Golly has far to 
go, Friday's Golly is loving and giving, Saturday's Golly works hard for a living, But the Golly that is born on the Sabbath day, is 
fair and wise and good and gay. Near Mint to Mint, within Fair Plus to Good (wear / degrading of surface to outer case) box. 

 £30 - £40 

7119. Robertson's golly badge, Farewell Golly 2001 silver plated, LE 5000, Near Mint to Mint, with certificate and 
presentation box, Excellent Plus to Near Mint. 

 £25 - £35 

7120. Robertson's golly Nurse- set comprising necklace, ring and hair slides, mounted on inner packaging from original box 
(outer box is MISSING), Excellent Plus to Near Mint. 

 £30 - £40 

7121. Robertson's golly Father Christmas badge, promotion for staff only, LE 2400, 1990s acrylic, impressed JAMES 
ROBERTSON & SONS (R), Dodds reference 153, Excellent Plus to Near Mint. 

 £15 - £25 

7122. Robertson's golly collectables: (1) - (4) Jean's patches - Standard, Tennis Player, Yacht Sailor, Angler; (5) large 
tinplate I'm Golly! Buy Me pin badge; (6) James Robertson and Sons bean bag golly (some moth damage to clothing); (7) 
Robertson's Golly collecting A5 flyer; (8) Schudehill Christmas golly miniature figure; Fair to Excellent; (8). 

 £15 - £25 

7123. HC Ford & Sons (HCF) Ltd London Robertson's Golly Orange Marmalade erasers, trade pack of thirty-six, sealed in 
factory plastic, slight discolouration to box. 

 £20 - £30 

7124. HC Ford & Sons (HCF) Ltd London Robertson's Golly Strawberry Jam erasers, trade pack of thirty-six, sealed in 
factory plastic (tear to plastic), discolouration to box. 

 £20 - £30 

7125. Robertson's golly square toed jogger badge, 1980s, impressed c JAMES ROBERTSON & SONS PM LTD, Dodd's 
reference 93bR, Excellent Plus. 

 £20 - £30 

7126. Robertson's golly badges x twelve, 1980s, impressed c JAMES ROBERTSON & SONS PM LTD (R) or nameless (N): 
(1) standard, Dodd's reference 105R; (2) astronaut white suit, 75aN; (3) policeman, 99aR; (4) fireman long nozzle, 88aR; (5) 
fisherman, 89R; (6) motorcyclist, 96R; (7) doctor, 86R; (8) nurse, 98R; (9) Viota, 77N; (10) milkman, 95R; (11) butcher, 79R; 
(12) guitarist, 92R; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (12). 

 £30 - £40 

7127. Robertson's golly badges x thirteen, plus a Merrythought golly badge: (1) orange fruit acrylic (bubble finish), 1980 
onward, no maker, Dodd's reference 68. 1980s acrylics, impressed JAMES ROBERTSON & SONS (R) or nameless (N): (2) 
brownie, Dodd's 78R; (3) cowboy, 82R; (4) tennis player, 106aR; (5) American footballer, 74R. 1990s acrylics, impressed 
multiple JAMES ROBERTSON & SONS (R) or nameless (N): (6) Mc Golly, N, Dodds 144AN; (7) nurse, 145N; (8) footballer, 
140N; (9) racing driver no 1, 147N; (10) fisherman, 139N; (11) skier, 149R; (12) juggler, 142R; (13) surfer, 151aR. (14) 
Merrythought golly pin badge. Good to Excellent Plus; (14). 

 £20 - £30 
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7128. Robertson's golly: (1) Dodo Original Golden shred marmalade shopping bag, neat ink notation to inside; (2) Golly 
Brooch Collection felt wall pennant. (3) Artist made miniature golly, 2.25"/6cm. Good to Excellent; (3). 

 £10 - £15 

7129. Disney a collection of vintage plastic pin badges: Dufort & Sons (1) Pluto jogger no 1; (2) Mickey Mouse Skateboarder; 
(3) Minnie Mouse Rollerskater; (4) Donald Duck tennis player. Oliver & Company Disney character plastic pins: (5) Einstein; (6) 
Francis; (7) Georgette; (8) Oliver; (9) Dodger; (10) Tito and (11) Rita. Good; (11). 

 £5 - £10 

7130. Robertson's golly badges x nine: (1) bagpiper, REV Gomm; (2) lollipopman, REV GOMM, 62a; (3) footballer, REV 
GOMM; (4) golfer, REV GOMM; (5) standard, REV GOMM; (6) tennis, REV GOMM; (7) skater, REV GOMM; (8) guitarist, REV 
GOMM; (9) hockey player, FATTORINI; Good to Excellent; (9). 

 £60 - £80 

7131. Robertson's golly collection of paperwork and a Gyles Brandreth book: (1) Robertson's 50 Golden Years 1930-1980 
leaflet; (2) Great Golly Offers leaflet; (3) James Robertson & Sons With Compliments card, relating to discontinued items from 
the 1981 leaflet; (4) Robertson's x seventeen paper tokens; (5) Here Comes Golly! book by Giles Brandreth; Fair Plus to Good 
Plus; (4). 

 £5 - £10 

7132. Merrythought Four Seasons x four limited edition teddy bears, LE 1000, 1984, a bear for each season: (1) Blossom, 
the Spring bear, white mohair; (2) Sunshine, the Summer bear, blonde mohair; (3) Teacher's Pet, the Fall bear, cinnamon 
mohair; and (4) Jingle, the Winter bear, grey mohair; each with cloth sewn-in tag, numbered and signed by BJ Holmes, Good to 
Near Mint- Blossom bear has hole to left foot pad; within Fair boxes (plastic fronts are cracked and damaged), 14"/36cm; (4). 

 £30 - £40 

7133. Vinyl vintage dolls x four, including: MIE; Chiltern; Rosebud and Lissi Bratz Dolls & Toys (Hong Kong), Fair Plus to 
Good; tallest 27"/69cm and smallest 17"/43cm; (4). 

 £5 - £15 

7134. Lizazavetik’s Bears "Keeper of Dreams", artist designed teddy bear by Elizaveta Polokhina, date of birth 18.02.2021, 
from Chelyabinsk, Russia, OOAK, pale brown mohair with dark brown backing, brown and black glass eyes, shaven muzzle, 
black vertically stitched nose, felt inner ears, fully jointed, felt pads, swing label certificate, Mint, 10"/26cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7135. Sylvi Bears four artist designed plush teddy bears, individually hand made by Sylvia Smith, in a variety of colours, 
plastic eyes, black plastic dog nose, fully jointed, ultrasuede pads, with swing label certificates, Mint, ex-shop stock, average 
height 15"/38cm; (4). 

 £20 - £30 

7136. Sylvi Bears four artist designed plush teddy bears, individually hand made by Sylvia Smith, in a variety of colours, 
plastic eyes, black plastic dog nose, fully jointed, ultrasuede pads, with swing label certificates (one is MISSING swing label), 
Near Mint to Mint, ex-shop stock, average height 15"/38cm; (4). 

 £20 - £30 

7137. Sylvi Bears four artist designed plush teddy bears, individually hand made by Sylvia Smith, in a variety of colours, 
plastic eyes, black plastic dog nose, fully jointed, ultrasuede pads, with swing label certificates, Mint, ex-shop stock, average 
height 15"/38cm; (4). 

 £20 - £30 
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7138. Sylvi Bears five artist designed plush teddy bears, individually hand made by Sylvia Smith, in a variety of colours, 
plastic eyes, black plastic dog nose, fully jointed, ultrasuede pads, with swing label certificates, Mint, ex-shop stock, average 
height 15"/38cm; (5). 

 £25 - £35 

7139. Sylvi Bears four artist designed plush teddy bears, individually hand made by Sylvia Smith, in a variety of colours, 
plastic eyes, black plastic dog nose, fully jointed, ultrasuede pads, with swing label certificates, Mint, ex-shop stock, average 
height 15"/38cm; (4). 

 £20 - £30 

7140. Haven Bears pair of miniature artist designed teddy bears, by Alison Beal, exclusive to The Teddy Bear Shop, OOAK, 
2020: (1) Arth, white and yellow with red tip mohair / alpaca, black glass bead eyes, yellow vertically stitched nose, shaven 
muzzle, fully jointed, cashmere pads, 5.5"/14cm; (2) Fiona, white and violet with magenta tip mohair / alpaca, black glass eyes, 
magenta vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, felt pads, 6"/15cm; with swing label certificates, Mint, ex-shop 
stock; (2). 

 £35 - £45 

7141. Paddy Pals Charming Irish plush teddy bears, genuine Irish bears from the mountains of Mourne, County Down, 
Ireland, including: (1) Roisin (Irish Coleen); (2) Miss O'Doherty (Irish School Teacher); (3) Lizzie (Irish Dancer); (4) Molly (Irish 
Weaver); (5) Finn (Fisherman); (6) Paraic (Farmer); (7) James (Poet); (8) Logan (Irish Piper); all measure 11"/28cm seated. 
Plus smaller size Junior Cubs: (9) Saoirse; (10) Ciaran; (11) Eimear and (12) Sean; each is 8"/20cm seated. Mint, ex-shop 
stock; (12). 

 £40 - £60 

7142. Haven Bears pair of miniature artist designed teddy bears, by Alison Beal, exclusive to The Teddy Bear Shop, OOAK, 
2020: (1) Snowstorm, white mohair, black glass bead eyes, emerald green vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, 
cashmere pads and inner ears, 5.5"/14cm; (2) Snow Princess, white mohair / alpaca, black glass eyes, green vertically stitched 
nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, cashmere pads and inner ears, 5.5"/14cm; with swing label certificates, Mint, ex-shop stock; 
(2). NB: lots 7142, 7143 and 7144 form a six part set. 

 £35 - £45 

7143. Haven Bears pair of miniature artist designed teddy bears, by Alison Beal, exclusive to The Teddy Bear Shop, OOAK, 
2020: (1) Snow Queen, white alpaca / mohair, black glass bead eyes, red vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, 
cashmere pads and inner ears, 5.5"/14cm; (2) Snow Ball, white mohair, black glass eyes, golden vertically stitched nose, 
shaven muzzle, fully jointed, cashmere pads and inner ears, 5.5"/14cm; with swing label certificates, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 
NB: lots 7142, 7143 and 7144 form a six part set. 

 £35 - £45 

7144. Haven Bears pair of miniature artist designed teddy bears, by Alison Beal, exclusive to The Teddy Bear Shop, OOAK, 
2020: (1) Snowflake, white mohair, black glass bead eyes, pink vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, cashmere 
pads and inner ears, 5.5"/14cm; (2) Snowbird, white mohair, dark blue plastic eyes, black vertically stitched nose, shaven 
muzzle, fully jointed, cashmere pads and inner ears, 5.5"/14cm; with swing label certificates, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). NB: lots 
7142, 7143 and 7144 form a six part set. 

 £35 - £45 

7145. Haven Bears three miniature artist designed teddy bears, by Alison Beal, exclusive to The Teddy Bear Shop, OOAK, 
2020: (1) Leo, blonde and cinnamon with frosted tip mohair / alpaca, black glass bead eyes, brown vertically stitched varnished 
nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, fabric pads, 5.5"/14cm; (2) Bella, cream with brown tip mohair, black glass eyes, brown 
vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, cashmere pads, 5.5"/14cm; (3) Bo, brown and cream alpaca / mohair, 
black glass bead eyes, black vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, cashmere pads, 5.5"/14cm; with swing label 
certificates, Mint, ex-shop stock; (3). 

 £40 - £50 
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7146. Haven Bears pair of artist designed teddy bears, by Alison Beal, exclusive to The Teddy Bear Shop, OOAK, 2020: (1) 
Andy, pink mohair, black glass bead eyes, black vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, cashmere pads, 9"/23cm; 
(2) Inuit, blue and turquoise mohair, black glass eyes, turquoise vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, felt pads, 
10.5"/27cm; with swing label certificates, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £35 - £45 

7147. Haven Bears pair of artist designed teddy bears, by Alison Beal, exclusive to The Teddy Bear Shop, OOAK, 2020: (1) 
Sandy, pink sparse thread mohair, black glass bead eyes, black vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, cashmere 
pads, 9.5"/24cm; (2) Max, yellow mohair and black with shades of brown tip long pile plush, black glass eyes, black vertically 
stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, plush pads, 10.5"/27cm; with swing label certificates, Mint, ex-shop stock; (2). 

 £35 - £45 

The Broughty Bears Collection 

7148. Steiff British Collectors' 2004 caramel mohair teddy bear, white tag 661372, LE 4000, exclusive to the UK, chest tag (a 
little creased), certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent box, with trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 
15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7149. Steiff The Little Drummer Boy Christmas Teddy Bear, white tag 037368, LE 2007, musical key wound movement plays 
The Little Drummer Boy, cream mohair, carrying felt covered drum, wearing red woollen winter cap and scarf, with chest tag, 
certificate, Mint, within Near Mint to Mint box and outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12"/31cm. 

 £50 - £60 

7150. Steiff Peter Rabbit (Beatrix Potter) 1904 replica, white tag 402142, LE 1500, 2010, airbrushed velveteen, chest tag and 
certificate, Mint, with Near Mint to Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 9"/22cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7151. Steiff Crystal teddy bear, white tag 660948, LE 1500, made exclusively for Austria, light beige mohair, celebrating 100 
years of the Steiff teddy bear, Mint, with certificate and bag, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12"/31cm. 

 £50 - £70 

7152. Steiff 2nd Scottish Bear, white tag 654855, LE 3000, exclusive to UK and Ireland, white wavy mohair, wearing 
burgundy and tartan Tam O'Shanter and hat pin, with matching dickey bow, certificate (creased), Excellent Plus to Near Mint in 
Good box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12.5"/32cm. NB: Also includes Collins Gem Book of Tartans and a Whyte & Mackay 
miniature bottle of whiskey. 

 £40 - £50 

7153. Steiff Teddy Bear 1950 dark brown club edition 2001/2002, white tag 420245, LE 5287, Near Mint to Mint, with 
certificate, Good box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 14"/35cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7154. Steiff Bear 28 PB replica teddy bear, white tag 420290, LE to year 2002, white mohair, with ceramic medallion, Near 
Mint to Mint, with certificate, Good to Good Plus box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 14.5"/37cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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7155. Steiff Heidi teddy bear, Swiss exclusive 2002, white tag 660788, LE 1500, brown mohair, wearing felt headdress and 
red cotton pinafore dress, with white mohair goat, complete with certificate (bowed) and embroidered bag, Near Mint to Mint, 
trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 11"/28cm. 

 £50 - £70 

7156. Steiff Peter and his Goat, Swiss exclusive 2003, white tag 661037, LE 1500, comprising teddy bear Goatherd Peter 
and his Goat, Near Mint to Mint, complete with certificate (bowed and creased), embroidered drawstring bag, ex-Broughty 
Bears stock, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £50 - £70 

7157. Steiff Walt Disney Showcase Collection Steamboat Willie, Mickey Mouse character, 1999, white tag 651472, LE 10000, 
Excellent (slight discolouration), complete with swing label certificate (discoloured), wooden display stand, within Excellent box, 
outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 8.75"/22cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7158. Steiff British Collectors' 2000 champagne mohair teddy bear, white tag 654763, LE 4000, exclusive to the UK, chest 
tag, certificate, Mint within Good box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 16"/40cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7159. Steiff Archie Replica 1910 teddy bear, white tag 403149, LE 1000, 2013, brass mohair, wearing white brushed cotton 
coat with sailor collar, swing label (creased), certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 
12.5"/32cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7160. Steiff Club Event Bear 2001, white tag 670589, limited to production year 2001, blonde mohair bear, with squeaker, 
produced for Broughty Bears, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 7"/18cm. 

 £20 - £40 

7161. Steiff British Collectors' 2003 yellow mohair teddy bear, white tag 660955, LE 4000, exclusive to the UK, swing tag, 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Good box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7162. Steiff Musical Bear "Teddy Bear's Picnic", exclusive to UK and Ireland, white tag 662607, LE 2000, golden mohair, 
Near Mint to Mint complete with certificate, within embroidered bag, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12"/31cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7163. Steiff Sweep (from Harry Corbett's Sooty Show), white tag 664410, LE 2000, grey mohair dog, with swing tag and 
certificate, Mint within Near Mint to Mint box, with outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7164. Steiff Paddington's Aunt Lucy teddy bear, white tag 662409, LE 1500, UK & Ireland exclusive, Mint, with swing label 
certificate, in Near Mint to Mint box, with outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12.5"/33cm. 

 £80 - £100 

7165. Steiff Club Edition 2005 Richard Steiff Teddy Bear Replica, grey, white tag 420467, LE, certificate, drawstring bag, 
miniature Skizzenbuch about Richard Steiff, outer trade carton, Mint, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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7166. Steiff Beatrix Potter Mrs Tiggy-Winkle, celebrating 100 years since The Tale of Mrs Tiggy-Winkle was first published, 
white tag 661822, 2005, LE 1500, Mint, complete with swing label certificate, within Near Mint box, outer trade carton, 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, 9"/22cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7167. Steiff Lladro Saxophone player teddy bear, white tag 677656, LE 1000, grey alpaca, musical clockwork mechanism 
plays The Pink Panther Theme by Henry Mancini, Mint, with swing label, in Near Mint to Mint box, with certificate, outer trade 
carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 10.75"/27cm. 

 £50 - £70 

7168. Steiff Club Edition Elephant on Wheels 1914 Replica, 1997, white tag 420115, LE, grey felt, complete with ceramic 
medallion, certificate, Mint, within Good Plus box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 8.75"/22cm. 

 £50 - £70 

7169. Steiff Bear 28 PB 1904 Replica teddy bear, white tag 404115, LE 7000, wooden shoe button eyes, sealing-wax nose, 
Mint, within Excellent to Excellent Plus box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 11"/28cm seated. 

 £40 - £50 

7170. Steiff Aurelius Paradise teddy bear, white tag 034879, LE 2000, 2013, golden / white acrylic woven fabric, with shiny 
snakeskin-effect paw pads, wearing a crystal necklet, with swing label, certificate, Mint, within Near Mint to Mint box, outer trade 
carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7171. Steiff Rupert the Bear Algy Pug Classic, white tag 653582, LE 11/1500, UK & Ireland exclusive, light brown mohair, 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent to Excellent Plus box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7172. Steiff Amethyst teddy bear, white tag 035159, LE 2000, 2013, Swarovski Xilion crystal button to ear, purple silk (56% 
pure silk 44% cotton) plush with paw pads encrusted with Swarovski elements and wearing a simulated amethyst Swarovski 
crystal pendant, Mint, with swing label, certificate and Excellent to Excellent Plus box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears 
stock, 10"/25cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7173. Steiff Amethyst teddy bear, white tag 035159, LE 2000, 2013, Swarovski Xilion crystal button to ear, purple silk (56% 
pure silk 44% cotton) plush with paw pads encrusted with Swarovski elements and wearing a simulated amethyst Swarovski 
crystal pendant, Mint, with swing label, certificate and Excellent to Excellent Plus box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears 
stock, 10"/25cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7174. Steiff Pomeranian Dog/Toy German Spitz, LE, Club edition 2000/2001, white tag 420207, white mohair, certificate, 
ceramic medallion, Mint, within Good box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 7"/18cm. 

 £20 - £30 

7175. Steiff Winter Bear UK exclusive, white tag 654817, LE 4000, 2000, snow white mohair, complete with wooden sledge, 
Mint, complete with certificate, within Mint box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 8.25"/21cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7176. Steiff Club Event Bear 2002, white tag 420337, limited to production year 2002 (LE #150), white wavy mohair bear, 
produced for Broughty Bears, with certificate, Mint in Good Plus box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 8"/21cm. 

 £20 - £40 
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7177. Steiff Club Event Bear 2001, white tag 670589, limited to production year 2001, blonde mohair bear, with squeaker, 
produced for Broughty Bears, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 7"/18cm. 

 £20 - £30 

7178. Steiff Club Event Bear Scotland 2000, white tag 670527, limited to production year 2000, blonde wavy mohair bear, 
with swing label, signed on the foot pad by Tweed Roosevelt, sash a little discoloured, otherwise Near Mint, ex-Broughty Bears 
stock, 8.5"/22cm. 

 £20 - £30 

7179. Steiff Club Event Bear 2004, white tag 420443, limited to production year 2004, red / brown mohair bear, produced for 
Broughty Bears, with certificate, Mint, within Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 8.25"/21cm. 

 £20 - £40 

7180. Steiff Club Edition Little Elephant Pin Cushion, 2002, limited to year, white tag 420313, cream and red felt, complete 
with certificate, Mint, Excellent to Excellent box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 3"/8cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7181. Steiff Club Event Bear 2006, white tag 420580, limited to production year 2006, rose mohair bear, produced for 
Broughty Bears, with certificate, Mint, within Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 7"/18cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7182. Steiff Felt Elephant 1880 replica, white tag 671722, LE #6 (limited to the year 2008), Mint, with certificate, Mint box, 
outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 5.5"/14cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7183. Steiff Deutschlandbar 2001 (Barliner), white tag 670961, LE 2000, dark brown mohair, swing label certificate, Berlin 
medallion, musical key wound movement plays "Das ist die Berliner Luft", trade carton, Near Mint to Mint, ex-Broughty Bears 
stock, 12.5"/33cm. 

 £30 - £50 

7184. Steiff 75th Anniversary Panda bear, white tag 035005, LE 1938, 2013, black and cream mohair, with chest tag, 
certificate, Mint, within Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 10"/25cm. 

 £30 - £50 

7185. Steiff Beatrix Potter Collection The Mouse Tailor, white tag 354236, LE 1500, white plush mouse with airbrushed 
features, seated upon wooden cotton reel reading his paper "The Tailor and Cutter", character from The Tale of Gloucester by 
Beatrix Potter, complete with swing label certificate (discoloured), Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent box (some 
discolouration) and outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 6.75"/17cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7186. Steiff Classic Pooh 70th Anniversary Winnie The Pooh, white tag 680090, limited to year of production 2001, blonde 
mohair teddy bear wearing dark red ultra suede waistcoat, swing label certificate (needs flattening- corners are curled), Near 
Mint to Mint within Excellent Plus to Near Mint box, within outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 7"/18cm. 

 £30 - £50 

7187. Steiff Bargsteiger (Mountain Climber) teddy bear, white tag 656606, LE 1500, 2008, blonde mohair, with felt hat, cotton 
neckerchief, rope, pick axe and rucksack, swing label certificate, trade carton, Mint (still sealed within factory plastic), 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, 11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £60 
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7188. Steiff Musical Bear Phantom of the Opera, white tag 662164, LE 3000, exclusive to the UK and Ireland, white mohair, 
with inset black mask face mask, wearing black cape, musical mechanism plays Andrew Lloyd Webber's The Music of the 
Night, released to celebrate 20 Years of the musical in 2006, certificate, Mint, within cream embroidered drawstring bag, trade 
carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7189. Steiff Teddy Bear 1951 blonde replica, white tag 408434, 1997, LE 4000, Near Mint, complete with chest tag, certificate 
(slight foxing to outer envelope), within Good Plus to Excellent box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 19.75"/50cm. 

 £60 - £70 

7190. Steiff Heide Shepherd Bear, 1997 German Exclusive, white tag 670107, LE 2000, blonde mohair, complete with chest 
tag, certificate, Excellent to Excellent Plus box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 13.75"/35cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7191. Steiff L'Ours La Provencale 2000 teddy bear, exclusive to France, white tag 660122, LE 1500, yellow mohair with 
orange tip, carrying a basket with a sachet of lavender, some foxing to leaflet, bear is Near Mint to Mint, with certificate,  Good to 
Good Plus box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 34cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7192. Steiff Galeries Lafayette Tricolore Bear, white tag 657986, LE 1500, exclusive to The French Store Galeries Lafayette, 
cream mohair, wearing red ribbon, embroidered with Galeries Lafayette to foot, with certificate, Near Mint to Mint, in Good Plus 
to Excellent box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 15.75"/40cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7193. Steiff Teddy Peace replica 1925 teddy bear, white tag 675249, LE 1500, brown with blonde tip mohair teddy bear, 
chest tag, certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 25.5"/65cm. 

 £70 - £90 

7194. Steiff UK Baby Bear Set, 1999-2003, white tag 662225, LE 1847, 2006, Mint, complete with Near Mint (one corner is 
dinged) wooden presentation box, includes miniature interpretation of the large original bears, comprising The Lilac 1999 Bear, 
Champagne 2000 Bear, The Brass 2001 and The replica 1908-2002, plus The 1920's replica 2003, within original trade carton, 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, each measures 6"/15cm. 

 £100 - £130 

7195. Steiff Heidelberger Student teddy bear, German exclusive, white tag 671265, LE 2000, blonde with cinnamon tip 
mohair, musical movement plays "Gaudeamus igitur", wearing felt flat cap, gloves and sash with Heidelberg Medallion, Near 
Mint to Mint, complete with certificate, within Good (indented) box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7196. Steiff 55PB 1902 replica teddy bear, white tag 404009, LE 7000, rust mohair, with moulded sealing wax nose, 
MISSING chest tag, with certificate (needs flattening- has cockled) and booklet, Near Mint, within Fair Plus box, ex-Broughty 
Bears stock, 21.5"/44cm. 

 £80 - £100 

7197. Steiff Hot Water Bottle teddy bear replica 1907, white tag 406621, LE 3000, brass curly mohair, with front opening to 
reveal hot water bottle, chest tag, certificate- needs flattening (cockled), Near Mint, within Fair Plus box, ex-Broughty Bears 
stock, 19.75"/50cm. 

 £80 - £100 
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7198. Steiff Phantom-Bear 1910 replica teddy bear, white tag 406614, LE 4000, 1998, dark brown mohair, fitted with 
pull-voice and operating wooden cross, complete with chest tag, certificate, operating instructions, Near Mint, within Fair Plus to 
Good box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 21.5"/55cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7199. Steiff Jackie Bear replica 1953 teddy bear, 1999, white tag 408533, LE 1000, honey mohair, with certificate, chest tag 
(foxed and creased), Near Mint, within Fair Plus box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 29.5"/75cm. 

 £100 - £120 

7200. Steiff Harley-Davidson 100th Anniversary Bear, white tag 666476, LE 5000, golden mohair, complete with swing label 
and certificate, Near Mint to Mint, in a Good to Good Plus box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 16"/46cm. 

 £100 - £130 

7201. Steiff Club Edition Frog Pincushion 1903 replica, white tag 420368, LE to 2003, certificate, box, outer trade carton, 
Near Mint to Mint, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 2"/5cm. 

 £25 - £35 

7202. Steiff 1948 Blonde Replica Teddy Bear, white tag 408328, LE 5000, 1997, golden artificial silk plush, complete with 
chest tag (very slight foxing), certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, within Excellent box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 10"/25cm. 

 £25 - £35 

7203. Steiff Galop-Teddy 1926 replica, white tag 400926, LE 2500, 1997, brown and white miniature standing bears, 
mounted upon a wheeled metal chassis, wooden wheels, pull cord, some corrosion to metal, with chest tags, Good to Excellent, 
with certificate, Excellent box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 4.75"/12cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7204. Steiff Club Edition Polar Bear 1910 Replica, 1999, white tag 420177, LE, white mohair, complete with ceramic chest 
medallion (DAMAGED/RE-GLUED), certificate, Good, within Good Plus to Excellent box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 8.75"/22cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7205. Steiff Deutschlandbar 2001 (Barliner), white tag 670961, LE 2000, dark brown mohair, swing label certificate (creased), 
Berlin medallion, musical key wound movement plays "Das ist die Berliner Luft", trade carton, Near Mint to Mint, ex-Broughty 
Bears stock, 12.5"/33cm. 

 £30 - £50 

7206. Steiff Club Edition Cat on a pin cushion, white tag 420535, LE to 2006, certificate, trade carton, Near Mint to Mint, 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, 6.75"/17cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7207. Steiff Classic dark green alpaca teddy bear, white tag 038365, LE 2008, Mint, within Mint box with outer trade carton, 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7208. Steiff Coca-Cola Polar bear, white tag 355400, LE 1500, 2014, white alpaca, wearing red scarf, holding skateboard, 
with swing label (creased), certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent Plus to Near Mint box, trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears 
stock, 7"/18cm. 

 £40 - £60 
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7209. Steiff Teddy Bear Signature, third in the Billboard range, white tag 037245, LE 2008, made from finest maco satin 
patterned in a subtle green print showing hand-drawn Steiff bears and animal sketches by Paul Steiff. These drawings have 
been used to adorn the packaging for various Steiff products. Mint, with certificate, box and outer trade carton, ex-Broughty 
Bears stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7210. Steiff Alissa teddy bear, white tag 035135, LE 1500, from Alice in Wonderland, honey mohair, wearing pale blue cotton 
dress with daisy print, with swing label, certificate, Mint, within Near Mint to Mint box, trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 
10.25"/26cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7211. Steiff Bagi beige mohair teddy bear, white tag 420559, club edition 2006, based on a Lady Bear sold at Christie's in 
2003, wearing 2-piece felt outfit in light blue and cornflower blue, Near Mint to Mint, together with certificate and drawstring bag, 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12.5"/33cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7212. Steiff Sooty (from Harry Corbett's Sooty Show), white tag 663932, apricot mohair teddy with black mohair ears, limited 
edition 2000, with certificate, swing label, Mint within Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7213. Steiff Isabel teddy bear, white tag 677717, LE 1500, 2004, exclusive to UK, Ireland and Asia, vanilla mohair, wearing a 
Liberty floral print cotton dress (Liberty label to sole of right foot), with swing label, certificate, Mint, within Mint box, with trade 
carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 10"/25cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7214. Steiff Beatrix Potter Collection, Mr Jeremy Fisher, white tag 354243, LE 1500, complete with swing label certificate, 
Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent box, with outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 7"/18cm. 

 £35 - £45 

7215. Steiff Schwarzbar teddy bear, UK Exclusive, white tag 660627, LE 1500, 2001, black mohair, black plastic eyes, black 
horizontally stitched nose, fully jointed, felt pads, black claw stitching, growler, Near Mint to Mint with certificate in Good box, 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, 13.75"/35cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7216. Steiff The English Musical teddy bear, white tag 660979, LE 4000, exclusive to the UK and Ireland, brown tipped 
mohair, wearing cream silk ribbon, plays Edward Elgar's "Pomp & Circumstance", with certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within 
cream embroidered drawstring bag and trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7217. Steiff Teddy Clown replica 1926 teddy bear, white tag 404214, limited edition 3000, brown tipped mohair, wearing felt 
clown hat with rust pom-poms and matching neck ruff, chest tag, certificate, Mint in Mint box, with outer trade carton, 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7218. Steiff "Candle in the Wind" Musical Bear, white tag 661624, LE 30/4000, exclusive to UK and Ireland, pale pink mohair 
teddy bear wearing pink gossamer ribbon, plays Sir Elton John & Bernie Taupin's "Candle in the Wind", certificate, Mint, within 
embroidered cream drawstring bag, with trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £60 - £80 
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7219. Steiff British Collectors' burgundy teddy bear, white tag 659973, 1998, LE 3000 exclusive to the UK, mohair bear, chest 
tag (slight crease), with certificate, Near Mint within Excellent to Excellent Plus box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 15.75"/40cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7220. Steiff Club Edition Millennium Bear 1999, white tag 420184, LE, gold and rose pink mohair, ceramic chest medallion, 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint, complete with Excellent box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12.5/32cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7221. Steiff Beatrix Potter Benjamin Bunny Rabbit, 100th Year Anniversary Edition, 2004, white tag 354335, LE 1500, with 
swing label certificate, Mint, within Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 27cm/10.5". 

 £70 - £90 

7222. Steiff Beatrix Potter Hunca Munca Mouse, celebrating 100 Years of the publication of the original tale, white tag 
661648, LE 1500, with swing label certificate (slight discolouration), Near Mint to Mint, with Near Mint to Mint box, outer trade 
carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 4.75"/12cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7223. Steiff Beatrix Potter Tom Kitten, 100th Year Anniversary Edition 2005, white tag 662126,  
LE1500, with swing label certificate (slight discolouration), Near Mint to Mint, within Near Mint to Mint box, outer trade carton, 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, 10"/25cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7224. Steiff Beatrix Potter Samuel Whiskers, white tag 662393, 2006, LE 1500, brown mohair, Mint, complete with swing 
label certificate, Near Mint to Mint box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 11"/28cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7225. Steiff Peter Rabbit Beatrix Potter replica 1904/05, white tag 402180, LE 3000, 2002, white wool plush, Near Mint to 
Mint, complete with chest tag, certificate, within Excellent Plus box, outer trade carton, 9"/22cm; together with a Mint copy of 
The Tale of Peter Rabbit book, ex-Broughty Bears stock, (2). 

 £80 - £120 

7226. Steiff Beatrix Potter Amiable Guinea Pig, white tag 663277, LE 1500, 2010, UK & Ireland, exclusive, cream mohair, 
integrally clothed in felt, from Appley Dapply's Nursery Rhyme - "There once was an amiable Guinea-pig, Who brushed back his 
hair like a periwig, He wore a sweet tie, As blue as the sky, And his whiskers and buttons were very big", Near Mint to Mint with 
swing label certificate (very slightly discoloured), Near Mint to Mint box, with outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 7.5"/ 
20cm. 

 £50 - £70 

7227. Steiff Beatrix Potter Johnny Town-Mouse, white tag 663024, LE 1500, 2008, exclusive to UK and Ireland, grey alpaca, 
Mint, including swing label certificate and Near Mint to Mint box, with outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 4.75"/12cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7228. Steiff Beatrix Potter Timmy Willie Mouse, white tag 663222, golden and cream alpaca, LE 2/1500, 2009, exclusive to 
UK and Ireland, Mint, including swing label certificate (a little bent- could be straightened), and Near Mint to Mint box, with trade 
carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 4.75"/12cm. 

 £60 - £80 
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7229. Steiff Beatrix Potter Mr Todd Fox, white tag 662492, LE 1500, with swing label certificate, Mint, within Mint box, outer 
trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 14"/36cm. 

 £120 - £140 

7230. Steiff Club Edition Elephant on Wheels, white tag 420412, LE to the year 2004, Mint, with certificate, Mint box, trade 
carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 4.75"/12cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7231. Steiff Beatrix Potter Black Rabbit, white tag 663451, LE 1500, 2009, charcoal/black alpaca, Mint, with swing label 
certificate, Mint box, trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 9"/23cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7232. Steiff Kitty Cat, white tag 036422, LE 2010, 2009, the fourth animal in Steiff's "Margarete's Garden" series, grey and 
cream alpaca, holding a red ball of cotton in left paw, mechanical and musical movement, key wound mechanism plays the 
Germany folk melody: "Alle Vöglein sind schon da", whilst Kitty's paws move back and forward tapping her ball of cotton, Mint, 
with chest tag, certificate, Mint box, with trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 11.75"/30cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7233. Steiff Winnie the Pooh Piglet, white tag 354878, LE 2000, 2013, rose mohair, Mint, with swing label (curled- could be 
flattened), certificate, Mint box, trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 5"/13cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7234. Steiff Winnie the Pooh Piglet, white tag 354878, LE 2000, 2013, rose mohair, Mint, with swing label (slightly 
curled- could be flattened), certificate, Mint box, trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 5"/13cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7235. Steiff Winnie the Pooh Piglet, white tag 354878, LE 2000, 2013, rose mohair, Mint, with swing label (slightly 
curled- could be flattened), certificate, Mint box, trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 5"/13cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7236. Steiff Winnie the Pooh Piglet, white tag 354878, LE 2000, 2013, rose mohair, Mint, with swing label, certificate, Mint 
box, trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 5"/13cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7237. Steiff Wizard of Oz musical Dorothy teddy bear, white tag 681998, LE 1939, 2011, cream mohair, key wound integral 
music box plays Somewhere Over the Rainbow, Mint, with certificate and Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 
11.5"/29cm. 

 £100 - £140 

7238. Steiff Mini Dorothy teddy bear, white tag 682490, LE 1939, 2013, UK, Ireland and North American exclusive, miniature 
version of 2011 Musical Dorothy from The Wizard of Oz series, cream mohair, wearing blue and white gingham dress, ruby red 
slippers, Mint, with swing label, certificate, Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 5.5"/14cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7239. Steiff Mini Dorothy teddy bear, white tag 682490, LE 1939, 2013, UK, Ireland and North American exclusive, miniature 
version of 2011 Musical Dorothy from The Wizard of Oz series, cream mohair, wearing blue and white gingham dress, ruby red 
slippers, Mint, with swing label, certificate, Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 5.5"/14cm. 

 £40 - £60 
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7240. Steiff Jean Paul Gaultier Bear, white tag 661723, LE 2005, golden mohair, personally designed and dressed by the 
French designer nicknamed "L'Enfant Terrible de la Mode". The bear wears the legendary combination of trousers and skirt, 
Mint, complete with certificate and drawstring bag, trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 14"/35cm. 

 £80 - £120 

7241. Steiff Rumalbaerer teddy bear clown, white tag No.674266, LE 1500, made for Idee and Spiel, swing label certificate, 
chest tag, Mint, with trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7242. Steiff Paddington Bear Ornament, white tag 354373, limited edition of 5000, 2004, with swing certificate, Mint within 
Excellent box (some slight discolouration), outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 4.75"/12cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7243. Steiff Beatrix Potter, Squirrel Nutkin, commemorating 100 Years since the publication of the story, 2004, white tag 
354304, limited edition of 1500, swing label certificate (bowed- would flatten out), Mint, within Near Mint box and outer trade 
carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 6"/15cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7244. Steiff Classic Rupert the Bear, alpaca teddy bear, white tag 653568, LE 3000, exclusive to the UK & Ireland, certificate, 
Mint, in Near Mint box (one corner is dinged), with trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 11"/28cm. 

 £80 - £120 

7245. Steiff Lladro Saxophone player teddy bear, white tag 677656, LE 1000, grey alpaca, musical clockwork mechanism 
plays The Pink Panther Theme by Henry Mancini, SAXOPNE OS BROKEN IN TWO (not possible to glue as a section is 
missing), bear is otherwise Mint, with swing label (bowed), in Fair Plus to Good box, with certificate, outer trade carton, 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, 10.75"/27cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7246. Steiff Wilhelm Berliner Telegrammbote, golden mohair, white tag 995316, LE 1500, made especially for the Post 
Museums Shop in Frankfurt, dressed in blue felt postman's outfit, leather satchel, wearing roller skates, carrying miniature 
Telegramm (a little creased), certificate, Near Mint within Excellent box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7247. Steiff St Nicholas teddy bear, white tag 661068, LE 1500, 2003, exclusive design for Belgium, France and the 
Netherlands, blonde mohair, wearing felt cloak, cotton cassock, mitre carrying a crosier, key wound musical movement plays a 
Dutch St Nicholas song, with certificate (bowed- would straighten out), Near Mint, with trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 
11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7248. Steiff Christmas Teddy Bear 2004, white tag 037665, LE 2000, light blonde mohair, dressed as Father Christmas, Near 
Mint, MISSING certificate and box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £50 - £60 

7249. Steiff Golfer Teddy Bear, blonde mohair 2001, white tag 670671, LE 3000, Excellent Plus to Near Mint (slight 
discolouration to clothing), complete with drawstring bag, certificate, trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7250. Steiff Club Edition teddy bear replica 1912, black mohair, 1999, white tag 420160, LE, Near Mint to Mint, complete with 
ceramic chest medallion, certificate (slightly foxed), within Excellent to Excellent Plus box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 
13.75"/35cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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7251. Steiff New Orleans Band, 2001, white tag 038815, LE 1000, comprising a reproduction of a typical New Orleans Street 
Scene, accommodating a musical box playing "Sweet Georgia Brown", with five piece animal jazz-band: teddy bear, catfish, 
crocodile, pelican and shark, complete with musical instruments, certificate, boxes, ONE STAND REQUIRES ATTENTION 
(BASE IS DETACHED), otherwise Good to Mint, animals, 7"/18cm, street scene 19.5"/49cm high x 31"/79cm wide x 16"/41cm 
deep, ex-Broughty Bears stock. 

 £160 - £200 

7252. Steiff Disney Showcase Donald Duck, white tag 651816, LE 3000, 2001, with swing label certificate (creased and 
discoloured), otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint, within Good box (one face of box has surface damage), ex-Broughty Bears 
stock, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7253. Steiff Disney Showcase Collection Daisy Duck, white tag 651823, LE 3000, white mohair, with swing label certificate (a 
little creased), Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent Plus to Near Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 
13.5"/34cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7254. Steiff teddy bear 1929 replica, white tag 403132, LE 1000, 2013, white mohair, with chest tag, swing label (creased), 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 15.75"/40cm. 

 £80 - £120 

7255. Steiff New Mr Cinnamon teddy bear, white tag 038846, LE 3000, blonde mohair bear with brown airbrushed features, 
chest tag, certificate, Near Mint to Mint within Near Mint to Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 17"/45cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7256. Steiff British Collectors' 2005 teddy bear, golden apricot mohair, UK Exclusive, white tag 661969, LE 4000, Near Mint 
to Mint, complete with chest tag and certificate, within Excellent Plus to Near Mint box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 15.75"/40cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7257. Steiff Oktoberfest 2004 teddy bear, white tag 671814, LE 1500, German exclusive, blonde mohair, wearing traditional 
costume of Lederhosen, cummerbund, waistcoat neckerchief and hat, key wound musical movement plays traditional tune, 
Near Mint to Mint, with certificate, embroidered bag, trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7258. Steiff Paul the Growling Bear Replica 1908, white tag 400513, LE 1908, 2008, blonde mohair, boot button eyes, this is 
a replica of the first ever teddy bear to have a growl, filled with wood shavings, Near Mint to Mint, with certificate, MISSING 
chest tag, Near Mint to Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 18"/46cm. 

 £50 - £70 

7259. Steiff 100 Years of the Berlin Morgenpost teddy bear, 1998, LE 1500, white tag 655425, blonde mohair bear complete 
with miniature copy of newspaper, facsimile of 1989 Morgenpost, certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent 
box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £70 - £90 

7260. Steiff Beatrix Potter Tommy Brock badger, white tag 662478, LE 21/1500, 2008, exclusive to UK and Ireland, black and 
white alpaca, Near Mint to Mint, including swing label certificate and Near Mint to Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty 
Bears stock, 13"/33cm. 

 £80 - £120 
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7261. Steiff Rotary International Centennial Celebration 1905-2005, a bear for a polio free world, white tag 661440, LE, 2004, 
black mohair, with medallion, booklet, Mint, embroidered bag, within trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7262. Steiff British Collectors' 2002, replica 1908, honey golden mohair teddy bear, white tag 660726, LE 4000, chest tag, 
with certificate, Near Mint to Mint in Excellent box, with outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 13.75"/35cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7263. Steiff The 1st Scottish Bear, white tag 654732, limited edition of 3000 exclusive to Great Britain, blonde wavy mohair 
bear wearing green velvet and Scottish Parliamentary tartan Tam O'Shanter and matching tartan scarf, certificate (bent- would 
flatten out), Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 11.75"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7264. Steiff Wizard of Oz Tin Man teddy bear, white tag 682940, LE 1939, UK, Ireland and North American Exclusive, grey 
wool felt, he has a funnel for a hat plus rivet buttons, heart shaped pendant watch, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label, 
certificate, Excellent to Excellent Plus box, trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £100 - £140 

7265. Steiff Leo Lion, white tag 035098, LE 1500, golden wool felt, jointed head, he is made from traditional wool felt, with a 
mohair mane and tuft on his tail, swing label, chest tag, certificate, Mint, in Near Mint to Mint box, with outer trade carton, 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, 8.25"/21cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7266. Steiff Franz Club Bear 2004, white tag 420405, limited availability to club members within 2004, dark blonde mohair, 
chest medallion, Elephant Seal is included, Near Mint to Mint, with certificate (cockled- would flatten out), draw string bag, 
within outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7267. Steiff Amelia Paradise teddy bear, white tag 034886, LE 11/2000, 2013, pale pink / apricot cotton / acrylic woven fabric, 
with shiny snakeskin-effect paw pads, wearing a pearl necklace, with swing label (creased), certificate, Near Mint, within Near 
Mint to Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7268. Steiff Cameleon Caspar Paradise, white tag 034848, LE 2000, 2013, with mint green sequinned body, and / polyester / 
cotton woven fabric under body and legs, MISSING swing label, certificate, Excellent Plus, within Near Mint to Mint box, outer 
trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 8"/20cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

7269. Steiff Purzelbar Somersault teddy bear, white tag 037436, LE 2006, reddish blonde, with chest tag and certificate, 
instruction booklet, Good (MECHANISM IS FAULTY- appears to wind-up properly, partially operates, then fails to tumble), with 
Near Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7270. Steiff teddy bear 1948 replica, white tag 403163, LE 1000, 2014, blonde alpaca, with chest tag, swing label, certificate, 
Mint, within Near Mint to Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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7271. Steiff City Soldier teddy bear, white tag 670251, LE 2000, exclusive to Germany, 1998, light blonde mohair, dressed in 
military style uniform, chest tag, certificate, Excellent (some discolouration to clothing), within Good Plus box, ex-Broughty 
Bears stock, 13.75"/35cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7272. Steiff Beatrix Potter Collection, Mr Jeremy Fisher, white tag 354243, LE 1500, complete with swing label certificate 
(foxed / discoloured), Excellent to Excellent Plus, within Excellent Plus to Near Mint box, with outer trade carton, ex-Broughty 
Bears stock, 7"/18cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7273. Steiff Coca-Cola Polar Bear, white tag 670336, 1999, LE 10,000, white mohair, swing label certificate, Near Mint, 
complete with Excellent Plus to Near Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 13.75"/35cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7274. Steiff Music Teddy replica 1951, 1993, white tag 408458, LE 7000, caramel mohair, wearing yellow ribbon, red felt disc 
to chest with bellows music box mechanism which plays "Fox, you have Stolen the Goose", chest tag, certificate, Excellent, in 
Good silver box (foxing / discolouration), ex-Broughty Bears stock, 13.75"/35cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7275. Steiff Coca Cola Polar Bear Cub, white tag 666032, LE 10000, 2000, white mohair, Near Mint to Mint, complete with 
swing label certificate, within Good Plus to Excellent box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 7"/18cm. 

 £20 - £30 

7276. Steiff egg cosy set Bear and Elephant, club edition 2004, white tag 420436, Near Mint to Mint, complete with chest 
tags, certificate, within Excellent to Excellent Plus box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 5"/12cm. 

 £25 - £35 

7277. Steiff Egg warmer set Rabbit and Lamb, club edition 2002/2003, white tag 420276, Near Mint to Mint, chest tags, 
certificate, within Good Plus to Excellent box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 5"/12cm. 

 £25 - £35 

7278. Steiff Augustus Roman Bear FAO Schwarz Las Vegas Special, white tag 652172, LE, 1997, blonde mohair, dressed in 
a toga and red cape, chest tag, swing label certificate (creased), Excellent to Excellent Plus, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 8"/20cm. 

 £20 - £30 

7279. Steiff Exhibition Bear 2004, UK and Ireland exclusive, white tag 661273, LE 1500, produced for the UK Spring Trade 
Fair in 2003, white mohair, holding multi coloured mohair ball, Near Mint to Mint, complete with certificate (bowed), within Good 
Plus to Excellent box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 8.25"/21cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7280. Steiff Walt Disney Fantasia 2000 The Sorcerer's Apprentice Mickey Mouse, white tag 651519, LE to the year 2000, 
swing label certificate (foxed / discoloured), Excellent to Excellent Plus, within Good Plus to Excellent box, ex-Broughty Bears 
stock, 10"/25cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7281. Steiff Coca-Cola Santa Claus, 1999, white tag 670350, LE 10,000, taken from the 1931 Haddon Sundblom advertising 
campaign, Excellent to Excellent Plus, complete with swing label certificate, within Good to Good Plus box, ex-Broughty Bears 
stock, 14"/35cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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7282. Steiff Christmas Musical Teddy Bear 2006, white tag 037504, LE 2006, white alpaca, dressed in green Father 
Christmas outfit, musical mechanism plays "We Wish You a Merry Christmas", chest tag, certificate, Near Mint to Mint, in 
Excellent to Excellent Plus box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £50 - £60 

7283. Steiff British Collectors UK Baby Bear Set, 1994-1998, issued in 1999, white tag 654695, including all chest tags and 
certificate, Mint, within Mint wooden presentation case and outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, bears measure 
6.25"/16cm. 

 £80 - £120 

7284. Steiff teddy bear Melchior ornament (the first in a series of Three Wise Men), white tag 034138, LE 2014, honey 
mohair, swing label (slightly discoloured), certificate (creased / bowed), Excellent Plus to Near Mint, with box and outer trade 
carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 4"/10cm. 

 £25 - £35 

7285. Steiff Lysander teddy bear, white tag 034923, LE 1500, 2013, delicate green alpaca, with lizard brooch, Near Mint, 
swing label (creased), with certificate, Good box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 10"/25cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7286. Steiff Lysander teddy bear, white tag 034923, LE 1500, 2013, delicate green alpaca, with lizard brooch, Mint, swing 
label, with certificate, Near Mint to Mint box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 10"/25cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7287. Steiff Minnie Mouse, white tag 354946, LE 2000, 2014, Near Mint, with certificate (corners curled), Poor box (large tear 
to lid), ex-Broughty Bears stock, 9.5"/24cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7288. Steiff Salvadore teddy bear, white tag 034930, LE 1500, 2014, has 110th Anniversary Elephant Button within the ear, 
black alpaca, wearing black cashmere wool cape, lined in wild silk, swing label (creased), chest tag, certificate, Near Mint to 
Mint, within Near Mint to Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 13.5"/34cm. 

 £50 - £60 

7289. Steiff Salvadore teddy bear, white tag 034930, LE 1500, 2014, has 110th Anniversary Elephant Button within the ear,  
black alpaca, wearing black cashmere wool cape, lined in wild silk, swing label (creased), chest tag, certificate, Mint, within Mint 
box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 13.5"/34cm. 

 £50 - £60 

7290. Steiff teddy bear set with motor boat, white tag 037405, LE 2006, 2006, comprises a nostalgic 1950s style limewood 
motorboat, the footwell is leather lined, length 12"/30cm; the miniature teddy bear couple, one in golden and the other in pale 
pink mohair, each with chest tag. He wears a felt sailing cap and she wears a straw hat and polka dot scarf; height 4"/10cm and 
3.5"/9cm; some slight crazing / cracking to the boat's varnished deck, otherwise Near Mint to Mint, with certificate and inner 
packaging, plus Near Mint to Mint box, and outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock. 

 £70 - £90 

7291. Steiff Karl Lagerfeld teddy bear, white tag 657726, LE 2500, 2008, white alpaca, white gold coated button within his 
ear, designed to be a likeness of the famous fashion designer, in collaboration with Karl Lagerfeld, the clothes and accessories 
were designed in his Paris Studio and the materials were individually selected. His black jacket is of I talian wool, white poplin 
shirt with standing collar and trompe l'oeil look button holes, jeans with a patina from the K Karl Lagerfeld collection, black silk 
cravat and Swarovski crystal, belt of real leather, the initials of the "maestro" are set in crystals on the buckle, tailor-made boots, 
miniature glasses from the "Lagerfeld eyewear" line. Mint, with certificate, stand and Near Mint to Mint box, outer trade car ton, 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, 16"/40cm. 

 £400 - £600 
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7292. Steiff Teddy Bear Replica 1909, white tag 406058, LE 5000, wavy blonde mohair, with chest tag, certificate, Excellent 
Plus to Near Mint, within Fair Plus to Good box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 25.5"/65cm. 

 £70 - £90 

7293. Steiff Archie Replica 1910 teddy bear, white tag 403149, LE 1000, 2013, brass mohair, wearing white brushed cotton 
coat with sailor collar, swing label (creased), certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Mint box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 
12.5"/32cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7294. Steiff Club Event Bear 2001, white tag 670589, limited to production year 2001, blonde mohair bear, with squeaker, 
produced for Broughty Bears, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 7"/18cm. 

 £20 - £40 

7295. Steiff Mercedes-Benz teddy bear, white tag 665837, LE 1500, 1998, pale grey mohair, wearing blue ribbon printed with 
Mercedes-Benz Visitor Center, swing label certificate (buckled- would straighten), Near Mint to Mint, embroidered bag, 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7296. Steiff Polar The Titanic Bear, white tag 670299, LE 5000, white mohair, realistic Polar Bear with integral spring neck 
joint, wearing Polar ceramic medallion to chest on blue silk ribbon, swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7297. Steiff Mickey Mouse, white tag 354939, LE 2000, 2014, swing label certificate (corners slightly curled), certificate, Near 
Mint to Mint, within Near Mint to Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 9.5"/24cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7298. Steiff Minnie Mouse, white tag 354946, LE 2000, 2014, Near Mint to Mint, with certificate (curled), Near Mint to Mint 
box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 9.5"/24cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7299. Steiff Teddy G teddy bear, white tag 670282, limited to production within the year of Teddy Roosevelt's 140th Birthday, 
1998, white mohair, wearing navy blue cotton knitted jumper, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, ex-Broughty Bears 
stock, 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7300. Steiff Teddy B teddy bear, white tag 670275, limited to production within the year of Teddy Roosevelt's 140th Birthday, 
1998, chocolate brown mohair, wearing white cotton knitted jumper, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, ex-Broughty 
Bears stock, 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7301. Steiff teddy bear 1911 replica, Club edition 2011, white tag 421174, LE 3000, sand mohair, with chest tag, certificate, 
copy of The Chosen One DVD, Mint, within Near Mint to Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7302. Steiff Ziehharmoniaspieler (Concertina Player) teddy bear, exclusive for Spielzeug-Ring German toy store chain, white 
tag 651069, LE 1500, 1998, golden blonde mohair, wearing dark blue felt cap with a gold edge, a blue felt jacket with a gold 
collar and gold buttons, a red and white checkered neckerchief, miniature concertina, swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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7303. Steiff "La Vie en Rose" musical teddy bear, French exclusive 1902, white tag 660436, LE 1500, blonde mohair, 
complete with certificate (creased), drawstring bag, key wound musical mechanism, Near Mint to Mint, ex-Broughty Bears 
stock, 10"/26cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7304. Steiff Rupert the Bear Edward Trunk Classic elephant, white tag 653575, LE 1500, UK & Ireland exclusive, grey 
mohair, Mint, with certificate (bowed- would straighten), within Near Mint to Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears 
stock, 11"/28cm. 

 £50 - £70 

7305. Steiff Vienna Opera teddy bear, Austrian exclusive 2007, white tag 672446, LE 1500, white alpaca, wearing silk cape 
with gold brocade trim and buttons, Mint, with certificate, embroidered bag, trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7306. Steiff Andreas teddy bear blonde 40, Kaufhof German Exclusive, 1997, white tag 655302, LE 1997, Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint, with certificate, Good box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 15.75"/40cm. 

 £50 - £60 

7307. Steiff British Collectors' lilac teddy bear, white tag 660047, LE 3000, exclusive to the UK, lilac mohair, chest tag, 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7308. Steiff teddy bear Nactwachter (Nightwatchman), German exclusive, white tag 671272, LE 1500, 2002, blonde mohair, 
Near Mint to Mint, certificate (creased), drawstring bag, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 11"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7309. Steiff Christmas tree ornament teddy bear 2001, white tag 670947, LE 5000, cinnamon mohair, gingerbread teddy, 
Mint, with certificate, Excellent Plus box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 4"/10cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7310. Steiff Winnie the Pooh Ornament, white tag 680113, 2001, LE, blonde mohair, certificate, Mint in Good box to Good 
Plus box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 4.75"/12cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7311. Steiff Christmas tree snowman ornament, white tag 670428, LE 5000, 1999, white mohair, Mint, with Good box- outer 
box includes "certificate", ex-Broughty Bears stock, 4.75"/12cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7312. Steiff Club Event Bear 2001, white tag 670589, limited to production year 2001, blonde mohair bear, with squeaker, 
produced for Broughty Bears, with swing label, Mint (sealed in factory plastic), ex-Broughty Bears stock, 7"/18cm. 

 £20 - £40 

7313. Steiff UK and Ireland Exclusive Panda Bear, 2003, white tag 661013, LE 2000, black and white mohair, Mint, with 
certificate (buckled- would straighten), Near Mint box, trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 15.5"/40cm. 

 £40 - £50 
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7314. Steiff Lladro Angel teddy bear, white tag 676833, LE 2007, pale grey mohair, wearing delicate porcelain wings, 
Excellent, INCOMPLETE- BELL IS MISSING, with certificate, Good box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7315. Steiff Chestnut Club edition 2014 teddy bear, white tag 421310, LE 2014, green mohair / cotton, reminiscent of a 
chestnut tree's green leaves, several green wool felt hand-cut leaves adorn his neck, attached on a natural brown cord. 
Chestnut's paw pads are covered in pretty lace, over pale mint cotton jersey, which is matched by his hand-stitched nose and 
claws. He bears the Steiff gold-plated button in ear with special elephant motif for 2014 celebrating 110 years since the first 
button in ear. Mint, within Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7316. Steiff teddy bear Skier, white tag 666568, LE 1500, 2001, North American exclusive, golden blonde mohair, wearing 
dark blue and red USA sweater and matching head band, with swing label certificate, Ski USA pair of skis and sticks, Near Mint 
to Mint, within Good generic Steiff box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 16.5"/42cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7317. Steiff Paddington Bear, white tag 664892, LE 4000, UK, Ireland & USA exclusive, celebrating the release of the 2014 
film Paddington Bear, chestnut mohair, with swing labels, certificate, Mint, within Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty 
Bears stock, 6"/15cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7318. Steiff CI'Elefantle (Elephant Pin Cushion) first in the "European Collectors" series, white tag 656552, LE 1500 for the 
UK, Europe, China and Ireland, an updated version of the famous elephant that Margarete Steiff gave Anna Steiff around 1880 
("CI" stands for "corporate identity"), cream, white and black felt- the new, official company colours of Margarete Steiff GmbH, 
with felt saddle embroidered with 1847, the birth year of Margarete Steiff, and 2010, year of the introduction of the new 
European Collection, with box, certificate and outer trade carton, Mint, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 3"/8cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7319. Steiff Jack Nicklaus teddy bear, HAND SIGNED by Jack Nicklaus to right paw pad, US North American Exclusive, 
1999, white tag 665943, LE 2000, golden mohair, swing label certificate, Near Mint, MISSING 3 GOLF BALLS, within Good 
Plus DISASSOCIATED BOX, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 15.75"/40cm. 

 £50 - £70 

7320. Steiff Beatrix Potter Jemima Puddle-Duck, white tag 653445, 2006, LE 1500, UK and Ireland exclusive, white alpaca, 
Mint including swing label certificate, within Near Mint to Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 15"/38cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7321. Steiff Teddy Bar mit Leiterwagen (farmer bear with wagon), German exclusive, white tag 671166, LE 2000, 2002, 
blonde mohair bear, complete with wooden pull-a-long wagon, Near Mint to Mint, complete with certificate within Good Plus to 
Excellent original box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7322. Steiff First American Teddy, white tag 667183, limited to the year of production in 2003 and Exclusive to North 
America, dark blonde mohair, wearing star spangled red bow tie, felt hat, North American flag to left foot, and embroidered First 
American Teddy to right foot, certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Good to Excellent box (lid has surface discolouration / foxing), 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £60 
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7323. Steiff Baerle PAB 1904 Replica teddy bear, golden mohair, 2004, white tag 404153, limited to year of production, Near 
Mint to Mint, complete with chest tag, certificate, within Excellent box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 17"/43cm 
(sitting). 

 £70 - £90 

7324. Steiff Henderson (Robert) teddy bear, exclusive for Teddy Bears of Witney, 1997, white tag 653780, LE 2000, Near 
Mint to Mint, with certificate, Good Plus original box, trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 21.5"/65cm. 

 £80 - £100 

7325. Steiff Centenary bear, white tag 670985, limited to year of production 2002, dark blonde wavy mohair teddy bear, 
wearing navy shot silk ribbon embroidered with metallic gold stitching, Mint, certificate, Near Mint to Mint box, outer trade 
carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 17.25"/44cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7326. Steiff Teddy Bear 35 PGB replica 1904, 2010, white tag 403026, LE 1904, dark blonde mohair, signed on the right foot. 
The original PGB 35 teddy bear was discovered only recently in Switzerland. Dated by his rod joints and hand-stitched nose he 
is believed to be the missing link between Steiff's first two teddy bears and Steiff's Teddy Girl. Mint, with certificate, within 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint box, trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 13.75"/35cm (measured sitting). 

 £80 - £100 

7327. Steiff Berliner Milieu Organ-Grinder teddy bear, brass mohair, with music box, LE 906/1000, white tag 671005, German 
exclusive (for KaDeWe), 2002, complete with certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Near Mint to Mint box, outer trade carton,  
ex-Broughty Bears stock, 10"/26cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7328. Steiff Skittle set 1897 replica, white tag 411502, LE 1000, 2005, comprises nine animals dressed in circus style, led by 
a "king pin", in the form of a bear with a red felt jacket and crown. The set is completed by two multicoloured balls made of  felt. 
Mint, with Excellent Plus to Near Mint box, outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, King Pin height 10.5"/27cm; animals 
average height 8"/20cm. 

 £200 - £300 

7329. Steiff Teddy Bear Workshop 2002, LE 1902, white tag 038907, introduced to commemorate Steiff Centenary Year, 
depicting a traditional workshop from the turn of the century, complete with three teddy bears: a Richard Steiff grey mohair 
bear, plus two small golden and beige bears; wooden room setting with miniatures to furnish the bear making scene, complete 
with certificate, Mint, bears 7.5"/18cm, setting 10"/25cm high by 16"/41cm wide, by 10"/25cm deep, packaging is also Mint, with 
outer trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock. 

 £140 - £160 

7330. Steiff Horoscope Birthday Bear, Taurus - sign of the Bull, Club edition bear 2004/2005, white tag 420399, blonde 
mohair, wearing embroidered orange sports shirt, with swing label and original drawstring bag, Good Plus to Excellent, 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, 10"/26cm. 

 £25 - £35 

7331. Steiff shop display pair of "Personalised" Margarete and Richard Steiff teddy bears: (1) Margarete bride, white mohair, 
yellow tag 662812; (2) Richard, celebrating the birth of Richard Steiff, yellow tag 662805, red blonde mohair; both with swing 
labels, Excellent to Excellent Plus, bears measure 11.5"/29cm, ex-Broughty Bears stock, (2). 

 £40 - £50 
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7332. Steiff Millennium Band 2000, white tag 038808, LE 2000, comprising five mohair teddy bears, a stage made of wood 
with velvet curtains, a musical box playing "When the Saints Go Marching In", each bear is individually dressed in velvet jacket 
and plays separate musical instrument - drums, clarinet, banjo, trumpet and trombone, all tags, bears 8.25"/21cm, stage 
dimensions 23"/58cm by 20"/51cm, Near Mint to Mint, certificate, with Fair Plus to Excellent packaging, ex-Broughty Bears 
stock. 

 £120 - £140 

7333. Steiff Bert Event Bear 2014, white tag 421297, LE to the year of production, beige cotton / viscose, with chest tag, 
swing label, Excellent to Excellent Plus, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 8.5"/21cm. 

 £20 - £40 

7334. Steiff Egg Cosy Set, white tag 420344, club edition for 2003 comprising yellow mohair Chick and brown tipped cream 
mohair Hen egg cosies, chest tags, limited to production to the year 2002, certificate, Mint within Excellent box, ex-Broughty 
Bears stock, 5.5"/14cm. 

 £20 - £40 

7335. Steiff Camel on a Pin Cushion 1904 replica, white tag 420474, LE, complete with certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within 
Good Plus to Excellent box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 7"/18cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7336. Steiff Franz Schubert musical teddy bear SAMPLE (obtained directly from the Steiff factory), blank button to left ear 
(usually white tag 661051), beige mohair, chest tag, musical key wound movement plays The Trout (one of Schubert's famous 
compositions), embroidered Franz Schubert to sole of left foot, Excellent, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 13.75"/35cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7337. Steiff four plush teddy bears and animals: (1) Cosy Winter Bear, yellow tag 022401, wearing red velour hat and scarf, 
chest tag, swing certificate, 11"/28cm; (2) Little Circus Turtle cushion with bag, yellow tag 235603, with swing label, 
14.25"/36cm; (3) Hoppel Rabbit Pink for Baby, yellow tag 237577, with swing label and backing card, 8"/20cm; (4) Sleep Well 
Comforter Bear Grey for Baby, yellow tag 239915, with swing label and backing card, 11"/30cm; ex-Broughty Bears stock, 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (4). 

 £40 - £50 

7338. Steiff Club Event Bear 2001, white tag 670589, limited to production year 2001, blonde mohair bear, with squeaker, 
produced for Broughty Bears, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 7"/18cm. 

 £20 - £30 

7339. Steiff Happy 2000 pink mohair pig, white tag 035197, limited to year of production, with chest tag, swing label, 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 7"/17cm. 

 £20 - £30 

7340. Steiff Club Event Teddy Bear Broughty Bears 2007, white tag 420719, white mohair teddy baby, complete with red and 
pink blanket printed "Steiff Club Event 2007 Broughty Bears", Mint, with certificate, MISSING box, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 
5"/13cm. 

 £20 - £30 

7341. Steiff Classic Wedding Bride miniature teddy bear, yellow tag 027970, cream alpaca, wearing a beautiful beaded lace 
gown, carrying a bouquet of roses which match her head-dress, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 
4.75"/12cm. 

 £25 - £35 
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7342. Steiff teddy bear with press-and-listen music-box, golden blonde mohair, white tag 037160, LE 3000, 2006, chest tag, 
music plays "Ode to Joy", MISSING CERTIFICATE AND BOX, otherwise Mint, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7343. Steiff Club Edition Harlequin replica 1925 teddy bear, white tag 420214, limited to year of production 2000 to 2001, red 
and blue mohair, wearing navy silk ribbon with Steiff Club ceramic medallion to chest, MISSING CERTIFICATE AND BOX, 
otherwise Near Mint to Mint, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 14"/35cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7344. Steiff Original 1938 Panda Bear replica, yellow tag 408311, 1992-1998, black and white mohair, with chest tag and 
swing label, Near Mint to Mint, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 13.75"/35cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7345. Margarete's Teddy Bear, rose 100th Anniversary teddy bear, white tag 038495, LE 3000, 2008, pink mohair, swing 
label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7346. Steiff Watch Teddy, Limited Edition, white tag 000000, honey mohair, MISSING card chest tag, with swing label 
certificate, LE 2000, Near Mint to Mint, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7347. Steiff Club Edition teddy bear in memory of the 1903 Leipzig Spring Trade Fair, white tag 420351, LE to the year 2003, 
wearing ceramic medallion, Mint within Near Mint to Mint wooden crate, complete with certificate, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 
11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7348. Steiff Club miniatures x six: 1998; 1999; 2000; 2001; 2002; 2003; all are Mint, within original box, ex-Broughty Bears 
stock, (6). 

 £50 - £60 

7349. Steiff Club miniatures x eight: 2004; 2005; 2006; 2007; 2013; 2015; 2016; 2017; all are Mint, within original box, 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, (8). 

 £70 - £80 

7350. Robin Rive Countrylife Monet teddy bear, LE 116/200, light brown mohair, celebrating Monet the French Impressionist 
(1840-1926), wearing waistcoat and straw boater, with swing label certificate (dedicated hand signature to rear of tag- To Mike 
and Fenella with much love, Robin Rive 20.05.002), Excellent to Excellent Plus, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7351. Robin Rive Countrylife Madame Monet teddy bear, LE 10/200, light brown mohair, celebrating the wife of Monet the 
French Impressionist, wearing straw hat, with swing label certificate (dedicated hand signature to rear of tag- To Mike and 
Fenella with loving wishes, Robin Rive 20.5.002), Excellent to Excellent Plus, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7352. Robin Rive Countrylife Pan Pan panda bear, LE 94/300, blonde and black mohair, with swing label certificate, Excellent 
to Excellent Plus, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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7353. Robin Rive Countrylife Queen Mum teddy bear, LE 20/100, blonde mohair, wearing straw hat, with swing label 
certificate (rear is hand signed To Mike and Fenella Wonderful memories! Love Robin Rive RR 20.5.002), Excellent to Excellent  
Plus, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 13"/33cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7354. Robin Rive Countrylife golly and teddy bear: (1) Wee golly girl, LE 1000/1000, with swing label certificate, 7"/18cm; (2) 
Signature bear, MISSING swing label- but does have a leaflet stating "I know he looks small but you can fit 167 
signatures - we've tried!", 7.5"/19cm; ex-Broughty Bears stock, Good to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

7355. Bear Bits Kyi-Chu artist designed realistic panda bear, designed by Jean & Bill Ashburner, LE 13 of 30, black and white 
mohair, fully jointed, with double neck joint, complete with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, ex-Broughty 
Bears stock, 13"/33cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

7356. Barbara-Ann Bears Nelson artist designed teddy bear, by Barbara Ann Cunningham, LE 1/10, black mohair, black 
glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose, shaven muzzle, fully jointed, felt pads, with swing label certificate, ex-Broughty Bears 
stock, 10"/25cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7357. Dean's Rag Book pair of teddy bears: (1) Winter Eskimo, LE 80/200, blonde mohair, wearing a long beige fur-trimmed 
coat, 11"/28cm; (2) Henry Dean's Centenary 2003 membership bear, LE to the year 2003, golden mohair, with box, 10"/26cm; 
both have swing label certificates, Near Mint to Mint; ex-Broughty Bears stock, (2). 

 £25 - £35 

7358. Merrythought pair of limited edition teddy bears: (1) Magnet Yes / No teddy bear, LE 179/500, light brown mohair, 
swing label certificate, 17"/43cm; (2) The Queen's Diamond Jubilee Commemorative teddy bear, LE 157/200, white mohair, 
with swing label certificate, box, outer trade carton, 14"/36cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; ex-Broughty Bears stock, (2). 

 £30 - £40 

7359. Hermann-Spielwaren Christmas Santa teddy bear, European edition, LE #30/500, white mohair, wearing red velvet and 
white plush outfit, with swing label certificate (creased), Excellent to Excellent Plus, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7360. Hermann-Spielwaren Mother Goose, LE 98/1000, comprising Mother Goose teddy bear, light brown mohair, 11"/28cm 
and Goose, white mohair, 13.5"/35cm; with swing label certificate (creased and discoloured), some discolouration to string hang 
cord otherwise Excellent, ex-Broughty Bears stock. 

 £30 - £40 

7361. Hermann-Spielwaren Queen Elizabeth II (small) Golden Jubilee 1952-2002, LE 450/500, golden mohair, with swing 
label certificate, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7362. Hermann-Spielwaren Valentine's Bear, LE 48/500, pink mohair, with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, 13"/33cm. 

 £25 - £35 
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7363. Eden Toys Beatrix Potter Collection: (1) & (2) World of Beatrix Potter Peter Rabbit, limited edition 2500 for the UK, 
velveteen, boxed, 22"/28cm; (3) Peter Rabbit hand puppet, boxed; (4) Mrs Tiggy-winkle, 13.5"/35cm; (5) Pigling Bland, 
15"/38cm; (6) Jemima Puddle-Duck, 12"/30cm; (7) Peter Rabbit, 21"/53cm; (8) Flopsy rabbit, 8"/20cm; (9) Peter Rabbit, 
8"/20cm; (10) Mrs Tiggywinkle, 8"/20cm; Good to Excellent, within Fair packaging; ex-Broughty Bears stock, (10). 

 £40 - £50 

7364. Artist designed teddy bears x four: (1) Elgie Bears Chow Mein panda, designed by Sue Elgie, LE 3/10, black and white 
mohair, with swing label certificate, 13"/33cm; (2) unidentified Jester teddy bear, brown, blue and white mohair, 6"/15cm; (3) 
The Little Workshop teddy bear's head pin brooch, golden mohair, 2.5"/7cm; (4) Georgia Vienna Prudence teddy bear, LE 
16/100, white mohair, with certificate and box, 14"/36cm; Good Plus to Excellent Plus; ex-Broughty Bears stock, (4) 

 £30 - £40 

7365. Collection of plush teddy bears, and other teddy bear related items, includes: Eden Paddington Bear, 13"/33cm; (2) 
Paddington carrier bag; (3) Downpace Mr Bean Me & My Teddy- Official Mr Bean Teddy; (4) Mr Bean Teddy keyring; (5) Russ 
Celebrating 100 Years of Flight British Airways teddy bear; (6) Folkmans Puppets Rabbit in  a Hat; Aurora Teddy 2000 
Millennium bear; (7) Russ Millennium teddy; (8) - (19) assorted small plush bears and beanies, etc; Good to Near Mint; 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, (19). 

 £25 - £35 

7366. Group comprising: (1) Palitoy Bradgate Tomy Z Victor 4 (Z Cars) The Talking Police Triumph 2500 Car, 1973, plastic 
battery operated (untested), boxed; (2) & (3) Corgi Precision Cast Classics Douglas DC-3 aeroplane #G50061 and Jaguar Mk II 
#G50021, boxed; (4) Lledo Promotional Models Gibbs SR BMC LD van; Good to Mint, within Fair to Excellent packaging; 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, (4) 

 £30 - £40 

7367. Steiff wooden wagon ONLY- DOES NOT INCLUDE HORSES AND SANTA, from the Bear Santa Express EAN 
037986, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 9.25"/24cm tall and 20.5"/52cm long, ex-Broughty Bears stock. 

 £20 - £30 

7368. Modern well-made furniture suitable for dolls / teddy bears and a Burberry's umbrella: (1) Moulin Roty wooden desk 
and integral bench, with swing label, 11"/28cm x 14.5"/37cm x 14"36cm; (2) Cast iron bench, with wooden seat, 11"/28cm tall; 
(3) Wooden deck chair on wheels, 20"/51cm; (4) & (5) pair of wicker chairs, 19"/48cm and 12.5"/32cm; (6) wicker pram, 
16"/41cm tall; (7) Burberrys umbrella, with teddy bear theme, UPPER FIXING STAY IS MISSING; Fair Plus to Near Mint; 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, (7). 

 £40 - £50 

7369. Mobo (D Sebel & Co) Mobo tinplate rocking horse and cart, British, 1950s, surface corrosion, missing bit and reins, 
otherwise Good; 40"/102cm long, ex-Broughty Bears stock. 

 £20 - £30 

7370. Wooden sleigh, suitable for displaying dolls and teddy bear, wrought iron curved runners, 22"/56cm tall and 32"/81cm 
long, Good, ex-Broughty Bears stock. 

 £30 - £40 

7371. Steiff collection of pins, brooches, watch and others, Excellent to Mint; ex-Broughty Bears stock, (qty). 

 £40 - £50 
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7372. Steiff porcelain tea sets, etc: (1) Teddy Clown rose child's tea service, EAN 613876; (2) Teddy clown rose Mini 
porcelain set, EAN 613869; (3) Teddybar Appolonia Margarete Mini Porzellan Set EAN 613357; (4) & (5) 
Mini-Porzellan-Wandteller Teddy Clown rose EAN 613852; (6) Mini-Porzellan-Wandteller Teddybaren 1905 EAN 613814; (7) 
Mini-Porzellan-Wandteller Teddybar 1926 EAN 613302; (8) Fantasy Box Teddy Clown (resin); Excellent to Mint; ex-Broughty 
Bears stock, (8). 

 £30 - £40 

7373. Collection of teddy bear related items, including Steiff Enesco Collection Dew Drop Rose Porcelain Bear, boxed; 
Broughty Bears Steiff Club Event teddy bear 2003 felt waistcoats and 2007 mini comfort blankets; Steiff drawstring bags and 
carrier bags; Honey Soaps; lavender bag; wooden Christmas decorations; Steiff post cards; Prue Theobalds postcards; Steiff 
Teddys Traume/Teddy's Dreams postcard book; etc; Good to Mint; ex-Broughty Bears stock,(qty). 

 £25 - £35 

7374. Teddy Bear related items, including: Steiff point of sale tinplate and perspex counter signs; Steiff Casino Royal and 
other card games; stickers; Steiff keyring bear, yellow tag 104475, with lanyard; mini books; Steiff keyring yellow tag x three 
014536; Steiff pencils; Steiff wooden handled steel combs; Steiff Club serviettes; Steiff thank you for your visit bags; Steiff felt 
keyrings x six; Steiff assorted posters- including cloth wall hanging- Steiff Original Only the best is good enough for our children 
(photographic image of girl nursing a plush fawn, seated on a wooden bench, under a cherry tree), etc; Excellent to Mint; 
ex-Broughty Bears stock, (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

7375. Steiff Sortiment book 1892-1943 by Gunther Pfeiffer, Excellent to Excellent Plus, ex-Broughty Bears stock. 

 £30 - £40 

7376. Steiff Sortiment book 1947-1999 by Gunther Pfeiffer, Excellent to Excellent Plus, ex-Broughty Bears stock. 

 £30 - £40 

7377. Steiff Sortiment book 1947-1995 by Gunther Pfeiffer, Good Plus to Excellent (outer boards are a little scuffed with a 
crease to right hand corner front), ex-Broughty Bears stock. 

 £30 - £40 

7378. Steiff Reproduction catalogues (with English translations), 1949-1953, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, within Good Plus to 
Excellent folder, ex-Broughty Bears stock. 

 £10 - £20 

7379. Steiff and other teddy bear related calendars: Steiff 2000; 2001 Postkartenkalender x 2; 2002 x 4; 2003; 2004 x 2; 2005 
x 2; 2006; 2006; 2007 x 2; 2008 x 4; 2017. Plus 100 Years of the Teddy Bear 2003 and From Roosevelt to Rive 100 Years of 
the Teddy Bear 2003. Excellent to Mint; ex-Broughty Bears stock, (qty). 

 £15 - £20 

7380. Warne Beatrix Potter The World of Peter Rabbit the Complete Collection of Original Tales 1-23 (2002), Mint, sealed in 
factory plastic, ex-Broughty Bears stock. 

 £10 - £20 

7381. Robin Rive Countrylife and Brigitte Rive trade catalogues, etc: Robin Rive miniature cornflower blue mohair keyring 
teddy bear, plus assorted catalogues- 1998/1999 x 2, 2000 x 4; 2001 x 2; 2002; 2003 30th Anniversary x 3 and supplement; 
2004 and July 2004; 2006 x 2; 2007 x 3 (including Ebony and Ivory); 2008 Brigitte Rive x 9 and Mid-year collection 2008; plus 
price lists and others, Good to Mint, ex-Broughty Bears stock; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 
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7382. Charlie Bears trade catalogues and a calendar, etc: (1) Charlie Bears 2012 Collection Part 1; (2) - (4) Charlie Bears a 
decade of bears with personalities (one has ink notation); (5) Charlie Bears Collectors Calendar 2015 (still sealed in plastic); (6) 
Charlie Bears 2007 greetings card style 1700004 P; Good to Mint; ex-Broughty Bears stock; (6). 

 £5 - £15 

7383. Teddy bears a collection of reference books and magazines, etc, includes: A Collector's Guide to Bears / Sue Pearson; 
125 Years of Steiff Company History / Gunther Pfeiffer; Bear Land / Deborah Stratton; Steiff Sensational Teddy Bears, Animals 
& Dolls / Pistorius; Button in ear / Cieslik; Steiff - Teddy Bears Love for a Lifetime / Cieslik; Christie's Century of Teddy Bears / 
Maniera x 2; plus others (see photograph); Good to Mint; ex-Broughty Bears stock; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

7384. Teddy Bears, a variety of trade catalogues, including: Teddy Bears of Witney 1998, plus price list and order forms, 5 x 
postcards; Sue Pearson Autumn 2005; Barbara-Ann Bears 1998, 1999, 2000, plus a poster; Merrythought 2000 70th 
celebration; Merrythought International Collectors Club Newsletter #18; Merrythought the Leading Soft Toy Manufacturer; 
Merrythought 2001; Merrythought 2001.5; Merrythought 2002, Merrythought 2002.5; Merrythought 2003 x 2; Merrythought 
2010; Merrythought 2012 Traditional and Limited Edition Teddy Bears; Merrythought Cheeky and Punkie Bears; Dean's Rag 
Book various catalogues, including Sooty Collectables plus dates from 1999-2012; Deans Club Reporter; The Deans Times; 
Good to Mint; ex-Broughty Bears stock; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

7385. Collection of German teddy bear trade catalogues and a few magazines: Grisly Spielwaren 2001; Steiner 2003; 
Hermann-Spielwaren 1999, 2000 x 3, 2001, 2002, 2003 x 2, 2994, 2006, 2007, plus some Nurnberg toyfair leaflets, etc; Teddy 
Bear Scene #82 and #95; Teddy Bear Times #86; Teddy Bear Club International Vol 5 #7 and Vol 8 #8; Good to Excellent; 
ex-Broughty Bears stock; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

7386. Steiff a comprehensive library of trade catalogues, club magazines, Steiff literature, leaflets, etc, dating from 
1997-2016, there is duplication throughout, ex-Broughty Bears stock; (large, heavy quantity- will require collection as postage 
cost would be high), ex-Broughty Bears stock. 

 £10 - £20 

7387. Alpha Farnell golden plush vintage teddy bear nightdress case, 1950s/60s, label to foot, amber and black glass eyes, 
vertically stitched black nose, swivel head, "Lightning" zippered sateen lined compartment, Good, 21"/53cm; plus Charles II 
framed teddy bear pin, by Jane Harbottle (wildlife, seashore and teddy bear artist), limited edition 142/1200, 19"/48cm x 
15"/38cm (frame size), Mint, ex-Broughty Bears stock; (2). 

 £20 - £30 

7388. Gotz Jannicke vinyl artist designed doll, by Sissel Skille, LE 106/400, still retained within original packaging, with swing 
label, wrist tag, some discolouration to clothing, otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint, within Fair Plus to Good packaging,  
ex-Broughty Bears stock; 27"/68cm. 

 £80 - £120 

Dolls & Teddy Bears 

7389. Chad Valley Wrekin Welsh girl vintage costume doll, 1950s, with sewn-in cloth label to skirt rear seam, originally soft 
rubber (has hardened and lost its nature), painted blue side-glancing eyes, original clothing, cracks to surface of rubber, Fair 
Plus to Good, 8"/20cm. NB: See The Collector's Guide to British Dolls since 1920 by Colette Mansell, page 51. It states that 
very few of these dolls have survived due to the rubber material degrading with age. 

 £30 - £40 
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7390. Chad Valley Wrekin lady with parasol vintage costume doll, 1950s, with sewn-in cloth label to skirt rear seam, originally 
soft rubber (hands and lower legs have hardened), painted brown side-glancing eyes, brunette mohair wig, original clothing 
(some discolouration), Good Plus to Excellent, 8"/20cm. NB: See The Collector's Guide to British Dolls since 1920 by Colette 
Mansell, page 51. It states that very few of these dolls have survived due to the rubber material degrading with age. 

 £30 - £40 

7391. Chad Valley Wrekin lady in floral dress carrying felt bag vintage costume doll, 1950s, with sewn-in cloth label to skirt 
rear seam, originally soft rubber (hands and lower legs have hardened), painted blue side-glancing eyes, dark blonde mohair 
wig, original clothing (some discolouration), Good Plus to Excellent, 8"/20cm. NB: See The Collector's Guide to British Dolls 
since 1920 by Colette Mansell, page 51. It states that very few of these dolls have survived due to the rubber material 
degrading with age. 

 £30 - £40 

7392. Chad Valley Wrekin lady in white dress carrying felt floral basket vintage costume doll, 1950s, with sewn-in cloth label 
to skirt rear seam, originally soft rubber (hands and lower legs have hardened), painted brown side-glancing eyes, auburn 
mohair wig, original clothing, some loss of paint to face, otherwise Good Plus to Excellent, 8"/20cm. NB: See The Collector's 
Guide to British Dolls since 1920 by Colette Mansell, page 51. It states that very few of these dolls have survived due to the 
rubber material degrading with age. 

 £30 - £40 

7393. Palitoy Cascelloid Tressy vintage vinyl teenage fashion doll, silver hair, yellow dress, with key, stand and a small 
quantity of clothing, Fair to Good, within Fair Plus box. 

 £30 - £50 

7394. Palitoy Cascelloid Toots vintage vinyl teenage fashion doll (Tressy's little sister), blonde hair, Fair Plus to Good, within 
Fair box. 

 £30 - £50 

7395. Palitoy Cascelloid Mary Make-Up vintage vinyl teenage fashion doll (Tressy's best friend), blonde hair, orange dress, 
Good to Good Plus, with original leaflet and some make-up (unchecked for completeness), within Fair Plus to Good box. 

 £30 - £50 

7396. Pedigree Sindy vinyl vintage teenage fashion doll, dark blonde, straight leg, Good Plus to Excellent; together with a 
small quantity of clothing; (qty). 

 £60 - £80 

7397. Mattel Barbie American Girl vinyl vintage teenage fashion doll, strawberry blonde hair, crack above lower right ankle 
(only surface deep- only extends around half of leg circumference), otherwise Good to Excellent, together with a small quantity 
of clothing; (qty). 

 £80 - £120 

7398. Ashton-Drake pair of miniature collectable dolls: (1) Picture Perfect Mini-Babies Fresh From Her Bath, designed by 
Sherry Rawn, miniature resin baby doll, with duck and blanket, Mint, with certificate, within polystyrene box, 3.75"/10cm; (2) 
Carol McBride Teaspoon Fairies Collection Sunbeam, with certificate and original polystyrene packaging, 6"/15cm (length of 
spoon); Mint; (2). 

 £10 - £20 

7399. Charisma Kewpie an American Treasure dolls x three, modern issue: (1) & (2) All You Need is Love, 2011; (3) Fire 
Fighter, 2009; 8"/20cm; Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent packaging; (3). 

 £20 - £30 
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7400. Madame Alexander modern issue dolls: (1) Bo Peep #61760, 8"/20cm; (2) & (3) Mary Had a Little Lamb #64596, 
7"/18cm; (4) & (5) Balloons for your Birthday (brunette) #64491, 7"/18cm; (6) Emerald City Beautician #64395, 7"/18cm; (7) 
Rain, Rain, Go Away #65440, 7"/18cm. (8) Mel & Steff (Australia) rag doll, distributed by Charlie Bears, with swing label, 
17"/43cm; Excellent to Mint, within Excellent to Near Mint packaging; (8). 

 £40 - £60 

7401. Steiff Teddy Bear Signature, third in the Billboard range, white tag 037245, LE 2008, made from finest maco satin 
patterned in a subtle green print showing hand-drawn Steiff bears and animal sketches by Paul Steiff. These drawings have 
been used to adorn the packaging for various Steiff products. Some surface MOTH DAMAGE to three of four felt pads, 
otherwise Excellent, with certificate, Good Plus to Excellent box, 12"/30cm. 

 £25 - £35 

7402. Steiff Bellamy Paradise teddy bear, white tag 035142, LE 1500, 2013, woolly beige mohair, golden paw pads with a 
snakeskin effect, with swing label (creased), certificate, chest tag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, within Good box, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7403. Charlie Bears Swatch teddy bear, SJ 5351, from The 10th Anniversary Isabelle Collection, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
LE 450, shades of grey and light blue mohair, Near Mint to Mint with swing label certificate, carry bag, 10.5"/27cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7404. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Minimo Polka Dot the Dalmatian puppy dog, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2016, MM 
655512, LE 1200, white alpaca/mohair, with swing label certificate, Near Mint, 7.5"/19cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7405. Charlie Bears Hank hippopotamus, CB 185160, 2018, designed by Alison Mills, grey plush, with swing label, Near Mint, 
12.5"/32cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7406. Charlie Bears Vinnie rhinoceros, CB 185162, 2018, designed by Alison Mills, grey plush, with swing label, Near Mint, 
14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7407. Steiff Laelia pale pink mohair teddy bear, white tag 035111, LE 1500, 2013, with swing label certificate (creased) and 
certificate, Excellent Plus, within Near Mint box, trade carton, 12.25"/31cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7408. Gund Elvis Presley Jailhouse Rock teddy bear, designed by Susan Johnson, LE 152/350, black with frosted tip and 
cream mohair, with swing label (creased) and separate certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, within Good box, 9.5"/24cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7409. Deb Canham Artist Designs Maurie miniature mouse, LE 119/150, light brown felt, black glass bead eyes, fully jointed, 
wearing checkered cotton trousers, pale blue felt jacket, Near Mint to Mint, with certificate and Excellent box, 3"/8cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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7410. Cornfields Cubs six artist designed teddy bears, all are OOAK, with swing label certificates: (1) Sunset, orange mohair, 
7"/18cm; (2) Narae, pastel orange mohair, 7"/18cm; (3) Jayson, golden sparse thread mohair, 9"/23cm; (4) Sir Humprey, golden 
short pile mohair, mohair thinning in places to rear and some MOTH DAMAGE to felt pads, 14.5"/37cm; (5) Nuala, white alpaca, 
11"/28cm; (6) Baby Blush, pink plush, 11"/28cm; Good to Near Mint; (6). 

 £30 - £50 

7411. Vanda Bears four artist designed teddy bears, designed by Vanda Giles, all are OOAK with swing label certificates: (1) 
Jemima, pink mohair, some thinning to mohair MOTH DAMAGE, 12"/30cm; (2) Finley, brown and white mohair, 8"/20cm; (3) 
Poorly, violet sparse mohair, 5.5"/14cm; (4) Strawberry Cream, pink and black mohair, some thinning MOTH DAMAGE, 
9"/23cm; Good to Excellent Plus; (4). 

 £25 - £35 

7412. Kaycee Bears Charmaine artist designed teddy bear, pale apricot and white long pile wavy mohair, LE 11/25, with 
swing label certificate, Excellent Plus, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7413. Pair of modern issue teddy bears: (1) Hermann Teddy Original Eiskristall panda bear, by T Mischner-Hermann, LE 
10/300, pale apricot, light grey and darker grey mohair, with swing label certificate, 13.5"/34cm; (2) Canterbury Bears Harry, 
designed by Maude and John Blackburn, golden mohair, with swing label, 9"/23cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £25 - £35 

7414. Mattel Capucine Silkstone Barbie doll, 2002, from the Fashion Model Collection, B0146, Mint, within Near Mint to Mint 
packaging, with outer trade carton. 

 £60 - £90 

7415. Collection of TY Beanie Babies, Play-By-Play Enid Blyton Noddy, Disney Store Winnie the Pooh, Andrex Puppy; etc; 
Excellent to Mint; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

7416. Frankie Bears artist designed plush teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, with 
plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 20"/51cm and smallest 
17.5"/44cm; (3). 

 £20 - £30 

7417. Frankie Bears artist designed plush teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, with 
plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 18"/46cm and smallest 
17"/43cm; (3). 

 £20 - £25 

7418. Frankie Bears artist designed plush teddy bears x four, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, with 
plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 19"/48cm and smallest 
9"/23cm; (4). 

 £20 - £25 

7419. Frankie Bears artist designed plush teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, with 
plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 21"/53cm and smallest 
16"/41cm; (3). 

 £20 - £25 
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7420. Frankie Bears artist designed plush teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, with 
plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 16"/41cm and smallest 
14"/36cm; (3). 

 £20 - £25 

7421. Frankie Bears artist designed plush teddy bears x three, by Frances Armstrong, each is OOAK, in various shades, with 
plastic eyes, stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, with swing labels, Mint, ex-shop stock, largest 16"/41cm and smallest 
13"/33cm; (3). 

 £20 - £25 

7422. Synthetic fibre fur fabric, suitable for crafting, bear making, etc, useful pieces / lengths, see photograph for scale- taken 
against a metre rule; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

7423. Synthetic fibre fur fabric, suitable for crafting, bear making, etc, useful pieces / lengths, see photograph for scale- taken 
against a metre rule; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

7424. Synthetic fibre fur fabric, suitable for crafting, bear making, etc, useful pieces / lengths, see photograph for scale- taken 
against a metre rule; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

7425. Synthetic fibre fur fabric, suitable for crafting, bear making, etc, useful pieces / lengths, see photograph for scale- taken 
against a metre rule; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

7426. Collection of modern plush toys and vinyl dolls, includes: Hamleys blonde large plush teddy bear; TY monkey; Smile 
modern bisque doll; vinyl doll with red cloth body; E. S. vinyl doll; etc; Fair Plus to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

7427. Sasha Gregor vintage doll, brunette, some surface scratches, white and brown stringing, Good. 

 £40 - £60 

7428. Collection of modern issue teddy bears, including; Golden Bear Jane Hissey's Old Bear, from Old Bear and Friends, 
with swing label, 15"/38cm; North American Bear Company Muffy Vanderbear All Spruced Up the Adirondack Collection Lulu 
teddy bear, with swing label, 8"/20cm; Russ Bears From the Past Stormy, with swing label; Russ Bear Essence Lavinia; Norfolk 
Lavender beanie bear; Boyds The Razz Bearies Cocoa Needasweet; TY poodle; Good to Near Mint; (7). 

 £5 - £15 

7429. Steiff Harrods teddy bears, pair: (1) Harrods Musical Percy Bear, caramel mohair, 2003, LE 1500, white tag 661211, 
certificate, music box plays Strauss The Blue Danube, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus, within Good 
box, 12.5"/32cm; (2) Harrods 2010 teddy bear, white tag 663833, LE 1500, missing certificate and box, MOTH DAMAGE would 
benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to Fair Plus, 12.5"/32cm; (2). 

 £15 - £25 
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7430. Steiff three teddy bears: (1) Leo, yellow tag 027611, beige / brown mohair, with chest tag, swing label, 9.5"/24cm; (2) 
Jumble, white tag 663703, LE 1500, shades of brown patchwork mohair, chest tag, 10"/16cm; (3) Polar Ted, yellow tag 010606, 
winter white plush, swing tag detached but present, 11"/28cm; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to 
Good; (3). 

 £15 - £25 

7431. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Soo Lee panda bear, CB 141496, designed by Isabelle Lee, beige and grey plush with frosted 
tip, with swing labels (discoloured), 12"/30cm; (2) Joy panda bear, CB 094081A, 2009-2013, LE 3000, brown and light brown 
mink plush, swing labels, 11.5/29cm; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Good, (2). 

 £15 - £20 

7432. Merrythought and Steiff teddy bears pair: (1) Merrythought Punkie Finley, LE 72/80, golden and blonde mohair, with 
swing label certificate, 10"/25cm; (2) Steiff Harrods 2007 year teddy bear, white tag 662751, brown alpaca, areas of balding, 
jacket has damage to the navy lining, 13"/33cm; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor to Good; (2). 

 £15 - £20 

7433. Charlie Bears Anniversary Anna panda bear, CB 151561, 2015, LE 5000, designed by Isabelle Lee, celebrating 10 
years of Charlie Bears, light brown with beige tip and blonde with dark brown tip plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint,  
12"/30cm. 

 £20 - £25 

7434. Pelham Puppets Bimbo clown marionette, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, within Fair Plus to Good yellow window box.  

 £10 - £20 

7435. Charlie Bears Ivan teddy bear, CB 191935A, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark red curly and brown with cinnamon 
tip plush, with swing label (creased), Excellent Plus, 18"/46cm. 

 £20 - £30 

7436. Hermann-Spielwaren three teddy bears: (1) Lenti Teddy Bear's Centennial Hermann Annual Bear 2002, golden mohair, 
manufactured only in the year 2002, with swing label certificate, 15"/38cm; (2) Pisces Little Star Sign Bear, February 20- March 
20, golden mohair, swing label certificate, 10"26cm; (3) Hermann Jubilaums-Baren, golden mohair, with swing label certificate, 
11"/28cm; MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Poor Plus to Excellent Plus; (3). 

 £20 - £30 

7437. The Teddy Bear Orphanage Rinako artist designed teddy bear, by Mikako Nakagami (Japan), OOAK, 2002, brown with 
black tip mohair, amber and black glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, ultrasuede pads, leather claws, with 
passport / certificates, comfort blanket, MOTH DAMAGE would benefit from cleaning, Good, 10"/25cm. 

 £20 - £30 

7438. Collection of vintage and modern vinyl and hard plastic dolls, includes teenage fashion, etc: Debenhams exclusive 
fashion doll, Hong Kong plastic; Evergreen hard plastic teenage doll; Delavenna 8Y; Disney; Mattel Barbie; MGA Bratz; etc; 
Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £10 - £15 

7439. Palitoy (Cascelloid) Paliglide Rita hard plastic walking doll, c1953, deemed to be at the time of manufacture "The 
largest injection moulded hard plastic doll in the trade", original shoes and socks, re-dressed in hand-made dress and knickers, 
plus additional dress, body neck socket edge has remains of glue, head stringing is loose, some hair (under the right hand side 
plait) has been cut- this is only noticeable on close inspection, otherwise Good to Excellent, displays well, within original Fair 
Plus to Good box, 27"/69cm. NB: together with some photocopied information- 1) from Palitoy 1953 Trade Catalogue; 2) Palitoy 
and their largest Hard Plastic Doll. 

 £20 - £30 
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7440. Mattel Barbie, collection of loose dolls, clothing and accessories, plus three modern bisque dolls; Fair to Excellent; 
(qty). 

 £30 - £40 

7441. Chiltern Ting-a-ling a Bruin vintage teddy bear, British, 1950s, golden mohair, amber and black glass eyes, inset 
muzzle, vertically stitched black nose, fully jointed, velveteen pads with card lined feet, black claw stitching, internal t ing-a-ling 
mechanism, mohair is thinning in places, but generally Good coverage, stuffing has shifted to top of both legs, small holes to 
underarms, 14"/36cm. 

 £80 - £100 

7442. Chiltern flat face Hugmee vintage golden mohair teddy bear, British, 1950s, amber and black glass eyes, black 
vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, Rexine pads (paw pads are holed, Rexine surface worn), mohair loss and areas of 
baldness, inoperative press squeaker, Fair Plus to Good, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7443. Charlie Bears Victoria teddy bear, CB620004C, LE 4500, 2012-2015, designed by Heather Lyell, purple / black / pale 
grey tipped plush, with swing labels, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7444. Charlie Bears Franklin fox, designed by Isabelle Lee, CB124984, LE 1600, 2012-2013, shades of grey plush, with 
swing labels (a little faded), Excellent, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £40 

7445. Charlie Bears Rusty teddy bear, CB 0104582, QVC Special, 2010, LE 1500, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark red plush, 
with swing labels (slightly faded), Excellent to Excellent Plus, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7446. Charlie Bears Eton teddy bear, CB 131345, 2013, LE 1200, 2013-2014, LE1200, designed by Isabelle Lee, pink, 
magenta and blonde plush, swing labels creased and discoloured, Good Plus to Excellent, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7447. Charlie Bears Big Fred, CB 173737, designed by Heather Lyell, 2008, LE 300, golden plush bear with brown tip, 
complete with swing labels (slight crease), Excellent to Excellent Plus, 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7448. Charlie bears Adam, CB194557, LE 2500, 2009-2012, designed by Isabelle Lee, blonde / brown plush, with swing 
labels (slight fading), Excellent to Excellent Plus, 14"/35.5cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7449. Charlie Bears Cindy panda bear, CB 194524, 2009-2012, LE 2200, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream and light brown 
plush, with swing labels (slight fading), 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £40 

The Anne Genner Crawford (MAFA) Collection 
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7450. Simon & Halbig bisque antique doll, German, c1892, impressed S&H 1079 DEP 13, fixed blue eyes, open mouth, 
pierced ears, brunette wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, section of central upper forehead (near wig rim) 
has been chipped away and glued- hairline crack extends to left ear, some chips to ear piercings, wearing silk and lace 
pin-tucked dress, cotton undergarments, displays beautifully, 25"/63cm. 

 £60 - £100 

7451. Kammer and Reinhardt / Simon and Halbig Bisque "Mein Lieblings Baby" character antique doll, German, 1914, 
impressed K * R Simon & Halbig 126 50, weighted brown eyes, open mouth, brunette wig and pate, five piece curved limb 
composition body, silk Christening gown, silk and cotton undergarments, firing specks around right upper eye, red firing blemish 
to left nostril, body is worn, particularly around joints, body repainted, 20"/51cm. 

 £60 - £90 

7452. Kammer and Reinhardt / Simon and Halbig Bisque "Mein Lieblings Baby" character antique doll, German, 1914, 
impressed K * R Simon & Halbig 126 42, naughty brown eyes (these are flirty- but mechanism does not lock into position), open 
mouth, tremble tongue, blonde wig and pate, five piece curved limb composition body, left eye surround has restoration and 
lashes are repainted, also left eye upper rim has small chip, wearing cotton and woollen undergarments, silk and embroidered 
tulle over Christening dress, cotton muslin bonnet, 17"/43cm. NB "Naughty eyes allowed the dolls eyes to remain open even 
when laid flat, when the head is turned to the right a weighted pin prevents the eyes from closing, when turned to the left the pin 
releases and the eyes close changing from "Naughty" to "Good". Mechanism is present but the eyes do not lock into position.  

 £40 - £50 

7453. Heinrich Handwerck/Simon & Halbig bisque child antique doll, German, circa 1900, impressed 4, weighted blue eyes, 
open mouth, pierced ears (slight chips to piercings), hairline crack to right from top to wig rim to eye socket, composition and 
wood jointed body (incised 10, with red, white and blue SFBJ FABRICATION FRANCAISE sticker to rear torso), surface paint 
flaking off in places, blonde wig and pate, wearing brown cotton dress, cotton undergarments, brown leather shoes, 23"/59cm. 

 £70 - £90 

7454. Theodore Recknagel bisque antique doll, German, c 1900, impressed 101 2, fixed blue eyes, open mouth, with  
wooden body, wire armature within arms, lever within chest- when pressed it operates his arms, wearing clown's vintage 
costume, blue and red mushroom and butterfly cotton twill costume, red felt hat and neck ruff, 14.5/37cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7455. Armand Marseille bisque vintage My Dream Baby doll, German, c 1926, impressed AM 351 / 2, weighted blue eyes, 
open mouth, cloth / kid leather five piece jointed body, arms have been replaced- kid leather uppers with lower bisque arms, 
wearing cotton white work gown, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7456. Armand Marseille black bisque vintage My Dream Baby doll, German, c 1926, impressed AM 341 / 3K, fixed brown 
eyes, closed mouth, five piece curved limb composition body, rub to nose and some rubs to top of head, wearing white work 
robe, multi-layered cotton and woollen undergarments, 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7457. Armand Marseille bisque vintage My Dream Baby doll, German, c 1926, impressed AM 351 / 3K, 
weighted blue eyes, open mouth, five piece curved limb composition body, 11"/28cm. 
. 

 £30 - £40 

7458. Simon & Halbig bisque antique doll, German, c1892, impressed S H 1079 DEP 4 1/2, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, 
pierced ears (some chips to piercings), blonde wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body (neck socket has some 
wear and inner ring is loose), wearing pale blue muslin dress, cotton undergarments, 13"/33cm. 

 £100 - £130 
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7459. Armand Marseille bisque Oriental vintage My Dream Baby doll, German, c 1926, impressed AM 
353 / 3K, fixed brown eyes, closed mouth, moulded hair, five piece cloth body with composition hands, 
14"/36cm. 

 £140 - £160 
 

7460. Rheinische Gummi und Celluloidfabrik Co (Turtle Mark) black vintage celluloid doll, German, embossed Turtle Mark 40, 
fixed brown eyes, open mouth, moulded hair, five piece curved limb body (embossed 39/40), right arm has had repair to 
shoulder joint, wearing white broderie anglaise dress, cotton undergarments, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7461. Ernst Heubach antique bisque doll, German, c.1920, impressed 320 3, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, pierced 
nostrils, blonde wig and pate, five piece curved limb composition body, fingers and toes are chipped, wearing pink muslin dress 
with cotton undergarments, sateen pants, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £50 

7462. Ernst Heubach shoulder head bisque antique doll, German, 1888-onwards, impressed dep D / 2, head turned slightly 
to right, fixed blue eyes, open mouth, blonde wig, cloth body, composition lower ball jointed arms, composition legs, shoulder 
plate has cracks to lower front and back with glued repairs, toes are chipped, wearing pale pink muslin dress with matching 
bonnet, sateen under-dress, cotton undergarments, displays beautifully, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7463. Armand Marseille for Georg Borgfeldt bisque antique character doll, German, c.1913, impressed G ?27 B A 2 M DRGM 
259, with open mouth, weighted brown eyes, brunette wig and pate, curved limb composition body, factory defect to rear of 
head- indentation to bisque near the impression- glaze goes over, body has lost some of the surface paint, wearing white cotton 
gown, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £50 

7464. Armand Marseille shoulder head bisque antique doll, German, circa 1896, impressed 3200 AM 3/0 DEP, head turned 
slightly to right, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, strawberry blonde wig and pate, cloth body with composition lower arms and 
leatherette feet, repair to knees, fingers missing from left hand, wearing blue velvet dress, with white cotton under garments, 
16"/41cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7465. German bisque shoulder head antique doll, c 1900, impressed H ? 9 / 0 H, head turned slightly to the left, weighted 
blue eyes, open mouth, blonde wig, kid leather gusseted body, bisque lower arms, wearing cotton multi-layered garments and 
lace over-dress, two finger tips missing from right hand, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £50 

7466. Armand Marseille bisque vintage My Dream Baby doll, German, c 1926, impressed AM 341 / 4, weighted blue eyes, 
closed mouth, moulded hair, five piece cotton cloth jointed body, composition hands, wearing pink cotton dress and bonnet, 
cotton underwear, left hand is a replacement, 16"/40cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7467. German antique bisque doll, impressed 41.22, fixed brown eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, auburn wig and pate, five 
piece composition body, wearing beautifully hand-made dark green silk costume, lined in pink, with floral hand embroidery, 
multi layered lace underskirt, cotton undergarments, 10"/25cm. 

 £30 - £50 
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7468. Armand Marseille bisque vintage My Dream Baby dolls pair of twins, German, c 1926, impressed AM 341 / 2, weighted 
blue eyes, closed mouth, moulded hair, cotton cloth bodies (one with repairs), one with velveteen hands- other has composition 
hands (finger tips missing), wearing white work cotton robes and underwear, with press squeaker voice boxes (one is 
inoperative), 11"/28cm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

7469. Antique bisque dolls pair: (1) SFBJ black composition doll, French, impressed SFBJ PARIS, fixed brown eyes, painted 
mouth, black wig, five piece jointed body, wearing cotton seersucker dress, with original under skirt- stamped in red EDEN 
BEBE (rest undecipherable), face is rubbed and touched-in, neck socket is damaged, 12"/20cm; (2) Armand Marseille shoulder 
head doll, German, impressed AM - 10/0, fixed blue eyes, open mouth, blonde wig, cloth body, kid leather arms with 
composition lower arms, composition lower legs with moulded boots, repair to front shoulder plate, 10"/25cm; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

7470. Ernst Heubach black bisque vintage character baby, German, impressed 399 6/0 DRGM, weighted brown eyes, closed 
mouth, pierced ears, five piece jointed curved limb body, some loss of surface glaze and wear to ear piercing, wearing silk and 
lace dress and cotton undergarments, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7471. Armand Marseille native American Indian bisque antique doll, German, impressed AM 6/0, fixed brown eyes, furrows 
between eyebrows, open mouth, brunette mohair wig and pate, composition five piece jointed body, wearing felt and clothing 
(some fading and patching), 9.5"/24cm. 

 £30 - £50 

7472. SFBJ bisque character baby antique doll, French, c1910, impressed 236 4, weighted brown eyes, with open/closed 
mouth, blonde wig, composition and wood jointed body, SFBJ circular red, white and blue paper label to torso, hairline crack 
extends from wig rim across forehead to left eye and from corner of left eye around to rear of head, 12.5"/32cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7473. Armand Marseille black bisque My Dream Baby antique doll, German, c 1926, impressed AM 341 / 1K, fixed brown 
eyes, closed mouth, moulded hair, five piece composition body (worn overall), with glue repair to torso, toes are chipped away, 
wearing blue muslin and cotton undergarment, 12"/31cm. 

 £30 - £50 

7474. DEP German bisque antique doll, impressed DEP 6, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, brunette wig and 
pate, composition and wood ball jointed body with jointed wrists, hairline crack from corner of left eye towards wig rim, earrings 
are glued into position, wearing pink silk and lace dress, crushed velvet cape (lined in silk), cotton and rayon undergarments, 
displays beautifully, 14"/36cm. 

 £50 - £70 

7475. Gebruder Heubach bisque character baby antique doll, German, c 1912, impressed 7550 0, weighted blue eyes, 
open/closed mouth with modelled tongue, dark blonde wig and pate, five piece curved limb composition body, wearing cotton 
white work and woollen garments, 10"/25cm. 

 £30 - £50 

7476. German bisque antique dolls, pair: (1) Walther & Sohn bisque shoulder head doll, c1920, impressed 241 12 / 0, fixed 
blue eyes, open mouth, brunette wig and pate, cloth body, bisque lower arms, 10"/26cm; (2) impressed K1 A 7/0 R, weighted 
blue eyes, open mouth, auburn wig and pate, five piece composition body, wearing cotton white work and lace layered 
garments, 14.5"/37cm.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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7477. Simon & Halbig antique bisque doll, German, c1892, impressed SH 1079 DEP 2 1/2, fixed blue eyes, open mouth, 
pierced ears, blonde wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, wearing white work cotton and woollen garments, 
section of forehead is glued / repaired, little toe is missing from right foot, displays well, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7478. German bisque antique doll, impressed 4/0, fixed blue eyes, blonde wig and pate, composition five piece body, wearing 
cotton white work and woollen layered garments, body worn / repainted in places, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £50 

7479. Armand Marseille bisque shoulder head antique doll, German, c 1896, impressed 3200 AM 11/0 DEP, fixed brown 
eyes, open mouth, blonde wig and pate, kid leather body, bisque hands, cloth lower legs, repair to left lower arm seam, firing 
defect / imperfection under left eye, wearing white work garments, 11"/28cm. 

 £30 - £50 

7480. All-bisque antique dolls x three: (1) Kewpie, impressed 456 - 14, side glancing blue painted eyes, jointed at shoulders 
and hips, 7"/18cm; (2) Bellhop boy, impressed 3901, side glancing painted eyes, painted watermelon mouth, moulded hat with 
tassle to top, swivel head, external wire joints at shoulders and hips, painted socks and boots, 5"/13cm; (3) German all-bisque 
doll, impressed 5934 1, fixed brown eyes, open mouth, auburn wig and pate, repair to left side of head, 8"/20cm; (3). 

 £40 - £60 

7481. German bisque antique dolls x two: (1) Armand Marseille bisque socket head doll, German, c 1894, impressed 1894 
AM 3/0 DEP, fixed brown eyes, open mouth, blonde wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, socket head fits 
within a composition upper torso, lower torso extending to knees is made from cloth, lower legs are composition (restored and 
repainted), hairline crack from neck socket to bottom of right cheek, wearing layered silk and cotton white work clothing, 
12.5"/32cm; (2) Armand Marseille bisque shoulder head doll, German, c 1894, impressed 1894 AM ?/0 DEP, fixed brown eyes, 
open mouth brunette wig and pate, kid leather body with bisque lower arms, wearing cotton multi-layered garments, 
12.5"/32cm; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

7482. Early basic cloth doll, moulded face with painted features, simplistic design, brown muslin cloth body, wearing cape, 
edged in white cotton printed cloth, 12"/30cm. 

 £20 - £30 

7483. Black composition vintage character doll, side glancing painted features, coney wig, cloth body, wearing pale blue 
Rayon tail suit, felt top hat, felt shoes, costume faded and worn in places, repair to left wrist, 15"/38cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7484. Rheinische Gummi und Celluloidfabrik Co (Turtle Mark) black celluloid doll, German, embossed Turtle Mark 46, fixed 
brown eyes, open mouth, moulded hair, five piece curved limb body (embossed 35/46), wearing cotton print dress, cotton 
undergarments, lips and nails have been painted, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7485. Bahr & Proschild antique bisque shoulder head doll, German, 1893, impressed 309 7, weighted brown eyes, open 
mouth, blonde wig and pate, kid leather body, jointed at hip and knee, composition ball jointed arms, exceptional condition, 
multi-layered cotton, lace and woollen clothing, leatherette size 5 shoes, 17.5"/44cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7486. Cuno & Otto Dressel / Simon & Halbig Jutta bisque vintage doll, German, c1910, impressed 1349 Dressel S & H 7, 
weighted blue eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, blonde wig, wood and composition jointed body, wearing white work cotton and 
lace dress, cotton undergarments, repair to right foot, 18.5"/47cm. 

 £140 - £180 
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7487. Wax pumpkin-head antique doll, c1860, inset glass pupil-less eyes, blonde moulded hair, cloth body, wooden lower 
limbs, blue painted boots with flat feet, dressed in woollen and cotton clothing (wool has been moth damaged), chip to nose, 
wax surface is crazed and faded, some has flaked away, 19"/48cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7488. SFBJ bisque antique doll, French, c1910, impressed SFBJ 301 PARIS 8, blue weighted eyes, open mouth, pierced 
ears, brunette wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, fingers and toes are chipped, rear of left knee joint is 
damaged / worn, wearing cotton white work dress and petticoat, 22"/56cm. 

 £140 - £160 

7489. Bahr & Proschild bisque antique shoulder head doll, German, 1893, impressed 309 10, weighted blue eyes, open 
mouth, blonde mohair wig and pate, kid leather body, jointed at hip and knee, composition lower limbs, wearing black velvet 
dress, white cotton and woollen undergarments, damage / repair to central face section, repaired and repainted, 22"/56cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7490. Armand Marseille bisque antique shoulder head doll, German, c1900, impressed 370 AM 2/0 DEP, weighted blue 
eyes, open mouth, leatherette body (some repairs) with jointed elbows, hips and knees (shoulder and knee joints are 
re-attached using buttons), composition lower arms and legs, wearing pale violet silk dress (shredding in places), cotton 
undergarments, 18"/46cm. 

 £70 - £90 

7491. Gebruder Kuhnlenz bisque antique shoulder head doll, German, c1890, impressed Gbr 170 K 255, weighted blue eyes, 
open mouth, blonde wig and pate, leatherette jointed body, composition lower limbs (some wear - fingers and toes are 
chipped), shoulder joints are re-affixed, tape repairs to elbows, white work cotton dress and bonnet, cotton undergarments, 
22"/56cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7492. Armand Marseille bisque socket head antique doll, German, c 1894, impressed 1894 AM 3/1/2 DEP, fixed blue eyes, 
open mouth, auburn wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, small chip to neck socket (glaze extends over- factory 
flaw), wearing silk smocked and pintucked dress, cotton white work undergarments, white leather shoes (stamped 4 to soles), 
18"/46cm. 

 £70 - £90 

7493. Schoenau & Hoffmeister antique bisque doll, German, c1909, impressed S*PB H 1909 3 1/2, weighted blue eyes, open 
mouth, auburn wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, wearing cotton white work layered clothing, finger missing 
from right hand, repair to right foot, 20"/51cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7494. Ernst Heubach bisque antique character baby doll, German, c1920, impressed 300 4, weighted blue eyes, open 
mouth, dark blonde wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, wearing pale blue cotton dress and white work 
undergarments, 25"/64cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7495. Black composition baby vintage dolls, pair: (1) impressed Foreign 8, weighted brown eyes, open mouth, five piece 
curved limb body, wearing beige twill romper suit and matching cap, blue sateen shirt, 18"/46cm; (2) painted features, moulded 
hair, leather body, wearing silk dress, cotton undergarments, 12"/30cm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 
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7496. Armand Marseille black bisque vintage My Dream Baby doll, German, c 1926, impressed AM 351 / 4K, weighted brown 
eyes, open mouth, moulded hair, five piece curved limb composition body, wearing silk and lace dress with matching bonnet, 
cotton undergarments, 16"/41cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7497. Armand Marseille black bisque vintage My Dream Baby doll, German, c 1926, impressed AM 341 / 3 1/2K, weighted 
brown eyes, closed mouth, moulded hair, five piece curved limb composition body, wearing cotton white work robe and bonnet, 
cotton and woollen undergarments, restoration to both eye rims, 17"/43cm. 

 £25 - £35 

7498. Armand Marseille black bisque vintage My Dream Baby doll, German, c 1926, impressed AM 351 / 4K, weighted brown 
eyes, open mouth, moulded hair, five piece curved limb composition body, wearing cotton dress and undergarments, corduroy 
cape with marabou feather trim, cotton undergarments, bisque colouration is uneven / restoration around eyes, 19"/48cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7499. Baehr & Proeschild for Bruno Schmidt bisque character antique doll, German, circa 1920, impressed 2095 41 BSW 
(within a heart), weighted blue eyes, open mouth, brunette wig and pate, seven piece curved limb composition body (with 
jointed wrists), fingers are missing and repainted, wearing white work Christening robe, cotton and woollen undergarments, 
16"/41cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7500. Bahr & Proschild bisque character antique doll, German, c1912, impressed BP (within a heart) 585 M 14, weighted 
brown eyes, open mouth, brunette wig and pate, five piece curved limb composition body, two fingers missing from left hand, 
indentation to stomach, wearing silk and lace dress, lace bonnet, with cotton and woollen undergarments, 24"/61cm. 

 £60 - £100 

7501. Pair of antique dolls: (1) Morimura Brothers bisque character baby doll, Japanese, c 1915, impressed 2 MB Japan 4, 
weighted brown eyes, open mouth, brunette wig and pate, composition five piece toddler body- embossed 6B MADE IN 
FRANCE, wearing sateen jester-style costume, hairline to lower rear head - near neck socket, 21"/53cm; (2) Kammer and 
Reinhardt / Simon and Halbig Bisque "Mein Lieblings Baby" character doll, German, 1914, impressed K * R Simon & Halbig 
126, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, blonde wig and pate, five piece curved limb composition body, head is cracked / repaired 
and glued onto body, 14"/36cm; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

7502. German bisque antique doll, unknown manufacturer, impressed 1912 B 4, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, blonde wig 
and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, wearing beige silk dress, cotton undergarments, bisque is scored 
approximately 1/2" long at rear of wig rim- manufacturer's flaw as glaze goes over, tiny chips to neck socket, 23"/59cm. 

 £50 - £70 

7503. Cuno & Otto Dressel shoulder head bisque antique doll, German, c1925, impressed A 1776 M COD 0 DEP, head 
turned slightly to the left, fixed blue eyes, open mouth, blonde wig and pate, kid leather body, jointed at elbows, hips and knees, 
bisque lower arms, some repairs to top of left arm (stuffing has shifted), also repairs to rear of knees and soles of feet, wearing 
lace dress and matching bonnet, cotton and woollen layered undergarments, 23"/59cm. 

 £80 - £120 

7504. Schoenau & Hoffmeister bisque antique doll, German, c1909, impressed S*PB H 1909 6, weighted brown eyes, open 
mouth, brunette wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, wearing cream Rayon dress and matching bonnet, cotton 
white work and woollen layered undergarments, pulls to wig rim, right foot is damaged / split, 22.5"/57cm. 

 £50 - £70 
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7505. SFBJ French bisque antique doll, 1920s, impressed SFBJ 60 PARIS 2, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, auburn wig 
and pate, composition and wood jointed body, wearing silk dress, white work cotton undergarment, cotton socks, black 
leatherette shoes, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7506. SFBJ French bisque antique doll, 1920s, impressed SFBJ 60 PARIS 1 1/2, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, brunette 
wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, wearing blue silk dress, white work cotton and woollen undergarments, 
cotton socks, hands repainted, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7507. DEP bisque antique doll (head possibly by Simon & Halbig), c1900, impressed DEP 6, now fixed brown eyes 
(mechanism is still present- but eyes have been reset and fixed), open mouth, pierced ears, dark blonde wig and cork pate, 
composition and wood jointed body, wearing silk Eau de Nile dress, cotton white work undergarments, 17"/43cm. 

 £80 - £100 

7508. Armand Marseille bisque antique My Dream Baby doll, German, c 1926, impressed AM 351 / 5 K, weighted blue eyes, 
open mouth, moulded hair, five piece curved limb composition body, wearing cream Rayon and lace Christening gown, bonnet, 
cotton undergarments, 20"/51cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7509. Three China Head antique dolls, some with restoration / repair, tallest 15"/38cm and smallest 8.5"/22cm; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

7510. Unis bisque child antique doll, French, c 1922, impressed 301, fixed brown eyes, closed mouth, brunette wig, five piece 
composition body, wearing traditional provincial costume, toes are chipped, 6"/15cm. 

 £25 - £35 

7511. Pair of bisque antique dolls: (1) SFBJ French bisque doll, impressed SFBJ 301 9, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, 
brunette wig, composition and wood jointed body (lower legs are replacements), head is cracked to front and rear- restored, 
wearing silk and lace pin tucked dress, 21"/53cm; (2) Revalo German bisque doll, impressed Revalo 9, weighted brown eyes, 
open mouth, brunette wig, composition and wood ball jointed body, wearing cotton white work dress and undergarments, 
cracked to rear and right hand side of head, right ear lobe chipped, fingers missing, toes are chipped and nails painted, 
26"/66cm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

7512. Ernst Heubach bisque antique doll, German, c1922, impressed Heubach Koppelsdorf 302 1, weighted brown eyes, 
open mouth, blonde wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, wearing blue silk dress, cotton layered 
undergarments, 19"/48cm. 

 £50 - £70 

7513. German antique bisque dolls pair: (1) Armand Marseille bisque doll, German, c.1925, impressed 990 A 2 M, weighted 
blue eyes, open mouth, dark blonde wig and pate, five piece curved limb composition body, wearing cotton dress, knitted 
bonnet, cotton undergarments, 14"/48cm; (2) Ernst Heubach bisque character baby doll, German, c1920, impressed 300 0, 
weighted blue eyes, open mouth, blonde wig and pate, five piece curved limb composition body, hairlines / cracks / restored, 
16.5"/42cm. 

 £40 - £60 
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7514. Alt, Beck & Gottschalck Sweet Nell antique bisque doll, German, c1912, impressed 1362 1 1/2 8 1/2, weighted blue 
eyes, mohair lashes, open mouth, pierced ears, dark blonde wig and pate, wood and composition ball jointed body, wearing 
pale green silk dress, pink cotton undergarments, factory flaw to neck socket (tiny cut in the bisque 1/4" long- glaze runs over), 
surface rubs to cheeks, hands are not a pair and finger tips / fingers are missing, 19.5"/50cm. 

 £60 - £80 

7515. Modern reproduction Oriental bisque dolls: (1) Armand Marseille 353 reproduction, five piece antique curved limb body, 
wearing antique embroidered costume, 14.5"/37cm; (2) JD Kestner jr 243 reproduction, antique five piece curved limb 
composition body, 12.5"/32cm; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

7516. Modern bisque dolls x three: (1) Marotte, modern head, antique composition torso and composition and wood ball 
jointed arms, mounted on a wooden stick handle, 16.5"/42cm; (2) China head doll, 13"/33cm; (3) Doll Makers Guild of South 
Africa doll by Annette Terblanch, bisque head, hands and feet, cloth body with Loc-line flexible jointing system, with display 
stand and swing label, left foot and right hand are broken- needs repair, 21"/54cm; (3). 

 £30 - £50 

7517. Antique bisque dolls pair: (1) SFBJ 60, impressed 5, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, composition and wood jointed 
body, wearing silk dress and cotton undergarments, head extensively cracked / repaired and repainted, 22"/56cm; (2) Ernst 
Heubach bisque doll, c.1920, impressed 320 2 / 0, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, pierced nostrils, five piece toddler 
composition body, wearing cotton dress, head cracked / repaired and repainted, 17"/43cm; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

7518. Ernst Heubach antique bisque doll, German, c.1914, impressed 267 3, weighted brown eyes, open mouth, blonde wig 
and pate, five piece curved limb composition body, wearing cotton white work robe, bonnet and undergarments, some fingers 
missing, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £50 

7519. Dura Porcelain Company/Empress Pottery, shoulder head antique bisque doll, British, c.1915, impressed DURA 8, 
blue painted eyes and well painted features, closed mouth, cloth body, composition lower limbs, dark blonde wig, blue and 
white dress and bonnet, cotton undergarments, 11.25"/29cm. 

 £25 - £35 

7520. German bisque doll, unknown manufacturer, impressed 5, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, brunette wig and pate, 
composition and wood ball jointed body, some wig pulls, wearing silk dress, muslin bonnet, cotton undergarments, 24"/61cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7521. Armand Marseille bisque vintage doll, German, c1926, impressed 390 A 6 1/2 M, blue weighted eyes, mohair lashes, 
open mouth, brunette wig and pate, wood and composition ball jointed body, wearing muslin cotton floral print dress, cotton 
white work and vintage lace undergarments, vintage cotton shoes (sole is impressed 1/2), 23"/59cm. 

 £40 - £50 

7522. Hancock British antique bisque shoulder head doll, impressed 5 1/2 ENGLISH MAKE HANCOCKS, fixed blue eyes, 
open mouth, brunette wig, kid leather body (jointed at hips and knees), body is fitted with a pull string voice box (string is 
missing - inoperative), composition and wood ball jointed arms, wearing cotton white work dress and undergarments, 14"/36cm. 

 £35 - £45 
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7523. SFBJ UNIS Jumeau antique bisque doll, French, 1922 on, impressed UNIS PARIS 301 ERT 7, stamped in red TETE 
JUMEAU, fixed brown eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, auburn wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body (with BEBE 
JUMEAU Diplome d'Honneur oval paper label to small of back), wearing white work cotton dress, cotton white work bonnet 
lined in silk, with silk and woollen undergarments, tiny chip to right lower eye rim, tiny chip to neck socket, 18"/46cm. 

 £180 - £220 

7524. Armand Marseille for Gebr. Eckardt bisque Our Pet vintage character baby, German, c 1930, impressed 992 A 7 M, 
weighted brown eyes, open mouth, tremble tongue, composition five piece curved limb body, finger and tip of thumb missing to 
left hand, body is worn overall in places, wearing peach cotton muslin dress, 17"/43cm. 

 £30 - £50 

7525. Armand Marseille vintage bisque doll, German, impressed 996, A 7 M, weighted blue eyes, mohair lashes, open 
mouth, pierced nostrils, open mouth with tremble tongue, five piece curved limb composition body, fingers and toes rubbed / 
chipped, body surface is worn in places, wearing pink sateen dress, 18"/46cm. 

 £30 - £50 

7526. German shoulder head antique dolls pair: (1) Cuno & Otto Dressel, impressed 12 / 0, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, 
dark blonde wig and pate, cloth body, jointed at hips, bisque lower hands, wearing cotton white work dress, crochet bonnet, 
cotton and woollen undergarments, 16"/41cm; (2) Armand Marseille Lilly doll, impressed Lilly, weighted blue eyes, open mouth,  
blonde wig, cloth body, bisque lower arms, jointed at hips, gusseted knees, wearing cotton dress and underskirt, 14"/36cm; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

7527. Antique bisque dolls, pair: (1) Ernst Heubach bisque character baby doll, German, c1920, impressed 300 14 / 0, 
weighted brown eyes, open mouth, brunette wig and pate, five piece curved limb composition body, wearing brushed cotton 
robe and cotton undergarments, 9"/23cm; (2) Ernst Heubach bisque doll, German, c1920, impressed 320 12/0, weighted blue 
eyes, open mouth, pierced nostrils, modern blonde wig and pate, five piece curved limb composition body, fingers are chipped,  
wearing salmon pink dress and pantaloons, 11"/28cm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

7528. Armand Marseille antique bisque shoulder head doll, German, circa 1896, impressed 3200 AM 4 / 0 DEP, fixed blue 
eyes, open mouth, cloth body, bisque lower arms (thumb missing to left hand and tip of one finger is chipped), wearing white 
work dress and layered undergarments, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7529. Ernst Heubach bisque child antique doll, German, 1888 on, impressed DEP horseshoe 4 / 0, fixed blue eyes, open 
mouth, strawberry blonde wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, wearing white work dress, layered cotton 
undergarments, tiny chips to neck socket, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £50 

7530. Three vintage / antique dolls: (1) German composition baby, weighted blue eyes, closed mouth, cloth body, 
composition hands, nose is rubbed, 8"/20cm; (2) German black composition Dream Baby type doll, weighted brown eyes, open 
mouth moulded hair, five piece composition curved limb body, wearing cotton robe, 10"/26cm; (3) Heubach bisque character 
baby, German, head is fixed to MODERN BODY, 11"/28cm; (3), 

 £30 - £40 

7531. Cuno & Otto Dressel antique bisque shoulder head doll, German, 1893 on, impressed 11 / 0, fixed blue eyes, open 
mouth, blonde wig and pate, cloth body (circular stamp to front torso- illegible), composition lower arms, brown cloth lower legs 
with original brown leatherette shoes, wearing silk dress, cotton and lace undergarments, 16"/41cm; 

 £30 - £50 
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7532. Morimura Brothers antique bisque character baby doll, Japanese, c 1915, impressed 2 MB Japan 3 / 0, weighted blue 
eyes, open mouth, auburn wig and pate, composition five piece curved limb body, wearing floral cotton muslin and lace dress, 
cotton layered undergarments, 8.5"/22cm. 

 £30 - £40 

7533. German bisque antique dolls pair: (1) Armand Marseille shoulder head, impressed AM 10 / 0, weighted blue eyes, 
open mouth, cloth body (stamped Hair stuffed), blonde wig, composition lower arms, wearing knitted pale coffee dress, layered 
cotton and woollen undergarments, 10.5"/27cm; (2) Schoenau & Hoffmeister bisque doll, c1909, impressed S*PB H 1909 11 / 
0, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, dark blonde wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, wearing broderie Anglaise 
dress and cotton layered undergarments, 10"/26cm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

7534. German bisque antique  / vintage dolls, pair: (1) Simon & Halbig (Santa for Hamburger & Co bisque walking doll, 
impressed SH 1249 3 DEP, c 1898, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, brunette wig, composition and wood 
walking body (mechanism affixed to both legs- allowing head to move from side-to-side, moulded shoes - right foot is 
damaged), hairline cracks to forehead and rear of head, wearing cotton robe and undergarment, displays well, 12"/30cm; (2) 
unknown manufacturer, impressed 3 /0, brown fixed eyes, open mouth, blonde wig, five piece composition body (both feet are 
damaged, composition surface has flaked off in places), broderie Anglaise dress and cotton and Rayon undergarments, 
14.5"/37cm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

7535. German bisque antique / vintage dolls: (1) Porzellanfabrik Rauenstein Alice bisque shoulder head antique doll, 
impressed Alive No 19113 / 0 A, fixed brown eyes open mouth, blonde wig, leatherette and kid leather body, gusseted at 
buttocks and knees, painted bisque lower arms, cloth lower legs, wearing cotton dress with dark green embroidery, 15"/38cm; 
(2) Schoenau & Hoffmeister bisque doll, c1909, impressed S*PB H 1909 11 / 0, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, dark blonde 
wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, wearing cotton muslin and lace dress and cotton layered undergarments, 
10"/26cm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

7536. Antique dolls, pair: (1) Armand Marseille bisque shoulder head doll, German, circa 1896, impressed 3200 AM 7 / 0 
DEP, fixed brown eyes, open mouth, blonde wig, kid leather body, jointed at hips, with gusseted knees, bisque hands and 
cotton lower legs, wearing white cotton clothing, 12.5"/32cm; (2) early wax over composition shoulder head doll, fixed glass 
pupil-less eyes, auburn wig, cloth body (recovered), with composition lower limbs, wearing cotton print dress, with pink cotton 
under-slip, 11.5"/29cm; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

7537. Collection of eight assorted vintage dolls: (1) Rosebud hard plastic baby, 6"/15cm; (2) Tudor Rose hard plastic baby 
doll, 6"/15cm; (3) composition costume doll, with cloth body, 9"/23cm; (4) Palitoy Polly Pigtails vinyl hand puppet; (5) Roddy 
hard plastic doll, 6.5"/17cm; (6) Lissi black vinyl baby doll, 12.5"/32cm; (7) MIE hard plastic doll, 11"/28cm; (8) Sarold hard 
plastic baby doll, 24"/61cm; Fair Plus to Excellent; (8). 

 £20 - £40 

7538. Composition vintage dolls, pair: (1) walking doll, fixed brown eyes, open mouth, brunette wig, five piece body, legs 
operate mechanism which allows the doll's head to turn from side-to-side, inoperative voice box (mechanism missing), left hand 
is missing, 17"/43cm; (2) composition and tinplate battery operated dancing doll, side glancing painted brown eyes, brunette 
wig, composition lower arms (raised above head), wire armature and carton body, with tinplate lower circular wheeled base, 
housing battery operated mechanism, untested, wearing original silk and crepe dress (shredded in places); (2). 

 £30 - £40 
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7539. Franz Schmidt / Simon & Halbig bisque child antique doll, German, c 1890 on, impressed S & C 52 4 1/2, weighted 
brown eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, brunette wig, composition and wood ball jointed body, wearing silk and lace 
dress- smocked and pin tucked, silk bonnet, cotton white work and woollen undergarments, remains of old glue and wig firmly 
stuck into position around wig rim, 24"/61cm. 

 £140 - £200 

7540. Bisque antique / vintage dolls, pair: (1) Kestner shoulder head child doll, German, c 1897, impressed Dep 8 154 D 
Made in Germany, fixed brown eyes, open mouth, dark blonde wig and pate, kid leather body, gusseted at hips and knees, 
bisque lower arms, cloth lower legs, hairline crack runs from front to back of head, right thumb is missing, body has some tape 
and repair, wearing cotton shift dress, bonnet and undergarments, 21"/53cm; (2) SFBJ doll, French, 1920s, impressed SFBJ 60 
PARIS 3, weighted brown eyes, open mouth, blonde wig and pate, composition five piece body, with red, white and blue SFBJ 
FABRICATION FRANCAISE sticker to rear torso, wearing white work cotton dress, white work cotton and woollen 
undergarments, head is cracked / repaired from front to back, 20"/51cm; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

7541. Collection of vintage composition / gofun oriental dolls x seven, plus a small quantity of clothing, tallest 11.5"/29cm and 
smallest 6.5"/17cm; Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £30 - £50 

7542. Collection of vintage composition oriental dolls x five, tallest 9"/23cm and smallest 5"/13cm; Fair to Good Plus; (5). 

 £20 - £40 

7543. Pair of composition gofun oriental vintge dolls, 1930s, each with fixed glass black pupil-less eyes, painted closed 
mouth, cloth body, composition lower limbs, both with squeaker, with elaborate oriental costumes (smaller doll has replacement 
costume), 14"/36cm and 9"/23cm; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

7544. Chinese Opera antique doll, circa 1890-1910, finely carved wooden / composition head with painted features, fine 
headdress and carton body, wooden hands and elongated fingers, wooden feet, elaborately embroidered silk clothing, 
11"/28cm; NB: These were sold to opera goers at the Chinese Opera houses as souvenirs. 

 £20 - £30 

7545. Vintage folk art wooden marionette / puppet, Thailand (Siamese), hand painted features, elaborate costume finished 
with metallic sequins and embroidery, strung with metallic cotton cord, 16"/41cm. 

 £20 - £30 

7546. Indian wooden and cloth dolls and marionettes / puppets x six, some are vintage, largest 20"/51cm and smallest 
10"/26cm; (6). 

 £20 - £30 

7547. Assorted doll related, including antique / vintage novelties: (1) bisque doll's head, fixed blue glass eyes, closed mouth, 
pierced ears, wearing a silk jester's cap with bell, mounted upon carton tube, covered in pleated silk, 5.5"/14cm; (2) bisque 
doll's head fixed brown eyes, closed mouth, brunette wig, wearing a conical clown's hat and tulle ruff to neck, mounted upon a 
carton lid, covered in fragile tissue paper, 7"/18cm; (3) half doll, 4"/10cm; (4) small bisque figure, with screw fixing to base, 
4"/10cm; (5) - (7) shoulder head bisque dolls HEADS ONLY, includes Schoenau & Hoffmeister (cracked) and two other; (8) 
bisque Dream Baby type (bisque head ONLY), mounted on needle case (eyes are missing); (8). 

 £30 - £40 
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7548. Collection of miniature dolls and other novelties, includes: (1) wooden antique peg doll, missing an arm, 3.25"/8.5cm, 
mounted within a glazed frame 8"/20cm x 6"/15cm; (2) - (5) Pudding dolls (small dolls either baked in to a cake or a prize in a 
Christmas cracker); (6) celluloid baby doll, fully jointed, wearing black crepe paper hat and ruff to neck, (7) - (12) miniature 
textile dolls; (13) & (14) miniature vinyl baby dolls; (15) miniature wicker basket, holding items for a baby (nappy pins, bottle, 
wooden blocks, etc); (16) miniature porcelain baby; miniature porcelain baby; (17) German porcelain baby, impressed 661 
Germany 10, chip to top of left leg; (18) - (21) four frozen Charlotte dolls; (22) - (25) four wooden novelties, including Russian 
wooden and sisal doll, etc; Fair Plus to Excellent; (21). 

 £30 - £40 

7549. Collection of chairs, prams, cribs, etc, some are miniature, suitable for dolls and teddy bears, includes: vintage 
captain's wooden chair, 6.5"/17cm tall; pair of wicker chairs; five prams; pair of miniature cribs- one wicker and the other 
wooden; pair of rocking chairs; a wooden bed; Good to Excellent; (13). 

 £30 - £40 

7550. Collection of accessories, some are antique / vintage, including: kid leather gloves; Rayon long opera gloves; three 
chain mail purses or reticules; two wooden boxes; etc; Fair Plus to Excellent; (18). 

 £40 - £60 

7551. Collection of small and miniature dolls, some antique / vintage, including: (1) celluloid baby doll, embossed 20, 
8"/20cm; (2) & (3) Made in Japan pair of bisque shoulder head dolls, painted features, moulded hair, cloth body (each is 
fragile- some splits to cloth), porcelain lower limbs; 5"/13cm; (4) frozen Charlotte (repair to lower legs), 5.25"/13.5cm; (5) 
German black composition baby doll, 3.25"/8cm; plus china shoulder heads, and others, some with damage / repair, Fair to 
Good; (qty). 

 £40 - £60 

7552. Early wooden antique crib, suitable for doll or teddy bear, upon rockers, 10.5"/27cm tall x 18"/46cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

7553. Early wooden antique crib, suitable for doll or teddy bear, upon rockers, 10"/26cm tall x 16"/41cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

7554. Three vintage cribs, suitable for dolls or teddy bears: (1) wooden rocking crib, green and white striped cotton bedding, 
8.5"/22cm tall x 16"/41cm long; (2) & (3) wicker cribs, tallest 12"/30cm and 20"/51cm long; Good; (3). 

 £20 - £30 

7555. Modern prams x six, suitable for dolls or teddy bears, wooden, wicker and metal, largest 14"/36cm tall and smallest 
9"/23cm tall; Good; (6). 

 £20 - £30 

7556. Modern wooden and wicker chairs, suitable for dolls or teddy bears, Good, largest 20"/51cm tall, smallest 10"/26cm; 
(5). 

 £20 - £30 

7557. Collection of doll / teddy bear stands, sizes vary, from miniature up to large; Fair to Mint; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 
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7558. Collection of Steiff plush and other animals, teddy bears, etc, includes: Steiff Original kitten, yellow tag 074936, 
marmalade plush, 8"/20cm; Steiff Floppy Rabbit, 082207, 1991-1999, beige plush, 8.75"/22cm; Steiff Soft Cuddly Friends 
Hoppie Bunny, yellow tag 080463, beige plush, 7"/17cm; Steiff Lotte white plush teddy bear, yellow tag 111365, 7"/18cm; plus 
others; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

7559. Merrythought Bingie Dutch type vintage teddy bear, late 1940s, blonde wool plush with dark guard hairs, missing eyes 
(has replacement embroidered eyes), black vertically stitched nose, paws are also wool plush, foot pads are reverse leopard 
print plush, cloth unjointed body, upper body yellow and brown cotton cloth with white out teddy bear print, legs are blue and 
white check cotton cloth, with chunky thighs, plush is worn, with some holes / repairs, neck is affixed to body with a cotton 
patch, body has some holes and repairs, wearing pink Rayon floral print romper suit, 17"/43cm; together with a vintage 
miniature rabbit friend, white velveteen with pink inner ears, sateen card lined base, sequin and pink glass bead eyes, pink 
Rayon bobtail, 3"/8cm long; (2). 

 £10 - £20 

7560. Steiff pair of vintage squirrels: (1) Possy, EAN 4314, brown / white mohair, black plastic eyes, sitting up, bushy tail, 
5.25"/14cm; (2) Perri, Walt Disney, EAN 4312, brown / white tipped mohair, sitting up, black glass eyes, felt pads, 4.75"/12cm; 
both are missing their buttons, otherwise Good to Good Plus; (2). 

 £20 - £30 

7561. Collection antique, vintage and modern sewing, crocheting and crafting equipment, includes: crochet hooks, needles, 
fastenings, cottons and threads, tweezers, corkscrew, screw driver, rug making tools, etc; Fair Plus to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

7562. Vintage and modern oriental silk: (1) beige and blue silk vintage wall hanging, decorated with embroidered flowers and 
bead embellishment, lined in cotton and edged with tape, some discolouration and shredding, Fair Plus to Good, 28"/71cm x 
48"/122cm; (2) small golden silk vintage cushion, embroidered with flowers and butterflies, rear is beige slub silk, Good to Good 
Plus, 9"/23cm square; (3) turquoise silk modern boots, embroidered with flowers and butterflies, cotton card lined soles, 
Excellent, 7"/18cm tall, sole is 5.5"/14cm long and 2.5"/6.5cm at widest point (would fit a small child); (3). 

 £20 - £30 

7563. Collection of hats and bonnets, suitable for dolls and teddy bears, come are vintage, Fair Plus to Excellent; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

7564. Collection of doll's wigs, hair, sheepskin, pates, etc, some are vintage; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

7565. Collection of mainly antique doll's glass eyes and mechanisms, Poor to Good; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

7566. Assorted antique, vintage and modern interesting mixture of textiles: baby's woollen cot blanket, cushion covers, silk, 
embroidery, lace, cotton white work oddments and off cuts, white work table runner, crochet doilies, etc; some damage 
throughout, ideal for crafting and making doll and teddy bear clothing, Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £15 - £30 
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7567. Three large vintage wicker baskets and a small wicker work basket, containing assorted antique and vintage scraps of 
cotton, lace and woollen fabric, ribbons and lengths of lace, etc; some damage throughout, ideal for crafting and making doll 
and teddy bear clothing, fantastic selection, Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £40 - £50 

7568. Collection of vintage lace, costume jewellery, buttons, beads, baby's cotton bib, collars, pocket tops, crochet, etc, Fair 
to Good; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

7569. Large quantity of shoes (includes some children's shoes), both vintage and modern, suitable for dolls and teddy bears, 
variety of sizes, mainly in pairs, Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

7570. Wooden vintage push chair, upon three cast iron wheels, suitable for doll or teddy bear, Good, 13"/33cm tall. 

 £30 - £40 

7571. Pair of wooden high chairs, suitable for dolls or teddy bears: (1) well-made and solid wood, Excellent Plus, 32.5"/83cm; 
(2) vintage, with teddy bear transfer motif, folds down to chair on four plastic wheels, Good, full height 29"/74cm and folded 
18"/46cm; (2). 

 £20 - £30 

7572. Three doll reference books: (1) Antique Trader's Doll Makers & Marks, A Guide to Identification / Dawn Herlocher, 
paper back, some pages are loose (none missing); (2) The Collector's Encyclopedia of Dolls / Coleman; (3) The Doll / Fox; Fair 
Plus to Good; (3). 

 £10 - £20 

7573. Collection of socks and bootees, suitable for dolls and teddy bears, mainly in pairs, (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

7574. Eight glass domes bell jars cloche, suitable for displaying dolls and teddy bears, etc, six are with bases, some are 
antique / vintage, others modern, largest 13"/33cm and smallest 7.25"/19cm, IMPORTANT- THESE CANNOT BE SHIPPED. 
COLLECTION ONLY, THANK YOU. 

 £30 - £40 

7575. Collection of assorted vintage, antique and more modern baby bonnets and other hats, suitable for dolls and teddy 
bears, various sizes, includes: cotton white work; silk and lace; cotton muslin; Rayon; broderie Anglaise; crochet; velvet; cotton 
print; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £50 

7576. Collection of assorted vintage, antique and more modern children's clothing, suitable for larger dolls and teddy bears, 
mainly dresses, but does include petticoats, etc, various sizes, includes: cotton white work; silk and lace; cotton muslin; Rayon; 
broderie Anglaise; wool; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £40 

7577. Collection of assorted vintage, antique and more modern doll's clothing, suitable for dolls and teddy bears, includes 
dresses, petticoats, underwear, hand knitting etc, various sizes, cotton white work; silk and lace; cotton muslin; Rayon; broderie 
Anglaise; wool; velvet; Amanda Jane coat and hat; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £40 
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7578. Box of assorted antique, vintage and more modern lace and trimmings, includes: County Meath Home Industries Ltd 
(Ireland) lace; broderie Anglaise; off cuts and oddments; also useful lengths on cards; Fair Plus to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £40 

7579. Collection of antique and vintage and more modern white work, silk, tulle, linen and woollen children's and doll's 
clothing (also suitable for teddy bears), in a variety of sizes, includes: Christening robes, bloomers, petticoats, under skirts, 
blouses, nappies, etc; beautiful clothing; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £40 - £60 

7580. Collection of German and French antique and vintage (plus some modern) bisque and composition doll's heads, 
includes: Armand Marseille 341 bisque My Dream Baby; Simon & Halbig 1295 bisque character baby for Franz Schmidt & Co; 
Armand Marseille 351 bisque My Dream Baby; composition shoulder heads; composition black babies; Heubach Koppelsdorf 
320 bisque doll; Armand Marseille 390; SFBJ 301; Max Oscar Arnold Welsch; Damerval Freres & Laffranchy, Armand Marseille 
351 black bisque Dream Baby;  plus others; some with damage; (qty). 

 £30 - £50 

7581. Collection of doll's wigs, hair, sheepskin, pates, etc, some are vintage; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

7582. German and French bisque antique dolls for repair and restoration, includes: Simon & Halbig for Franz Schmidt & Co 
1180 shoulder head doll, kid leather body, missing arms, 18"/46cm; Armand Marseille 996, modern body; Walther & Sohn 241 
shoulder head, cloth body, missing arms; Unis 301, eyes are missing; (4). 

 £50 - £70 

7583. Bisque antique and modern dolls and some bodies for restoration, includes: Cuno & Otto Dressel shoulder head doll; 
Armand Marseille 370 shoulder head; Schoenau & Hoffmeister 1909; etc; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

7584. Composition and bisque antique bodies and body parts (small quantity are modern), suitable for restoration and repair 
work; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

7585. German bisque antique dolls for repair and restoration, includes: Armand Marseille 370 shoulder head; Armand 
Marseille 390; plus two others, incomplete; (4). 

 £25 - £35 

7586. German antique dolls for restoration / repair, includes: Armand Marseille 370 brown bisque shoulder head doll; Simon 
& Halbig 1079 bisque doll, head is cracked / repaired; Armand Marseille 351 Dream Baby; Hermann Steiner 128; Armand 
Marseille 390 x 2; Armand Marseille 1894; SFBJ 236 head is extensively damaged, body has SFBJ label; AM 370; etc; (qty). 

 £50 - £60 

7587. German bisque and composition antique (some are modern) doll parts, heads, bodies, etc, includes: black composition 
Dream Baby type, impressed 151; AM 518 composition Dream Baby; etc; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

7588. Collection of antique doll parts (and some modern), composition and bisque, suitable for repairs and restoration; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 
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7589. Collection of antique bisque and composition doll parts (some are modern), suitable for restoration and repair, includes: 
F & W Goebel child doll- head only 0- impressed 46 / 8, Schoenau & Hoffmeister 1909 - head only, plus some miniature doll 
parts, hands, etc; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

Dolls & Teddy Bears 

7590. Nicoltoys wooden vintage rocking horse, British, 1950s, transfer to chest NICOLTOYS ROBERTSBRIDGE, dapple 
grey, painted features, horse hair mane (tail is missing), leatherette and leather tack- one stirrup leather and iron is missing, 
upon trestle rocker, original condition, Good, 32"/81cm. 

 £40 - £60 

7591. The Butler Series Dolls' Furniture Set, states Made in England on the box (although the furniture is stamped JAPAN), 
1930s, tinplate circular Modernist table and four chairs, finished in blue, some surface corrosion, otherwise Good, in Good 
original box (illustrated with golly and teddy seated at table); plus additional two sets of table and four chairs, finished in red, 
Good; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

7592. Kleeware, Renwall, Jean, Blue Box and other hard plastic dolls' house furniture, includes: grand pianos; tables and 
chairs, television, radiogram, bathroom furniture, etc. Ceramic tea sets, 1930s-1950s. Foodstuffs, 1930s. 3 x pictures for the 
wall. Cloth maid doll. Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £30 - £50 

7593. Dolls' house vintage furniture, including: Twiggs sofa and two chairs, finished in red; Shackman (New York) 
Candlestand with Candleholder, boxed; Handcrafted Hardwood Deacon's Bench (Early Americana), boxed; wooden barrel; 
cabinet, with mock library of books effect front; Empire Made mirror; etc; Fair Plus to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

7594. Craftsman made modern dolls' house furniture: Dolphin Originals (USA) pair of upholstered wooden chairs, by Robert 
E Bernhard, signed on the base, 1984, tallest 4 3/8"/11cm; plus a wooden cupboard, signed to the base (illegible) 1984, height 
6.5"/16.5cm; violin case; Good Plus to Excellent Plus; (4). 

 £30 - £40 

7595. Assorted vintage (mainly 1930s) dolls' house miniatures, includes: candlesticks, cutlery, ornaments (pug dogs, cats, 
Irish Setter dog, monkey, elephant, etc), standard lamp, wooden barrels, coco matting door mat, mirror, cast iron and trivet 
stand, etc; Fair Plus to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

7596. Collection of early tinplate and cast metal dolls' house furniture, including some Tootsie Toy (USA)- stoves, iron and 
ironing board, toilet, chairs, etc; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

7597. Collection of dolls' house furniture, including Schneegas settee; wooden 1930s wall buffet cabinet, bench table and 
chair; easy chair; Good to Excellent; (6). 

 £30 - £50 
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7598. Collection of antique and vintage metal dolls' house miniatures: German gilt casket, circular brass table, trays, hand 
brush, etc; Fair Plus to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £30 - £50 

7599. The Unity Pack Co The "Playtime" Drapery Stores No 104 vintage toy shop, 1920s, run by M.Y. Doll & Mee, opens out 
to reveal a haberdashery store in miniature, with rolls of fabric- Lancashire Cotton Goods and Dress Materials for Dolls' Clothes, 
tiny drawers labelled LACES, COTTONS, BUTTONS, TAPES and RIBBONS. Contents of the drawers include: lace samples; 
cotton; Cash's Ribbon sample cards x 2. Cardboard counter with measuring tape. Miniature The Playtime Drapery Store 
duplicate book and scissors. Incomplete, tape repairs to box, Fair to Good. Dimensions closed : 18"/46cm x 9.5"/24cm x 
4"/10cm. 

 £60 - £90 

7600. Maurice Gottschalk painted wooden dolls' house vintage kitchen, German, 1930s, original paint and papers, and with 
electric light, Fair Plus to Good, 23"/58cm wide x 11"/28cm deep x 11"/28cm high NB: See Ziliner & Cooper, "Doll Houses and 
their Furnishings", p.95. 

 £60 - £90 

7601. Lines Brothers dolls' house DH/B, British, 1924-1930, opens at front to reveal two rooms on two storeys, wired for light, 
includes pair of chimneys, tinplate windows, wooden front door, has been redecorated (original papers appear to be still 
underneath), 22"/56cm tall x 14.5"/37cm wide x 9"/23cm deep. 

 £80 - £120 

7602. Lines Bros Triang Period Scale Model Queen Anne Series dolls' house vintage bed, circa 1939, wooden, some 
discolouration to bedding (age related foxing and bedding has pins through the fabric - causing rusty marks), otherwise Good 
Plus, within Good original correct box (some pencil notation to label). 

 £30 - £50 

7603. Lines Bros Triang Period Scale Model Queen Anne Series dolls' house vintage furniture, circa 1939, impressed 
PERIOD FURNITURE MADE IN ENGLAND, wooden, upholstered in small scale chintz pattern, pair of dining chairs (one is 
boxed), foot stool, Excellent to Excellent Plus, within Good correct box (pencil notation to label); (3) 

 £40 - £50 

7604. Lines Bros Triang Period Scale Model Queen Anne Series dolls' house vintage furniture, circa 1939, impressed 
PERIOD FURNITURE MADE IN ENGLAND, wooden: (1) bureau; (2) Console table- semi-circular top table; Good Plus to 
Excellent; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

7605. Lines Bros Triang Period Scale Model Queen Anne Series dolls' house vintage wooden wardrobe, circa 1939, 
impressed PERIOD FURNITURE MADE IN ENGLAND, top right hinge is loose, otherwise Good Plus. 

 £15 - £25 

7606. Schneegas antique dolls' house wooden chest of drawers, German, circa 1890, Good Plus, 3 3/4"/9.5cm. 

 £30 - £50 

7607. Victorian antique wooden dolls' house chaise longue (height 4"/10cm) and matching chair (needs extension to legs), 
upholstered in brown leather, Fair Plus to Good Plus; (2). 

 £30 - £40 
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7608. Vintage wooden dolls' house furniture, including: Maurice Gottschalk pair of chairs, German, 1930s, 5.5"/14cm tall; 
pine table, 1930s; pair of bent wood chairs; Fair Plus to Good Plus; (5). 

 £40 - £50 

7609. Craftsman made modern dolls' house furniture, by William Stout: (1) sea chest, signed on the base, 1977; (2) banded 
chest, signed on the base, 1976; (3) chest, signed on the base, 1976; average height 2"/5cm, Excellent; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

7610. Eric Elgin antique Mock Tudor style wooden dolls' house chest of drawers, 1919 / 1920, 3.25"/8cm; plus table; pink 
sateen upholstered boudoir chair and foot stool, with crystal feet; Good; (4). 

 £30 - £50 

7611. Maurice Gottschalk dolls' house vintage kitchen porcelain wall containers, 1930s, Salz and Mehl, one is damaged and 
has a glue repair; set of three Gottschalk storage jars, Reis x 2 and Zucker, one has damaged lid; Fair to Good Plus; (5). 

 £30 - £50 

7612. Collection of French metal cast doll's house antique vintage miniatures: pair of rocking chairs and three high chairs 
(one high chair in need of repair), Fair Plus to Good Plus; (5). 

 £15 - £30 

7613. Maurice Gottschalk dolls' house vintage kitchen porcelain wall set of three jugs, 1930s, larger has hairline crack, Fair 
Plus to Good Plus; (3). 

 £15 - £30 

7614. Collection of early glass dolls' house miniatures, includes: bowl with blue rim; Pateman Torquay perfume bottle; vase; 4 
x plates; 4 x tumblers and a wine glass; dish with glass cloche cover; Good to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £15 - £30 

7615. Twiggs vintage dolls' house wooden bathroom suite, British, 1960s, finished in green, Good to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

7616. German antique vintage dolls' house soft metal and cast miniatures and oddments, includes: fireplace companion set; 
tongs; trivets; sieve; tin opener; hammer; hand brush; etc; some furniture- with damage; spare parts; Poor Plus to Good Plus; 
(qty). 

 £30 - £40 

7617. Set of five antique thread and pin doll's house miniature chairs, largest 1 3/4"/4.5cm tall; Good; (5). 

 £10 - £20 

7618. Schneegas antique German wooden wash stand, circa 1890, with lead washbowl, Good, 4.5"/11.5cm tall.  

 £30 - £40 

7619. Maurice Gottschalk dolls' house vintage kitchen porcelain, 1930s, seven part set, egg cups both have a chip to base, 
Fair Plus to Good Plus; (7). 

 £30 - £40 
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7620. Maurice Gottschalk dolls' house vintage kitchenalia, 1930s: pair of wall wooden spice boxes- Salz and Mehl, tin plate 
bath, tin plate pail and shovel, Fair Plus to Good Plus; (5). 

 £30 - £40 

7621. Wooden vintage dolls' house furniture, including Dol-Toi, etc; Fair Plus to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

7622. Maurice Gottschalk dolls' house vintage kitchen porcelain, 1930s, three part jug set, Good to Good Plus; (3). 

 £20 - £40 

7623. Wells Brimtoy My Dolly's kitchen series tinplate vintage dolls' house furniture, includes washing machine (boxed), pair 
of refrigerators, Fair to Good, within Fair Plus to Good box; (3). 

 £20 - £30 

7624. Taylor & Barratt dolls' house gas cooker and fireplace, firescreen, plus assorted pots and pans, miniatures, etc; Fair to 
Good; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

7625. Collection of dolls' house antique and vintage miniature pots, pans and kitchenalia, in tinplate, cast metal, lead, etc; 
Poor Plus to Good; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

7626. Triang and similar collection of vintage dolls' house tinplate and wooden windows, shutters and doors, etc; Poor to 
Good Plus; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

7627. Lines Bros Triang Period Scale Model Queen Anne Series dolls' house vintage dining room table, circa 1939, wooden, 
oval top, cabriole legs, highly finished, Excellent. 

 £15 - £25 

7628. German soft metal lead doll's house antique miniature filigree furniture, typical of pieces produced by the Deissen firm 
of Babette Schweitzer, late 19th century: fireplace (incomplete), 4 3/4"/12cm tall; plus parts suitable for spares- table top, mirror, 
etc; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

7629. German soft metal lead doll's house antique miniature filigree fireplace, typical of pieces produced by the Deissen firm 
of Babette Schweitzer, late 19th century, complete with fire iron, tongs and shovel; Good to Excellent; (4). 

 £50 - £70 

7630. German soft metal lead doll's house antique miniature filigree chest of drawers, typical of pieces produced by the 
Deissen firm of Babette Schweitzer, late 19th century, Good Plus to Excellent. 

 £40 - £50 

7631. German soft metal lead doll's house antique miniature filigree bed, typical of pieces produced by the Deissen firm of 
Babette Schweitzer, late 19th century, Good Plus to Excellent. 

 £40 - £50 
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7632. German lithographed paper over wood antique doll's house furnishings, circa 1870 (1) - (3) upholstered chairs with 
turned legs and velvet upholstery; (4) plus a chair back ONLY (seat and legs are missing); Fair Plus to Good Plus; (4). 

 £40 - £50 

7633. German lithographed paper over wood antique doll's house clock, circa 1870; Good to Good Plus; (4). 

 £40 - £60 

7634. German lithographed paper over wood antique doll's house dressing table, circa 1870; Good. 

 £40 - £60 

7635. German lithographed paper over wood antique doll's house cupboard, circa 1870; Good. 

 £40 - £60 

7636. Collection of mainly vintage / antique dolls' house furniture oddments, damaged, suitable for spares / repairs; includes 
some modern doors, etc; Poor to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £40 

7637. Modern dolls' house electrics, assorted miniatures, Furga vinyl doll, Hong Kong plastic doll, assorted dolls' hair 
switches, etc; dolls' house reference books- Dollhouse Furniture / Towner (signed by the author), Doll's House Dolls / 
Bedignton, Making Dolls' Houses / Nickolls, Dolls' Houses the Collector's Guide / Jackson Douet, Dolls & Dolls Houses / 
Desmonde, The Dolls' House Book / Flick; Fair to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £20 - £40 

7638. Vintage and modern dolls' house furniture, including Spot-On, Mattel, assorted miniatures, etc; wooden matryoshka 
doll; assorted carpets, textiles, etc; dolls' house dolls; Fair to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £20 - £40 

7639. Modern issue (and some vintage) dolls' house furniture and miniatures, includes: dolls' house dolls; cabinets; sets of 
drawers; tables; bathroom set; Fair to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

7640. Collection of vintage dolls house furniture and fittings, includes: upholstered three piece suite and foot stool; dressers; 
tables; 2 x tobacco rugs; Christmas tree with tinplate base (originally wired for light- untested); etc; Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £20 - £40 

7641. Collection of vintage dolls' house furniture and fittings, includes: Japanese wooden inlaid; pair of 1930s wooden 
armchairs; State Express (Ardath Tobacco Co) My Darling miniature jointed porcelain doll (feet are missing), within original box; 
chair; tables; etc; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £30 - £50 
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7642. Collection of 1950s vintage soft toys, dolls, bears etc, to include: (1) Chiltern (UK) Hugmee golden mohair teddy bear, 
amber and black glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, Rexine pads, black claw stitching and original neck 
ribbon, 15"/38cm; (2) Chad Valley Sooty golden mohair glove puppet, amber and black glass eyes, label to side seam, Rexine 
pads, 8"/20cm; (3) Chiltern blonde mohair monkey, label to inner leg seam, amber and black glass eyes, felt face and tongue, 
unjointed, felt ears, hands and feet, 12.5"/32cm long; (4) Dean's Rag Book golden mohair and red artificial silk dog, label to rear 
seam, brown and black plastic eyes, unjointed, felt ears, 9"/23cm; (5) rubber dog squeaker (inoperative) 6"/15cm long; (6) 
Pedigree hard plastic doll, the plastic has degraded with age which is common with these dolls; (7) Rosebud black hard plastic 
doll; (8) Primitive wooden marionette; (9) small brown artificial silk teddy bear; Poor to Good, (9). 

 £30 - £50 

7643. Collection of novelty, costume and other dolls: Lady in the Tutti Frutti hat "Lembranca do Rio" topsy-turvy black hard 
plastic doll; pair of black ethnic cloth dolls; Feather Duster doll; Matryoshka wooden dolls; bisque clowns; pair of wooden doll 
perfume holders; Nottingham Lace vinyl doll; oriental dolls; Softoys Bea The Kitchen Witch cloth doll; etc; Fair Plus to Near 
Mint; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

7644. Four wooden chairs and three wooden beds, suitable for teddy bears or dolls, Fair Plus to Good; largest 26"/66cm and 
smallest 6"/15cm; (7). 

 £10 - £20 

7645. Schleich Max and Moritz (Wilhelm Busch) vintage characters, West Germany, late 1950s, poseable plastic with internal 
wire armature, Good to Good Plus, 6"/15cm; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

7646. Pedigree Sindy vintage accessories: Superhome; Stable; Horse; Scooter; Bed; Wardrobe; Tent & Inflatable Bed; 
Cooker; Eastham E-line Wall Oven Cooker; Eastham Cooker; Bath, Easy Chair and Settee; etc; plus some associated smaller 
accessories; unchecked for completeness; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

7647. Pedigree Sindy vintage dolls, clothing and accessories: Space Fantasy Sindy, Marie and Paul dolls, some clothing, 
shoes, etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £50 

7648. Vintage Pippa Dawn dolls' house furniture, and a pair of ballet shoes; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

7649. Vintage Barbie Folding Pretty House (1996) Number-16961-2019-1; Fair to Good, incomplete. 

 £5 - £10 

7650. Febey Dolls Collection pair of artist designed cloth Sulky Dolls, boy and girl, painted features, each with unjointed body, 
26"/66cm; six mainly Russian porcelain and cloth costume dolls; Spear's Weaving Loom, boxed; Fair Plus to Excellent; (9). 

 £10 - £30 

7651. Lifesize plush vintage golly (similar in style to the Robertson's golly), circular leatherette eyes (one pupil is missing), 
leatherette and plush mouth, inset black plush wig, integral red, white and pale blue plush clothing, Good, 68"/173cm. 

 £10 - £30 
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7652. Robertson's Golly complete set of Footballer figurines, plus a spare number 6 player, mixture of chalk and plastic, Fair 
Plus to Good; (12). 

 £20 - £30 

7653. Robertson's Golly Bandsman chalk figurines x sixteen, some duplication, Fair to Good; (16). 

 £20 - £30 

7654. Robertson's golly vintage badges x seven, plus two tinplate button badges: (1) bagpiper, F & S; (2) tennis player, HW 
Miller; (3) golfer, HW Miller; (4) cricketer, Fattorini; (5) footballer, Marples & Beasley; (6) skater, Fattorini; (7) guitarist, Gomm; 
plus tinplate buttons (8) & (9) Golly it's Good and Golden Shred; Fair Plus to Excellent, (9). 

 £30 - £40 

7655. TY Beanie Babies x thirty-seven, includes Princess, Britannia, etc; some duplication (see photograph), and some tag 
protectors, etc; Good to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

7656. Ty Beanie Buddies x eighteen includes Princess, Pumpkin, etc; plus Disney Store Mickey Mouse Clubhouse Donald 
Duck; Disney Store Hunchback of Notre Dame; Metro Toys x three; Suzy Toys plush rabbit; Good to Mint; (24). 

 £30 - £40 

7657. Royal Doulton The Rupert Bear Collection Bingo's Huge Firework figurine, RB 10, 2003, Rupert and the Big 
Bang - Bingo, the brainy pup, is busy with a mysterious new invention, Near Mint to Mint, with certificate and box.  

 £15 - £30 

7658. Royal Doulton The Rupert Bear Collection Ping Pong Leading the Way figurine, RB 3, 2003, Near Mint to Mint, with 
certificate and box. 

 £15 - £30 

7659. Royal Doulton The Rupert Bear Collection Bingo's Huge Firework figurine, RB 10, 2003, Rupert and the Big 
Bang - Bingo, the brainy pup, is busy with a mysterious new invention, Near Mint to Mint, with certificate and box.  

 £15 - £30 

7660. Royal Doulton The Rupert Bear Collection Podgy Lands With A Bump figurine, RB 9, 2003, Near Mint to Mint, with 
certificate and box. 

 £15 - £30 

7661. Royal Doulton The Rupert Bear Collection Edward Trunk Pretending to be an Outlaw figurine, RB 2, 2003, Near Mint to 
Mint, with certificate and box. 

 £15 - £30 

7662. Rupert the Bear collection collectables: (1) Wade Camtrak's Childhood Favourites No 4 Rupert and the Snowman, 
1977; (2) Western House Rupert Characters money box (some crazing), boxed; (3) Wedgwood Rupert bookends, left hand is 
cracked / damaged / repaired; (4) Rupert and Fireman, bronze finish resin, mounted on wooden plinth; (5) & (6) R & R Hill pair 
of Rupert fridge magnets, boxed; Fair to Excellent Plus; (6). 

 £20 - £30 
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7663. Rupert the Bear collectables: (1) Real Soft Toys plush bear, 17"/43cm; (2) Grove plush bear, 10"/26cm; (3) Golden 
Bear small beanie bear, 6"/15cm; (4) Golden Bear glove puppet; (5) Lefray Toys hot water bottle cover; (6) Bath sponge; (7) 
Highlands Rupert scarf; (8) Rupert, vinyl head and hands, soft cloth body; Fair to Excellent; (8). 

 £10 - £20 

7664. Pelham Puppets Rupert the Bear pair: (1) Rupert the Bear, Good, within Fair Plus to Good correct yellow window box; 
(2) Rupert, Fair Plus to Good, unboxed; (2). 

 £15 - £25 

7665. Mattel Barbie Teenage Fashion Model doll vintage box ONLY (DOES NOT INCLUDE DOLL), 1969, Stock No 1190, Dk 
Brown, Fair Plus - faded, lid has splits to bottom corners, Fair Plus to Good. NB: Box is for standard model Barbie, with new 
model face of 1967. 

 £15 - £30 
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Conditions of Sale
The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be 
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25%).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE Purchasers will be charged a total 
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable which
will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.

If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods can only
be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been made. We reserve
the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as possible, 
allowing for other bids. Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be decided by
the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification relates
to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of any item. It must
be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be regarded as opinion only, and
cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such faults
does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free of faults. 
Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in the event that an
item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this is proven to the 
Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days of the sale in the 
condition it was sold.

Telephone Bidding
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for telephone
bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any missed calls
due to human or technical errors.

Bank Transfer
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder
House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton on Tees. TS18 3EX

Sort Code: 40-51-62  
Account: 42076703  
IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703  
Bank Swift code: HANDGB22 
Account Name: Vectis Auctions Ltd 



Conditions of Sale (Continued)

Estimates
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity, 
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a 
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

Reserves
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a reserve on
a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the placed reserve or
£10 whichever is greater.  The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed
with Vectis Auctions beforehand.  This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

Late Withdrawals
(a) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top and
bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(b) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the midpoint
between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

Payment of proceeds of auction
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the right to
withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment.  If the buyer fails to make payment within the calendar
month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable in respect of the
amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each lot
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each lot might realise

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.
The website address is: www.vectis.co.uk  e-mail address is: admin@vectis.co.uk
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